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INTRODUCTION



A Conceptual Design "KARIN-I"

A conceptual design for a moving ring reactor "KARIN-I" has

been carried out with a view to prospering activities for fusion

system designs in universities and clarifying R & D problems and

their priorities to serve the strategy of fusion researches. In

order to meet these objectives, the following guidelines have been

adopted:

1) to design D-T reactor with a tritium breeding blanket,

2) to design a commercial reactor whose net output power in

electricity is 500 MWe,

3) to demonstrate compatibility of plasma physics with fusion

engineering,

4) a few ten years to be left for the developments for this

concept,

and

5) to avoid detailed discussions with respect to systems and

system components common to open-ended fusion reactors.

Moving Ring Reactor Concept

A moving ring reactor (MRR) is mainly composed of three

sections. A plasma ring is formed and heated up to ignition

temperature, in the first formation section. Then the plasma ring,

a compact torus transported from the formation section, moves

through the next burning section generating fusion power. Afcter

burning, the plasma ring moves into the last recovery section and

here the energy and particles of the plasma ring are recovered.
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KARIN-I

A brief and schematic explanation of KARIN-I is as follows.

As is shown in Table 1 and Fig.l, a plasma ring is formed in

the formation section by injecting relativistic electron beam into a

weakly ionized plasma in a flux conserver. In addition to the

poloidal magnetic field associated with the plasma current, a

toroidal magnetic field is induced through the relaxation process to

an energy minimum configuration. Then, the plasma ring is heated

by a magnetic compression up to the ignition temperature. During

the magnetic compression, the plasma current as well as the magnet-

ic field is increased, and arter reaching igniting state, the plasma

ring is transported to the burning section by means of the magnetic

field gradient along the central axis.

At the entrance of the burning section, liquid lithium is

introduced to the blanket region through subdivided flow channels

and flows along the axial direction. By utilizing the insulation

separator at the entrance, the poloidal magnetic field is easily

permeated into the lithium flow. Since the diffusion time of the

poloidai magnetic field at the blanket region is much longer

compared to that at the entrance, the magnetic field is considered

to be frozen in the flow. Therefore, the plasma ring moves along

the axial direction with the velocity of the lithium flow. It is

worth while to mention here that liquid lithium plays the roles not

only of the breeding and heat removal but also of ring conveyance

which is one of the key functions in the burning section. At the

exit of the burning section, a similar method is applied to reduce

the coupling between the magnetic field and the lithium flow and,

consequently, the ring is made free from the lithium flow. The
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plasma ring is also transported to the recovery section by the

magnetic field gradient.

Since a plasma ring is injected to the burning section

intermittently at the rate T ~ (1 Hz) of the plasma ring formation,

the number N (̂  10) of the plasma rings in the burning section at

any instance is T. /T where the burn time T. is estimated to be 10

sec. Though the plasma ring formation and recovery are

intermittent, the fact that multiple plasma rings (T^/T ^10) exist

in the burning section enables us to operate the MRR plant steadily.

Entering into the recovery section, the plasma ring is expanded

with its own electromagnetic energy, which is recovered by the

magnetic coils wound around. After the expansion, plasma particles

such as fuels, ashes, and impurities are pumped out.

A tilting instability is considered to occur during the ring

transportation. For a suppression of this instability, a passive

control is preferred to an active one. This stabilization is

performed by applying 8-figured coils on the central cores in the

formation and recovery sections as well as that wound on the first

wall in the burning section. The eddy current induced in the lithium

layer also serves to suppress the tilting instability.

Blanket and First Wall

Since conductive fluid flows in the blanket, the pressure drop

in the tlow and stress in the first wall appear due to MHD interac-

tions between the magnetic field and conductive fluid. In order to

reduce MHD effects, a non-or less conductive property is necessary

for the first wall materials in addition to other properties

required to the first wall such as small interaction with neutrons
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and charged particles. To response these requirements, we have

adopted SiC as a candidate first wall material.

Another problem for the first wall is its compatibility with

blanket material, i.e. liquid lithium. Compatibility of SiC with

lithium is considered to be not excellent at the operating

temperature of about 500 C. Then thin metal lining on the SiC

surface is performed in KARIN-I. In order to ensure tritium breed-

ing in the blanket, the thickness of lithium layer would be a few

ten centi-meters. In the design of KARIN-1, introduction of graphite

reflector decreases the layer thickness to 25 * 30 cm. In deter-

mining this value of lithium layer, EPR blanket design at ORNL has

been referred. With this thickness the temperature increase is

about 50 C which is enough to give design margin to the plant

configuration as well as blanket configuration.

Plant Configuration

A rough sketch on the total plant system can be presented

following to the review of LMFBR plant.

The introduction of intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) is

similar to LMFBR IHX. The sodium may be preferred to lithium as the

coolant in IHX for MRR plant as well as in LMFBR.

Tritium concentration in the lithium flow would have impact on

the environmental safety, because the leakage path through Li

loop-IHX-SG is out of the multihold containment system. To accom-

plish a reasonable requirement, a cold trap system which is the main

purification system for sodium in LMFBR can not be used as the

tritium trapping system, even though it is used for other particle

and particulate trapping. In order to answer to this requirement on
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tritium concentration, a hot trap system with metal window or the

molten salt counter flow to the liquid lithium system are discussed.

Working group for the conceptual design

A working group for this conceptual design has been organized

in April, 1980 as a subgroup of "Working Group on Fusion Reactors"

in the Research Information Center, IPP, Nagoya University. It

should be greatly acknowledged for Prof. S.Hayakawa to support and

lead the design work. This work was also supported by the

Grant-in-Aid for Fusion Research from the Ministry of Education.

Participants in this conceptual design

Chubu Institute of Technology

S.Nagao

IPP Nagoya University

A.Mohri (principal investigator), K.Ikuta, H.Naitou,

Y.Tomita, K.Narihara, T.Tazima, H.Momota, Y.Fujii-e,

C.Hamba, Y.Nomura

Kyoto University

K.Yoshikawa, M.Ohnishi, K.Shin

Osaka University

S.Inoue, M.Nishikawa, M.Hiyake, T.Okada

Hiroshima University

S-Inoue.Itoh, H.Hojo

Technological University of Toyohashi

K.Kitamura
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University of Tokyo

S. Kondo

Tokyo Institute of Technology

S.Shiota

Kyushu University

H.Nakashima, H.Ohta, K.Yoshioka

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

T. Tone

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

M.Iwamoto

Toshiba Corporation

H.Ogiwara, H.Yamato, Y.Gomay, M.Kumagai

Nisshin Electric Corporation

Y.Suzuki, A.Kawakita

ULVAC Corporation

K.Okamoto

Toyo Information System Co., Ltd.

S.Yoshizawa, N.Kawamura, H.Hatsunaga
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Table 1 Parameters of a Burning Plasma

Major Radius R

Minor Radius a

Plasma Toroidal Current It

Toroidal Field Bt(0)

Poloidal Field Bp(a)

Plasma Pressure p

Poloidal Beta 6p(a)

Ion Density (final) ni

ion Temperature T^

Fusion Power per

Single Plasma Pf

Burning Time Tb

Axial Mangetic Field Bv

Fuel Burn-up

1.5 m

0.5 m

7.2 MA

3.0T (2.6T)

2.9T

8.9 xlO21 keV/m3

(1.1x1022 kev/n

0.43 (0.55)

4.8x1020 ro-3

9.3 keV

185 MW

10 s

1.2T

19 %

* Numerical values in brackets are those in the final stage.
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Abstract of MRR Design Study in 1980

Plasma Ring Formation

Various methods for plasma ring formation are surveyed in

view of major radius compression, electrical conductivity of the

ring, size of the ring, formation time, necessity of additional

heating, and life of the device. It is concluded that the most

suitable method is the injection of relativistic electron beams.

Adiabatic Compression of Plasma Ring

In order to attain a burning state of a dense and high

temperature plasma, the initial plasma ring is adiabatically

compressed in the major radius by means of increase of equilibri-

um magnetic fields. We analyze the compression including plasma

dissipations and numerically calculate the time behavior of

plasma parameters. The optimum compression time is obtained by

comparing the plasma collision time with the plasma dissipation

time. The neutron particle fluxes to the wall during compression

is calculated.

Suppression of Tilting Instability

i)-l Spinning Plasma Ring Stable to Tilting Mode

The tilting instability of a current-carrying plasma ring

bedded in an external magnetic field for equilibrium can be

stabilized by spinning the ring about its major axis at an

angular velocity above a critical value. This value is estimated

using a rigid rotor model.
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i)-2 Spinning Plasma Ring and Tilting Instability2*

Equilibrium and tilting stability of the spinning plasma

ring in reversed field configurations are investigated. The

stability window of the toroidal rotation m, UQ < <D < «„ , is

found to be narrow and hardly accessible without a shell.
3)ii) Conducting Liquid Conveyer of Plasma Ring

Current-carrying plasma rings can be conveyed in a

cylindrical channel with a liquid flow to which outer poloidal

fields of the ring freeze. Fast tilting motion of the ring is

stabilized when the liquid surface is set close to the ring

within a critical distance. Effects of a resistive tube duct

installed for the liquid are also examined.

MHD Stability Analysis

i) Critical 6 value

An attainable plasma 6 value is examined by use of the MHD

theory, provided that the tilting instability can be suppressed.

For typical plasma parameter profiles, high-n ballooning mode

indicates the critical B value to be 24 Z as an average, and

Suydam's criterion (for cylindrical approximation) shows about

8.8 Z at the center and 2.8 Z as an average. The values are

normalized to the toroidal magnetic field strength at the center,

ii) Numerical calculations

Preliminary ideal-MHD stability analysis of a spheromak
A)

configuration is made by using the ERATO code. The plasma

shape is assumed to be a toroid with a circular cross section.

The aspect ratio is set equal to 3.3. The equilibrium is

obtained by numerically solving the Grad-Shafranov equation.
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Some calculations for the n-1 mode is executed. The effect of a

conducting shell is also included.

Trapping of Alpha Particles

i) Condition for Absolute Confinement in Axisymmetric Tori

Condition for absolute confinement is obtained using the

conservation of energy and the angular momentum in axisymmetric

system. In order to confine all of the alpha particles produced

in an axisymmetric torus, the necessary current I must be larger

than the critical value I . In the case of alpha particle

produced by D-T reaction I becomes about 3 MA. This condition

is easily satisfied in the reversed rield pinch (RFP) and the

spheromaks.

ii) Numerical Calculations

The direct loss rate of alpha particles is obtained

numerically by using the guiding center orbit calculation code.

The force-free equilibrium configuration is employed which was

given by A. Mohri in the large aspect ratio approximation. The

trapping ratio of alpha particles is 100 Z. This is because the

toroidal magnetic field vanishes at the plasma surface. In order

that the guiding center approximation is valid, the plasma

current should be sufficiently larger than 0.7 MA.

Varticle Flow in Ambient Plasma

The first wall of a reactor is bombarded by radiation, by

charged particles which have diffused across the confining

magnetic field, and by neutral atoms. The sputtered impurities

diffuse into the plasma and easily ionized, so plasmas cool down
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by radiation due to these impurities. In the case that there is

no space left to pump out these impurities, it is found that the

ambient plasma should have a sufficiently low temperature.

Reactor Design

The plasma core in an MRR which satisfies the ignition

conditions is designed by solving the zero-dimensional particle

and energy balance equations. Empirical sea1ing of present

tokamak experiments is assumed in the study, since experimental

confinement laws are not yet available for a high temperature and

dense compact toroid. Burn time severely restricted by ash

accumulation is evaluated to be 10 sec. Energy multiplication in

life of a plasmoid, however, reaches above 10 in spite of the

short burn time. The reactor parameters such as length of burn

chamber, number of plasmoid and speed of plasmoid are also

calculated for a given total fusion power of 1200 MWt and neutron

wall loading of 1 MW/m . Since an ignited plasma core is

thermally unstable at the operating temperature, the feedback

stabilization by means of major radial compression-decompression

is proposed and proved to be effective for attaining the

stationary burning of a plasma.

Since the heat load on the first wall is periodical,

estimation of thermal fatigue of the material is needed to

provide the evaluation of its life time. With heat load due to

neutrons and radiation, transient performance characteristics of

the wall temperature is evaluated to indicate that the wall can

stand for more than 9 years with an 80Z working ratio.
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Chapter

PLASMA PHYSICS



1. Summary of Plasma Story

The whole story of plasma rings from their birth to death

should be so dexterously produced to make the best use of the

exclusive features of moving ring reactor. Each stage of the

scenario of a plasma ring should well meet the technological

possibilities for holding or controlling the plasma in the desira-

ble situation. Such a demand suggests that the design should be

done in consideration of many affairs which would concern. The

plasma story described in this chapter has been settled after many

iterations so as to make the reactor more feasible, though it may

not be quite satisfactory. During the work, some key problems,

which should be solved in the future, have been elucidated. This

is one of the main purposes of this working.

The plasma story is briefly summarized in due order from the

ring formation. Figure 1 illustrates this story, and plasma

parameters at each stage are listed in Table 1.

Plasma Ring Formation

The moving ring reactor: KARIN-I needs periodic production of

plasma rings. This period is an important factor affecting the

performance of the reactor. For example, the output power or the

thermal fatigue of the first wall depends, of course, on the period.

Longer period enhances the fatigue but shorter period causes larger

power loss in AC-superconducting coils for compression heating of

the plasma. In this design, the period of repetition is decided

to be 1 s. This means that a plasma ring should be formed and

compressed within I s . For the reason, injection of intense rela-

tivistic electron beams (REB) is adopted for the plasma ring forma-
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tion, since the formation time can be very short and, at the same

time, a hot plasma is produced and confined by the current-carrying

ring. The magnetic configuration is spheromak which needs no

external toroidal magnetic field. To sustain the configuration

until the compression heating is applied, fairly high electron

temperautre is necessary. This temperature is easily realized by

turbulent heating due to the interaction between the induced return

currents and the background plasma. Here, a resistive shell is

used to form the spheromak configuration without the help of

external toroidal field.

Compression

Then, compression is imposed to get to a burning condition by

increasing the external vertical field, i.e., the axial field. The

plasma parameters obtained by the compression is determined from

the burning condition necessary for the global performance of the

reactor. This condition is decided mainly from the total thermal

output (̂  1850 MW by ten plasma rings), the attainable 6, the

trapping condition of a-particles and the change of state during

the burning. The compression time T and the ratio of the

initial major radius to the final one R./R are determined by

considering the plasma transport during the compression. Here,

T ^ 0.25 s and R./R ^ 3. After the compression from R. = 4.5 m

to R = 1.5 m, we have ID = 7.2 MA, <T> = 9.3 keV, n = 4.8 x 1020

K e

m . The total fusion power is 185 MW per plasma ring.

Axial Conveyance of Burning Plasma Rings

The method of axial ring translation uses the freezing of the

poloidal magnetic field of the ring to a conducting liquid lithium

which is allowed to flow along the cylindrical channel, i.e., the
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burning section. Here, the lithium flow has many functions as the

conveyer of plasma ring, the coolant of the first wall, tritium

breeder, the main absorber of neutron energy and the major

stabilizer for tilting motion of the ring. The structure of the

burning section is designed to fulfil all the functions above.

The burning section 50 m in length includes ten moving rings

which are conveyed at the velocity of 5 m-s~ . For holding the

rings in equilibrium, the axial magnetic field (i.e., the vertical

field) becomes 1.2 T. As an auxiliary stabilizer in addition to

the lithium flow, twisted loop coils are wound inside the lithium

flow. Induced currents in the coils at ring movement stabilize

the tilting motion of slow mode, which is hardly stabilized with

the lithium flow.

Since an ignited D-T plasma in this case is thermally unstable

at the operating temperature, the suppression of thermal instabili-

ty is necessary. A feedback stabilization by controlling the

major radius of the ring is considered. The required controlling

amplitude of the radius AR/R remains less than 1-2 %,

Energy Recovery

At the exit of the burning section, a plasma ring still

possesses magnetic and kinetic energies of 100 MJ. Though this

amount of energy is quite small compared with the total output

energy more than 1800 MJ per plasma ring, it is necessary

to avoid damage of the wall which would be caused if the particle

disposal is done without control. The residual energy is, there-

fore, recovered by means of electromagnetic coupling between outer

induction coils and the plasma loop current during which the ring is

controlled to expand in the major-radial direction. This efficien-
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cy is estimated to be fairly high. Then, after

the cooling down of the expanded plasma due to surrounding

neutral gas, particles are pumped out.
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Table 1. Plasma Parameters of KARIN-I

Formation

Use of REB Injection
REB energy
beam current
pulse length
total energy

Initial Plasma

major radius
minor radius
plasma density
temperature
ring current
aspect ratio
poloidal B
toroidal 8

B

Compression
compression time
vertical field (initial)
vertical field (final)
compression ratio

Burning Plasma
1) Burning Plasma

major radius
minor radius
aspect ratio
fusion power/ring

neutron
a-particle

power loss from ring
neutron
bremsstrahlung

WREB

Ri
ai

"ei
<T>1

3p(at)

et(o)
F

Tcomp
By (R=4.5)
Bv (R=1.5)

R,7R

R
a
A=r/a

PR
pn
Pa

Pn
Pb

25 MeV
2-1 x 4 MA
200-400 ns
20-26 MJ

4.5 m
1.5 m
1.9 x lO1* m"3

1.64 keV
2.45 MA
3
0.23
0.22
0.16

0.25 s
0.11 T
1.2 T
3

1.5 m
0.5 m
3
185 MW
148 MW
37 MW

148 MW
2.5 MW
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thermal loss
direct loss of a

ring number

ring distance

burn time

conveyance velocity

(Li velocity)

total fusion power

rff (fuel density)

njj( (ot-particle density)

rfe (electron density)

<T> (average temperature)
IR (ring current)
total plasma energy

1 L j2

if V/2y0
fpv

Bt(0)

Bp(a)

p"

Pch
pdo
N
I

Tb
VL

Pf

32.2 MW
1.3 MW

10

5 m
10 sec

5 m/sec

1850 MW

4.8 x 1020 m"3

9.0 x 1019 m-3 (t * 10 sec)

4.8 x 102° nf3 (t * 0)
6.6 x 10 2 0 m"3 (t « 10 sec)

9.3 keV

7,2 MA
103 MJ

73 MJ

14 MJ

16 MJ

3.04 T

2.88 T

8.9 x 1021 keV/m3

B?(0)
et(o) = ¥ / ~ | j — 0.39

B_(a)
3n(a) = P" / - £ — - (poloidal B) 0.433p( |

B = p / ̂ ~ (average e) 0.36

internal inductance I. 0.64

inductance L 2.8 yH

Bv 1.2 T
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Recovery

Energy Recovery

expansion ratio R~/R 4

Rf 6 m

af 2 m

A - Rf/af 3

Plasma Energy before Expansion

total 103 MJ

7 VR n m

i* v/2y0 n MJ

I PV 20 MJ
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2. Formation of Plasma Ring

In the design of fusion-reactor KARIN-I, plasma compression

towards the major axis of the torus, i.e., the common axis of the

reactor, is adopted to get to an ignition state. This compression

heating is of much merit in fusion reactors of spheromak type,

since a large amplitude of compression is so easily realizable that

other heating of plasma is no longer necessary. In the compres-

sional heating, the final state of the plasma mainly depends on the

initial one. Therefore, the initial plasma parameters should be

decided upon considerations of the plasma transport during the

compression as well as of the final burning state which very fits

to the reactor design. Since the moving ring reactor needs

repetitive formation of plasma rings and its repetition time,

relevant to the performance of the reactor, can not be so long,

it is favoured to produce the initial plasma ring in a short time.

The residual part of the period can be served for the compression

and the following control to push the ring into the burning section

in which the fusion power is extracted.

There would be several methods of plasma ring formation but,

in this design, the initial plasma ring is generated by injecting

intense relativistic electron beams. The formation time of the

plasma ring is as short as a few ys in this case, and during the

formation the plasma is rapidly heated as a consequence of strong

interaction between the plasma and return currents induced at the

beam injection. No auxiliary heating may be necessary and the

plasma ring formed in such a manner is immediately used as the
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initial ring being subject to the compressional heating. In this

section, the formation of plasma rings by the use of relativistic

electron beams (REB) will be considered and then the transition

from the formation to the compression will be discussed.

2.1 Formation of Plasma Ring in a Resistive Shell

In order to impose the vertical magnetic field for the com-

pression, the wall surrounding the plasma ring should allow the

penetration of the vertical field. Here, we consider a resistive

shell whose electromagnetic time constant is sufficiently long

compared with the formation time of the ring but shorter than the

rise time of the vertical field. The shell, therefore, works as a

conducting shell during the ring formation. Conducting shells

generally play an essential role for final settlement of configura-

tion. The reversed field pinch is spontaneously formed in a

conducting shell as a consequence of relaxation of magnetic

helicities of field lines. ' Spheromak configuration, where no

external toroidal field is present, can be formed by injecting a

magnetized plasma vortex into a conducting cavity, i.e., so-called

flux-conserver. ' The final state of the formation is also a

relaxed one where an energy minimum is established under constraints

due to the conserver. When an intense relativistic electron beam

(REB) is injected into such a flux conserver or an equivalent shell,

a current carrying ring is formed, followed with by similar

relaxation.

An REB is composed of electrons having large momenta and
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brings magnetic field with it. Kinetic angular momenta of the

beam electrons can be converted to magnetic flux with reduction

of the electron masses. When beams are injected into a shell

which is filled up with a partially ionized gas (D+T), return

currents are induced. Also, image currents are excited on the

inner shell surface. The beam electrons travel inside the

conserver under influences of magnetic fields of these induced

currents and also of the self-field of the beam currents.

Initially, the spatial current distribution may be a complex one but a

grossly stable current ring will be set up finally, since this

beam-plasma system is not perfectly conducting so that the rejoining of

the field lines proceeds until a stable configuration is set up.

The shell in this design is not closed and it has a hole on each

side near the axis. The toroidal flux is not conserved inside the

shell, so that the final configuration becomes a spheromak which

does not need external magnetic field. This formation has been

experimentally demonstrated by the use of a conducting shell of

aluminium or of a resistive shell of stainless steel.

Figure 1 shows the seguencial process of plasma ring forma-

tion. D-T gas fuel is puffed into the shell and then it is

partially ionized by radio-frequency discharge. Cathodes for REB

generation are installed as shown in the figure.

The cathode surfaces are exposed

to the prepared plasma. A negative high voltage pulse is sent on

a magnetically insulated transmission line (MITL) from a pulse

generator to each cathode. At the moment, a high density plasma

is rapidly produced on the cathode surface. There appears a

double-layer type plasma sheath in front of the cathode. Electrons

I-ll



•MAJOR AXIS OF TORUS
-RESISTIVE SHELL

PUFFING FUEL GAS.
RF DISCHARGE TO

PARTIALLY IONIZED GAS

INJECTION OF REB

INDUCED RETURN CURRENTS
COMPLETE IONIZATION

RELAXATION PROCESS APPEARS

ENERGY MINIMUM STATE IS
ESTABLISHED.

REINJECTION OF REB MAKES
FINAl CONFIGURATION

FLUX EXCHANGE BETWEEN
EXTERNAL FIELD FLUX
IMAGE CURRENT FIELD FLUXAND

START OF COMPRESSION

PLASMA PARAMETERS GO UP

Fig.l Schematic explanation of a plasma ring formation
in a resistive shell by injection of relativistic
electron beams.
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of the high density plasma are accelerated in this sheath region?*

Motions of the injected electrons are affected not only by

the self-field of the beam currents but also by the externally

applied vertical field. For effective generation of toroidal

currents, azimuthal momenta of the beam electrons are necessary,

and a toroidal r^eld, which is to be trapped in the plasma ring,

should be present at the same time. For the reason, multi-beams

are so directed that the ring formation is effectively attained in

the shell. Return currents, induced in the plasma, partially mask

the appearance of poloidal field of the beam currents, but the net

current induces wall image currents which help the ring formation

by repulsing the beam electrons inwardly. The external vertical

field is used to make the beam go around the axis. The field

strength is chosen so that the Larmar radii of the beam electrons

are nearly the same as the major radius. The beam electrons

injected nearly in the azimuthal direction can encircle the axis

without the help of image currents on the wall and also even in the

case of strong masking of the self-field of the beam. Besides, the

return currents complete the ionization of the residual neutral

gas and serve to heat the plasma. Finally, this plasma-beam system

settles down to a grossly stable one, where the confined plasma has

parameters which satisfy the initial condition for the compres-

sional heating.
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2.2 REB Energy Necessary for Plasma Ring Formation

We shall estimate the required total energy of relativistic

electron beams for forming a plasma ring. The total energy of a

plasma ring WR is divided into

magnetic energy: W

plasma energy: W

and residual beam kinetic energy: WDI,.
DR.

Here, we consider a magnetic configuration derived from Bessel

function model. The magnetic flux function <|> and the magnetic

field (B , BQ, B.) in the cylindrical coordinates (p, 6, <j>) are

written as

f# (1)

B6

(3)

where a. and R. are the minor and the major radii of the ring and

y is the constant determined from the boundary condition (y = 2.4

for spheromak configuration). The toroidal field on the magnetic

axis is By. The plasma ring is contained inside the shell and

there is not present the poloidal field outside the shell in the

formation phase. The total toroidal ring current IR. is expressed

as

It is easily shown that the poloidal and the toroidal magnetic

energies, Wmri and Wm<., are the same for this model. Thus, we have
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Wm = %> + Wmt - ̂ oRi T 4l , ' (5)

where 4. (=1) is the internal inductance.

Next, we shall find the total energy of energetic electrons

which may remain after the ring formation. Most part of the

injected beam energy is consumed to generate the magnetic energy

and to heat the plasma. However, electrons in the energetic tail

contribute to sustaining of the ring current as well as to holding

of the configuration. We assume here that the ring current is

mainly carried by monoenergetic electrons, of which the relativistic

factor is y« These electrons distribute over the ring to make the

ntagentic configuration. After some algebra, we get the expression

of the total kinetic energy of the current carrying electrons,

, me
WBK = 41T R i " I -

where m is the rest mass of electron, c the light velocity e the

electric unit charge and J the current density.

For the Bessel function model, we have

(6)

The plasma energy is

Wp = 2 * ^ ? | k [n i T e i + n-TT-] . (7)
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The sum of eqs.(5), (6) and (7) gives the total energy of a ring.

Let the efficiency of ring formation be n, then we have the

required beam energy:

WREB - £ <Wm + Wp + WBK> •

The parameters of the initial plasma ring before the compres-

sion are given by the analysis of the compression. Table 1

shows the initial parameters and the energy components found from

the formulae shown abobe. The configuration is somewhat different

from ths Bessel function model but the result gives the required

REB energy roughly.

Table 1. REB Energy Necessary for a

Plasma Ring Formation

Initial Plasma Parameters

R. = 4.5 m, R/a = 3,

n i = 1.9 x 10
1 9 m"3,

T_. ^ T.. = 1.6 keV,
61 11

I R i = 2.45 MA

I- (internal inductance) = 0.64

Wm =

WP =

w B K =

(100

Total

10.4

3.0

0.06

keV)

13.5

MJ (JL. =
l

MJ

MJ

MJ

0.64)

For n

n

= 0

= 0

.8

.6

WREB =

WREB =

16

22

.8

.4

MJ

MJ
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When four equivalent beams are injected, each beam should have

the energy of 5 MJ. The magnetically insulated transmission lines

(MITL) of coaxial structure can be easily designed if the

characteristic impedance is not so low that fine adjustment of the

clearance between the inner and the outer conductors is not neces-

sary. Besides, magnetic field distortion due to the external

vertical field can be small in the case of the transmission of

higher aspect ratio and, thereby, the damage of the inner surfaces

of MITL due to ill bombardment of emitted electrons can be avoided.

The particle energy of the beam is favoured to be as high as pos-

sible,' but we have to choose the acceleration voltage which will

be available in the near future. For the reason, the following set

of beam parameters may be a good candidate.

For each beam,

Particle Energy 25 MeV

Pulse Width 200-400 ns

Beam Current 1-0.5 MA

Diode Impedance 25-50 fi

2.3 Transient Stage towards Compression

When a plasma ring is formed inside the shell, the shell

works as a perfectly conducting shell. The ring is held in equi-

librium with the magnetic field generated by the image currents on

the inner surface of the shell.. This magnetic field is the verti-

cal one and it decays gradually with time. If an external verti-

cal field is simultaneously applied such that its rising rate is

the same as the decaying rate of the image currents of the shell
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The net vertical field becomes constant as is shown in Fig.2.

Therefore, the plasma is still staying at the same position. This

relation is expressed as

6vs + Vext = const'

where B__ and B,, are the vertical field due to the image

currents and the externally applied and permeated vertical field

inside the shell. In order to perform this operation, the relation

(Formation time) << (Image current decay time) << (Ring's
Lifetime)

should be satisfied. In the case of ring formation by injecting

REB, the formation time is very short, and the lifetime of the

formed ring can be sufficiently long compared with the time con-

stant of the image current decay because the ring plasma includes

in itself high energetic electrons as the current carriers and also

the plasma has been sufficiently heated by the beam-plasma inter-

action.

The poloidal field of the ring current diffuses out of the

shell, so that it is necessary to supply the same amount of poloidal

magnetic flux from the outside to keepthe ring in the same state.

This demand is expressed by

Just after the ring formation,

*R.out
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MAJOR RADIUS

Bv OF IMAGE CURRENT

VERTICAL FIELD
ACTING ON RING

•EXTERNAL Bv FIELD

TIME
I — • COMPRESSION STAGE

<-FLUX EXCHANGE PHASE
REB INJECTION

Fig.2 Time variation of the magnetic fields in the

transient phase from the ring formation to

the major-radius compression.
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and during the decay of the image currents of the shell.

*R.out * ° and *s + *ext

where *R.out is the poloidal flux which would appear if the shell

is not present for the same ring current, * is the poloidal

flux which would be produced by the shell current outside the

shell, and * e x t is the externally applied poloidal flux linking

the ring. Equation (10) means that the shell shields the diffusion

of the poloidal field of the ring. On the other hand, a smooth

flux exchange can be done between * and •_„,. according to eq.(11),

when the ring is not affected during the decay of the shell current.

The total flux swing necessary for keeping the relation (11) is

8R.

Then, by increasing the external vertical field more, the

plasma ring begins to move towards the major axis. At the time the

compression starts.
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3. Compression of Plasma Ring

In order to attain the burning state of dense and high-

temperature plasma, the initial plasma ring is adiabatically

compressed in the major radius. We analyze the compression

including plasma dissipations and numerically calculate the time

behaviour of plasma parameters, so the plasma parameters of the

precompression are obtained to accomplish the compressed plasma

in the burning state.
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3.1 Scaling Laws for Adiabatic Compression

We consider the usefulness of an adiabatic compression to

attain a burning plasma state. In this section, scaling laws

for the adiabatic compression are obtained where a plasma satis-

fies a high-(5 type equilibrium without an external toroidal mag-

netic field described in section 4. We assume a perfect con-

ductivity for the plasma on the time scale of the compression.

As both poloidal and toroidal magnetic flux are conserved during

the adiabatic compression, we have two basic constraints :

a B. = constant, (1)

q = constant, (2)

where a is the plasma minor radius, BQ is the toroidal magnetic

field at a plasma center and q is the plasma safety factor.

In the case of the high-0 type equilibrium without an ex-

ternal toroidal magnetic field, the plasma safety factor q is

a , V " ax
bt(*> (3)

* = = x (3)

where F is a plasma major radius, x is r/a , B. and B are to-
B P

roidal and poloidal magnetic field, and b. and b ,expressed

in section 4, are toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields normal-

ized by S- , respectively. If the distribution of magnetic

fields do not change during an adibatic compression, an aspect

ratio B/a is held constant because of q-conservation.

For collisional compression {y = S/3 ) we also have the

constraint between plasma temperature T and plasma density n :

T n~2/f3 = constant. (4)
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There follows the compression scaling laws

E/a =

n =

T

6

constant,

constant,

cs,

c,

c,
c.

(5)

where C is the compression ratio ,i.e., the major radius of pre-

compression divided by the compressed major radius , J_ is

the plasma ring current, and 0, , 8 are the plasma beta value
v p

with respect to toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields, respectively.
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3.2 Analysis of Compression Including Plasma Dissipation

We consider the effects of plasma loss during the adiadatic

compression. In tokamak, there are two typical loss scalings

of electron energy confinement. One is Alcator scaling T.,

n (m~3) ?

T.r = 0,6 x
 e

 0 , — x a (m) sec, (6)

Ah 1Q£0

the other is Coppi-Mazzucato scaling xnu

, n (m~3) „
tru = 8x10 x P •• — xr ffeey^x a (m)x a/R /B (G)CM 1Q20 e p

eeo, (7)

where n is a plasma electron density, T is a plasma electron

temperature, B is a poloidal magnetic field of plasma ring.

In the case of this MRR-plasma ,T.J. is useually less than xCM

because of large plasma ring currents. In this high-S equi-

librium configuration, the loss scaling is not found yet, so we

adopt the severe loss scaling of T... We introduce anomalous

factor t; for an ion energy confinement time, an electron and an

ion particle confinement times. There follows the plasma con-

fineir.ant time :

electron energy confinement time : T = T « r >

ion energy confinement time : T£ = **£?A.L*

electron particle confinement time : T^ = C^ x^L'

ion particle confinement time : T = ?n
 XAL'

We obtain the equations of time variation of plasma parameters,
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dne . . 1 dfl 1 .
= C'3 R at ' ^ " e '

w

. 3 I dfl _ _i_i n

if dt _i i *
n

(9)

dt ~ ^~ n ~dt 5 fl dt" e e + ~Te J

e eo.

dt " ( n. dt "" b R dt " _r t Tt
4 Te Teq.

dIR _ , 1 dR 1 1 iT

dt~ ~ '" I ~d? 7 ~ ~TnR ,

where n and n. are the plasma electron and ion density, T and

T. are the plasma electron and ion temperature, respectively,

1^ is the plasma ring current, R. is the plasma major radius of

precompression, if. is the compressed plasma major radius, T is

the compression time, re and x% are the equipartition time for
eq. eq,

plasma temperature, T , and T are the diffusion and slow down

time of plasma ring current.

The compression phase is carried out slowly compared with

a plasma particle collision time ( typically 10msec) but rapidly

compared with a plasma loss time ( typically 100msec). Therefore

the compression time is adopted the time of 250msee.
In order to attain the burning plasma state (

20 35m, n=4.8*10 m t T=9.3kev and IR=7.2MA ), t

ratio C=R ./if - is selected the value of 3 and we assume anomalous

t tim
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20 3a.=0.5m, n=4.8*10 m t T=9.3kev and IR=7.2MA ), the compression

f -
I

factors for plasma confinement time ^, x,e, c* equal the values



of 2, 10 and 10 , respectively. Time behaviour of plasma para-

meters ( R, a, T, n and JD ) are showed in Fig.3-1 (a),(b),where

T=T ~T . and n=n =n.• The precompression and compressed plasma

parameters are listed in Table (I).
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Figure captions

Pig.3-1 Time behaviour of Ca) the plasma major radius R,

plasma minor radius a , plasma temperature T=T =T.,

(b) plasma density n=n =n. , and plasma ring current
& 1*

IR during compression including plasma loss. The

compression ratio C is 3 , compression time T is

250m8ea , and anomalous factors of plasma loss are

Table (I) The values of parameters at initial (precompression)

plasma and final (compressed) plasmas.
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• compression ratio : C = 3

» compression time : -£c = 250 msec

plasma major radius : R

plasma minor radius : a

plasma density : n

plasma temperature : T

plasma current : ID

poloidal beta value : j3

toroidal beta value : j3t

average beta value : fi

initial

a.5 m

1.5 m

O.l9xio20 m"3

1.64 kev

2.45 MA

0.23

0.22

0.16

final

1.5 m

0.5 m

4.8xlO20 m~3

9.3 kev

7.2 MA

0.43

0.39

0.^6

Table (I)
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4. Burning Plasma Condition

In the burning section of a moving ring reactor, conveyance

of burning plasma rings, generation of fusion power by D-T

reactions, and breeding and heat removal are performed. Each

plasma ring should satisfy the equilibrium and stability

conditions and also should generate significant fusion power. The

purpose of this section is to analyze the plasma performance in

the burning section, i.e., equilibrium and MHD stability analyses,

condition for trapping the fusion-produced alpha particles, plasma

burn calculation, and the analysis of alpha particle dynamics.

In Sec. 4.1, equilibrium and stability analyses are carried

out with the help of conservation of pitch distribution. The

stability analysis is based on the Mercier criterion. In Sec.

4.2, the condition for trapping the alpha particles are derived

from the energy and momentum conservation laws. The results in

these two sections are employed in the burn calculations in Sec.

4.3. In this section, spatially averaged energy balance equation

is solved in order to obtain self-ignition conditions. Alpha

particle heating, Bremsstrahlung loss cooling, and the loss of

energy as characterized by an energy confinement time are included

in the calculation. Only 50:50 D-T reactions are considered and

electron and ion temperatures are assumed to be identical. The

MRR burn cycle is desired to be in a steady-state during the

conveyance of a plasma ring. Therefore, continuous fuelling

should be applied in the burning section. The relevant method for

achieving the addition of fuels is the cold gas puffing which is

successfully applied to the present-day tokamaks. So in our
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modeling of burn cycle, the fuel density is assumed to be

maintained constant in time. One of the most important factors in

determining the burning plasma parameters is the accumulation of

alpha particles. The limitation of burn time by ash accumulation

is studied in Sec. 4.4 on the basis of density balance equations

in a plasma and a vacuum region including the effect of vacuum

pump. It is shown that the recycling of alpha particles is almost

complete in the burning section. This effect is also included in

the calculation of plasma burn cycle in Sec. 4.3.
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4.1 Critical Beta Value Satisfying the Mercier Criterion

The moving ring reactor (MRR) is based on a D-T fuelled

compact torus system. This system has numerous advantages as a

reactor because of the open-ended nature. In order to obtain a

large fusion power density in the compact torus, we should operate

the MRR plasma in high density regime. Therefore a high beta

stable configuration is desired in view of the overall power

balance.

One of the most troublesome and fundamental instabilities of

the compact torus equilibrium, especially the spheromak

configuration , arises from the tendency of the plasma to tilt so

as to align its magnetic moment with the externally imposed

equilibrium field or to shift horizontally into a region of a

weaker magnetic field strength. Because of these instabilities,

the aspect ratio must be large as will be shown in Sec. 5. This

means that large aspect ratio approximation of spheromak

equilibrium is a good description for the MRR configuration.

Once the tilting mode is stabilized, the interchange mode

could be one of the most troublesome instabilities, since the

magnetic pitch distribution or so-called the safety factor,q(r),

in spheromak is always less than unity, where

rBtq(r) = -ggi- . (4.1.1)

Here a and R are the minor and the major radii of the plasma, B.

and B correspond to the toroidal and poloidal fields.
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respectively. Ideal local stability analysis valid in large

aspect ratio limit, results the stability criterion (so-called the

Mercier criterion or the Shafranov and Yurchenko criterion),

£ ^ £ > 0 (4.1.2,

for stability, where p is the plasma pressure and ]in is the

magnetic permeability of vacuum. In the case of spheromak, the

factor q is always less than unity. This means that the pressure

gradient is destabilizing for negative values which is usually the

case. In other words, the shear must be sufficiently strong in

order to stabilize the plasma pinch. Especially when the plasma

density and the temperature of the plasma approach the fusion

ignition condition, the plasma tends as if magnetic fluxes are

frozen into the plasma like that expected in flux-conserving

tokamaks. This nature of hot plasma together with the Mercier

criterion makes analytical understandings of plasma equilibrium

possible as is suggested in the literature of Bodin and Newton.

One of the most important parameter in starting up the high

pressure spheromaks is to know the necessary current density on

the magnetic axis on which the poloidal fields vanish. To do this

the knowledge of optimum magnetic pitch on axis, q(0), with

respect to plasma pressure is inevitable, since the factor q(0)

can be thought of as the current density along the magnetic axis.

For our studies, we take the conditions that the poloidal and

toroidal fluxes are frozen into and-hence preserved in the plasma.

The pitch distribution q should then be an invariant during the

burning. In subsection 4.1.1 the equation describing MHD
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equilibrium is reduced to a tractable form under the requirement

that the pitch distribution is conserved. In subsection 4.1.2, we

demonstrate a magnetic configuration for a typical case of pitch

distribution q(r).

4.1.1 Basic Equation

In order to see the stability, we introduce stability

parameter S by defining the pressure gradient as follows,

r B 2

•§E.--s j£ 2—
d r 8y q2 ( 1 - q2 )

where S is a function of r. Using the stability parameter S, the

stability criterion (4.1.2) is rewritten as

1 - S >_ 0 . (4.1.4)

The introduction of the stability parameter S and the condition

that the pitch distribution q(r) be an invariant are the basis for

the present studies. With the help of S and g, the MHD equilibria

of cylindrical plasma,

are reduced straightforward to a linear differential equation with

respect to B. .
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d B t , »t [q a ,r2

dr r* + R V dr g

(.g.)2] = 0 , (4.1.6)
8 ( 1 - q2 )

This equation has a singularity at r-a where the value of q is

zero. In order to remove the singularity, we will introduce a new

function by the definition; B *B.(O)q(x)f(x)/q(0), where x*r/a.

Then the differential equation is rewritten as

SA X , dq ,2, ... ,,
Y~ » "XT ' J ' (4.1.7)

8 ( 1 - q2 ) to

and the magnetic fields, current densities, and the pressure

gradient are expressed in terms of the function f(x) as:

Bo

Bn(x)

j t

J
P
( X )

BQ
2
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4.1.2 Marginally Stable Configurations

We are at the position to see what is a typical field profile

of flux conserving spheromak like. To fascilitate analysis we

take S to be a constant and

f ) 2 (4.1.8)

where q« is the magnetic pitch at r*0, i.e., qQ = q(0).

In the case of j*l, Eq. (4.1.7) can be solved analytically to

give the following expression:

f (x)
l-2A2q2

1 + =—y11— x + x

n-l/2

A-
" q0q0 2

exp tan-l

2 2

}] , (4.1.9)
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where the value A is the aspect ratio A=R/a, and the quantities

T), and c are defined as follows:

qQ
2 ( 1 + A 2 ) - 1

n .
8 [ q Q ( 1 + A2 )2-l]

C H 2q0
2 ( 1 + A2 ) - 1

In other values of j it is difficult to work out Eq. (4.1.7)

analytically. Therefore, numerical integration is executed by the

V
use of the 6th order Runge-kutta-Hutta method. The resultant

poloidal beta values are demonstrated in Fig. 4.1.1 as a function

of the central value of q. Here the poloidal beta value is

defined as the ratio of the averaged pressure to the pressure

exerted by the poloidal field at the plasma surface B (a). It is

seen that the attainable poloidal beta value is monotonically

increasing with the value of q_. Thus the high beta configuration

can be attained by employing the high value of q.. Typical field

configurations are demonstrated in Figs. 4.1.2 (a) and (b) for

both cases of j=l and 2. Corresponding to these figures, the

current density profiles are demonstrated in Figs. 4.1.3 (a) and

(b), and the pressure profiles are shown in Fig. 4.1.4. In Fig.

4.1.5 the averaged pressure attainable at the parameters of
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toroidal current Ifc*7 MA, minor radius a=0.5 m, and major radius

R=1.5 m, is shown for various values of stability parameter S as a

function of the central value of q, q.. It is seen that the

average pressure of 10 keV m~ can only be obtained at high

values of q. and also high values of S.

In a practical situation, there exist a limiter or a wall, so

that plasma current should fall smoothly in the outer regions of

the plasma. This situation means that parabolic pitch

distribution (j«l) is not suitable although the attainable beta

value is large in comparison with that in the case of j-2.

Therefore, we will adopt the pitch distribution with j*2 in the

design.

4.1.3 Discussion

We have studied high pressure spheromak with both prescribed

pitch distribution q(r) and pressure p(r) giving marginal

stability condition (4.1.2). One of the most important results

obtained by this study would be the monotonic increase in the

attainable beta value with respect to the value of q_.

Our studies are based on the ideal local MHD analysis with

large mode number perturbations. In the study of RPP stability,

various ideal MHD stability criterions are employed. In these

requirements, we can see that the pitch distribution should be

monotonically decreasing with the radial coordinate as is the case

of our pitch distribution, Eq. (4.1.8). Moreover the value of

poloidal beta may be limited near the value of 0.5 by low mode

number perturbations. Finally, in order to remove surface mode,
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the toroidal current must be zero or reversed at the plasma

surface. This means that the choice of j=2 would be satisfactory.

The choice of plasma parameters are described in subsection 4.3.
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4.2 Trapping of Alpha Particles

In the calculation of plasma power balance, both the trap-

ping ratio and the birth profile of fusion-produced alpha parti-

cles are necessary. In this subsection, the method for calcu-

lating the trapping ratio is described. The results are employed

in the next subsection in order to obtain the self-ignition

condition.

In a cylindrical approximation, the MRR plasma exhibits

translational symmetry. Because the direct loss of alpha parti-

cles takes place rapidly compared with the slowing down process,

we consider the single particle motion alone. Then the

conservation of the z-component of generalized momentum P_ holds;
z

P = m v + e A = constant , (4.2.1)
z a z a z

where the quantities m and e are the mass and the charge of

alpha particles. The vector potential A is defined as.

B = - -r£- . (4.2.2)
p oT

2 2From the energy conservation, the condition v_ < vn , where

v. means the initial velocity, must be satisfied. Thus we can

estimate the region of possible alpha particle position by the

use of Eq. (4.2.1). The position and the velocity of alpha

particles are restricted from Eq. (4.2.1) as follows:

mavz0 + e
a V r 0 } " m a v z ( r ) + e a A z ( r ) ' ( 4* 2- 3 )
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where the subscript 0 indicates the initial condition. Now we

introduce the angle v by the relation,

v _ = v. cos v . (4.2.4)

Then the possible position is given by the inequality:

[ v 0 c o s v + - ^ { A z ( r Q ) - A z ( r ) } ] 2 <_ vQ
2 . ( 4 . 2 . 5 )

a

Equation (4.2.5) is reduced in the following form:

<. ° " (1-cosv) . (4.2.6)

In the case where the inequality,

A (r ) — A (a) > f (4.1./;
a

holds, alpha particles are trapped completely in the plasma. On

the other hand, in the opposite case, some of the particles are

not trapped and bombard the first wall, depending on the value of

v. The critical value of v, v , is expressed as follows:

cosv = 1_ w v v * " .
C O S V c m V 0

On the assumption that the alpha particles are produced

isotropical.ly, the trapping ratio in this case is written as

^t * •«- T T o o s t l m ^ }- { 4 - 2 - 9 )
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Thus we can calculate the trapping ratio as a function of the

initial position r« of alpha particles, if the field configura-

tion is known.
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4.3 Burn Analysis and Choice of Plasma Parameters

By virtue of the discussion in subsections 4.1 and 4.2, we

are now able to work out burn characteristics of the MRR plasma.

As will be shown in Sec. 5, the MRR plasma is stable against the

tilting motion if the aspect ratio R/a exceeds 3 and the ratio b/R

where b means the inner radius of liquid Li is less than 1.37. In

order to retain relative compactness, we fix the aspect ratio as 3

throughout the design. So the volume of plasma ring is determined

from the value of the major radius R. Other parameters such as

the toroidal current I., the central value of pitch distribution

q., and the stability parameter S, are selected so that the

overall energy balance is satisfied and reasonable power can be

produced.

In order to reduce the toroidal current and also the total

ring energy, we should select rather high 6 configuration. So

our choice of parameters may be limited to high values of q_ and

S. In this subsection, we describe the procedure of burn calcula-

tion and consistent choice of plasma parameters.

4.3.1 Procedure of Burn Calculation

In the MRR operation, the plasma temperature is relatively

low, so that a high plasma density is required. This means that

the Coulomb collision is sufficiently frequent resulting in the

temperature equilibration, i.e., T =T.=T. Moreover in a D-T

self-ignited operation, the reactivity is the largest if the 50:50

D-T operation is employed. So we can assume that n =n_=n /2.

In sucn a case, the spatially averaged power balance equation
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for self-ignited plasma is simply written as,

.a 3n
(4.3.1)

where the quantity n denotes the spatially averaged value of the

electron density:

i fa
n = —i«- 2nrn fr)dr . (4.3.2)
e lu? Jo e

The mean temperature <T> is defined so that the following equality

holds,

p s 2 ne<T> . (4.3.3)

The values P and P. represent the averaged fusion power density

released as alpha particles and the Bremsstrahlung loss power

density, respectively:

(4'3'4)

Pb -= -VfziirC n
2Z e f £ /T^dr . (4.3.5)

na J 0

The symbol <<iv>DT stands for the thermonuclear reaction rate

parameter of D-T fusion. We will adopt the formulae introduced by

Hively which is given by
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<av>DT - exp [-21.377692/T
0-2935 - 25.204054

- 7.1013427 x 10"2 T + 1.9375451 x 10"4 T 2

+ 4.9246592 x 1O~6 T 3 - 3.9836572 x 10~8 T4 ]

x 106 (m3/sec ; T in keV) . (4.3.6)

The energy confinement time t., for steady state burn

operation is obtained from Eq. (4.3.1) as

3 n <T>
T = § . (4.3.7)

" 5 *

So, if the density and temperature profiles are given, we can

obtain the self-ignition condition of the MRR plasma. Thus we

assume that the density profile is proportional to the 1/3 power

of the pressure profile, i.e.,

n(r) « p(r) 1 / 3 , and T(r) - p(r) 2 / 3

Returning to the MRR plasma operation, we now consider the

effects of the accumulation of alpha particles. The MRR plasma

ring is in contact with the first wall, in order to stabilize the

tilting motion and also to limit the current channel. Therefore

it is difficult to exhaust the alpha particles which diffuse out

from the ring. In other words, the recycling of charged particles
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are almost complete. Detailed treatment of this phenomenon will

be studied in subsection 4.5.

In our procedure of burn calculation, the following items

should be satisfied:

1) The rings should produce significant fusion power during

the conveyance in the burning section.

2) The energy of ring should be negligibly small compared

with the total fusion energy during the burn cycle.

3) The size of the burning section should be a reasonable

one.

4) Accumulation of alpha particles in the case of complete

recycling should be included in the stability analysis. This

requirement is somewhat rigorous one because there exist

large ambient regions in the burning section, so that some of

the alpha particles can be contained in these regions.

4.3.2 Selection of Plasma Parameters

In this subsection we will present a set of plasma parameters

adopted in the MRR design. The MRR burn cycle is considered as

steady-state during the conveyance, which implies the necessity of

burn control and continuous fuelling.

Our objective of selecting the plasma parameters are as

follows:

a) To obtain a total fusion power of nearly 2000MW.

b) To reduce the total ring energy so as to attain the plasma Q

value of about 20.
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c) To achieve the burn time of at least 10 sec, which is re-

quired from engineering aspects.

d) To maintain the plasma stable during the conveyance against

the ideal local HHD mode even when the accumulation of alpha

particles are complete.

A set of plasma parameters should be determined under the

above-mentioned constraints. Now we take the major radius R as a

starting point. Then parameter survey and optimizations are

carried out by varying the toroidal current I , the central value

of pitch distribution qQ, and the stability parameter S. This

process must be performed several times for various values of R.

After some iterations, we can obtain a set of consistent initial

plasma parameters as follows:

1) The major radius of 1.5 m is adequate.

2) The pitch distribution is taken as the square of parabolic

distribution with q_=0.9.

3) The Mercier stability margin or the stability parameter S is

chosen as 0.7.

4) The toroidal current of 7.2 MA is required.

Figures 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 show respectively the magnetic field

configurations and the current density profiles at the entrance of

the burning section. The Mercier marginal profiles are demon-

strated in Figs. 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 which may correspond to the

profiles at the exit of the burning section. The pressure pro-

files of the initial and marginal states are shown in Fig. 4.3.5.

We are now calculating the fusion power and self-ignition

condition with the help of the discussion in subsection 4.3.1, and
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determining the density and temperature profiles. In Fig. 4.3.6,

the fusion power produced by one ring is presented as a function

of the averaged density. It is seen that about 200 MW fusion

power can be generated near the value n of about 5x10 m . In

the present pressure profile, the poloidal beta value of 0.43 is

attained. On the other hand, the value in the Mercier marginal

profile is 0.55. This means that the fuel burn-up fraction is

allowed up to 20%. Thus, in order to realize the burn time of 10

s, we should select the averaged density of 4.8xio in" resulting

in the mean temperature of 9.3 keV.

Required energy confinement time for self-ignition is illus-

trated in Fig. 4.3.7 by a solid line. In this figure the energy

—21 — 2

confinement times derived from Alcator scaling, T. =5X10 n a ,

are also indicated. We see that at n=4.8xlO m~ , the required

energy confinement time is less than that of the Alcator scaling.

By this choice of the averaged density, we can obtain the fusion

power of 185 MW per ring. It is noted that the proposed value of

total fusion power is nearly 2000 MW, so that 10 rings should

exist in the burning section.

In Fig. 4.3.8, the density and temperature profiles are

demonstrated as a function of r. The fusion power density and the

Bremsstrahlung loss density are demonstrated in Fig. 4.3.9 under

the selected MRR plasma parameters. Concerning the trapping of

alpha particles, Figs. 4.3.10 and 4.3.11 indicate respectively the

trapping ratio and the birth profile of alpha particles. In Fig.

4.3.11, the direct loss of alpha particles are also shown by

hatched area. The direct loss of alpha particles is only 1.3 MW

in this case.
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In Table I, we summarize the results of the choice of plasma

parameters and related reactor parameters in the burning section.

Referenc

1) L. M. Hively : Nucl. Fusion j/7 (1977) 873.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 4.3.1 Magnetic field configurations of the MRR plasma at

the entrance of the burning section.

Fig. 4.3.2 Current density profiles of the MRR plasma at the

entrance of the burning section.

Fig. 4.3.3 Magnetic field configuration." of the MRR plasma for

the Mercier marginal case.

Fig. 4.3.4 Current density profiles of the MRR plasma for the

Mercier marginal case.

Fig. 4.3.5 Pressure profiles of the MRR plasma for both cases

of initial and the Mericer marginal stages.

Fig. 4.3.6 Attainable fusion power as a function of the

averaged density in the case of the pressure

profile of i-itial MRR plasma.

Fig. 4.3.7 Required energy confinement time as a function of

the averaged density in the case of the pressure

profile of initial MRR plasma. The energy confine-

ment time derived from Alcator scaling is also

indicated by dashed lines.
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Fig. 4.3.8 Selected density and temperature profiles for the

MRR design.

Fig. 4.3.9 Resultant fusion power density and Bremsstrahlung

loss density profiles of the MRR plasma.

Fig. 4.3.10 Trapping ratio of alpha particles in the case of

the adopted MRR plasma parameters.

Fig. 4.3.11 Birth profile and direct loss of alpha particles in

the case of the adopted MRR plasma parameters.
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TABLE I MRR Plasma and Reactor Parameter in the

Burning Section

1) Burning Plasma Parameter

Major Radius R

Minor Radius a

Aspect Ratio A

Fusion Power/Ring P_

Neutron Pn

a-Particle PQ

Power Loss from Ring

Neutron

Bremsstrahlung

Thermal Loss

Direct Loss of a P

n

rch

da

Number of Ring N

Ring Distance 4

Burn Time T.

Conveyance Velocity V.

(Liquid Li Velocity)

Total Fusion Power P^

Fuel Density nf

a-Particle Density

Electron Density
a

1.5

0.5

3

185

148

37

148

3

32

1

10

5

10

5

1850

4.8

m
m

MW

MW

MW

MW

.5 MW

.2 MW

.3 MW

m

sec

m/sec

MW

x 1 0 2 0 m"3

Average Temperature <T>

Toroidal Current Î_

9.0 x 10 1 9 m"3 (*=10 s)

4.8 xio 2 0 m"3 (t=0)

6.6 xio 2 0 m"3 (t=10 s)

9.3 keV

7.2 MA
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TABLE I (Continued)

Total Ring Energy (t=0)

Total Ring Energy (t-10 s)

Toroidal Field

Poloidal Field

Averaged Pressure

Averaged Beta

Poloidal Beta

(= 2 U Q p / Bp" (a))

Internal Inductance I.

Inductance L

(= u Q R ( * n — - 2 +

Vertical Field B y

on

0)

ILI2
TVt
B^V/2^

-§-pV

0 s)

1 . T 2

TVt
^ V / 2 u 0

jpv

Bfc(0)

B (a)

103

73

14

16

103

72

11

20

3 . 0

2 . 6

2 . 9

MJ

MJ

MJ

MJ

MJ

MJ

MJ

MJ

Tesla (t=0)

Tesla (t=10 s)

Tesla

8.9 x i o 2 1 keV/m3 (t=0)

1.1 x lO 2 2 keV/m3 (t=10 s)

0.36 (t=0)

0.52 (t=10 s)

0.43 (t=0)

0.55 (t=10 s)

0.64

2.C uH

1.2 Tesla

1.5) )
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TABLE I (Continued)

2) Reactor Parameter

Total Length L

First Wall Radius b

Thickness of SiC <5

Thickness of Li Layer A

Neutron Wall Loading W

Radius of B Coil

Difference of Li Temperature

50

2

0

0

2

5

47

m

m

. 0 5

. 2 5

.4

m

°C

m

m

MW/m2
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4.4 Recycling of Alpha Particles

Introduction

Although the fusion output power is obtained in a steady

state, a plasma ring is in a pulsed operation. In view of

economics, it is important that the burn time of a plasma ring is

as long as possible. There, however, are several causes that

restrict the burn time, i.e., the MHD instabilities (interchange

and kink instabilities, tilting and shifting instabilities), the

thermal instability, the decay of a plasma current, the impurity

accumulation and the ash build-up. The MHD instability and its

suppression are studied in the sections 4.1 and 5.2. The thermal

instability and the burn control are discussed in section 6. The

decay of a plasma current enhances the energy loss. The limit of

a burn by impurity accumulation may be alleviated by using the

low-z material in the first wall.

However, it is very difficult to control the impurity of

alphas specifically in a moving ring reactor, because the source

lies inside the plasma. Although the effect of the radiation loss

enhanced by the existence of alpha ions on the power balance is

not very large, the population of alphas decreases the fuel ion

density and the fusion power at the existence of a maximum beta

value. Hence, the ash build-up gives the severe limitation of the

burn time. In this section, we study the dynamics of alpha ion

density and discuss the possible burn time restricted by the ash

build-up.
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Alpha Particle Dynamics

a. General Consideration of Alpha Particle Accumulation.

Before we explain the basic equations for alpha particle

dynamics, we examine the dynamics of alpha ion density by using

a simplified model. The rate equation of alpha ion density in a

plasma is written by

g t - - ? n f < a v > " d - Q ) ^ (4.4.1)

a

where n- and nQ are the densities of fuel ions and alpha ions.

T is the confinement time of alpha ions. 0 is the recycling rate

of alpha particles, defined by

±v n°
o= 4 th,a"ct S U 4 2)

"a V i O n <4-4-2>
~a

where v.. and n° are the thermal velocity and the density of

alpha atoms. S and V are the surface area and the volume of a

plasma, respectively. ^ion *s t n e ionization fraction of the atoms

that return back to the plasma core from a vacuum region.

The time-dependent density of alpha ions is obtained by the

time integration of Eq.(4.4.1) as follows,

for 0 i 9 < l

V 1-Q Vl-exp(-^ft)] (4-4>3)

and for 0 = 1

na= in|<trv> t (4.4.4)

Figure 4.4-1 shows the time evolution of alpha ion density for the
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cases of perfect pumping, 0=0 and complete recycling, 9=1. The ion

density and temperature are set in this calculation to be 4x1020 m 3

and 10 KeV respectively. In the case of 0=0, the fraction of ash

is so small even for a longer confinement time as to have little

effects on the energy balance of a plasma. On the other hand, in the

case of 0=1, the density of alpha ions rises above 10 % of the fuel

ions at the burning of 8 seconds to result in the severe limitation

of a burn time. The actual accumulation of alpha ions is supposed

to present the situation between these two extreme cases in accordance

with the effective vacuum pump.

b. Basic Equations.

We consider the analytical plasma model shown by

Fig.4.4.2. The density balance equation of alpha ions in

the k-th plasma is expressed by

(4.4.5)

where n . and n° . are the density of alpha ions in the k-th plasma

and that of alpha atons in the k-th vacuum region between the (k-l)-th

and k-th plasmas. The density balance equation of alpha atoms in

the k-th vacuum region is written by

3ncc,k_Vk-l Vp , V k Vp . 1.. „• S
Ta 2 V v T Ta 2Vv-4

vth,ana,k Vv

(4-4-6)

where V and A are the volume of a vacuum region and the area of

a center hole of a plasma. gP1™? ^s the pumping speed of alpha

atoms by a vacuum pump, which is set to zero i;. a burn charier rsr.d
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has the finite values in the formation and energy recovery chambers.

The schematic layout of a MRR used in the calculations is

shown in Fig.4.4.3. A vacuum pump of alpha particles is made

at three sections of a reactor, i.e. plasma formation chamber,

energy recovery chamber and auxiliary chember in the right hand

side of a burn chamber. The auxiliary chamber is installed for

the sake of pumping the back-flow atoms from the energy recovery

chamber. When the areas of argon sprayed cryopanel are assumed

to be 20 m2, 30 m2 and 30 m* in the formation, energy recovery and

auxiliary pump chambers, the helium pumping speeds are calculated

to be 6.0x10s, 9.0x10s and 9.0x105 litre/s, respectively.

c. Computational Results.

Figure 4.4.4 shows the accumulation of alpha ions in

the plasmas produced every two seconds, burnt for ten seconds and

collapsed in the energy recovery chamber. The confinement time

of alpha ions is assumed to be 6 sec. When the oldest plasma is

collapsed in the energy recovery chamber, the alpha ion density in

the plasma that is the closest to the energy convertor jumps by

the back-flow alphas from the convertor. The plasmas except for

the closest one to the convertor are hardly influenced by the change

of density in the convertor. In spite of vacuum pumps at the

formation and energy recovery chambers, the alpha ion density in

a plasma increases linearlly as time progresses.

Figure 4.4.5 shows the densities of alpha atoms in the convertor,

the entrance of the convertor and the burn chamber away from the

convertor. It is assumed that the plasmas are collapsed and turned

into neutral particles, as soon as the plasmas enter the convertor.

There is a large fraction of back-flowing alpha atoms in the entrance
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of the convertor. However, the effects of the back-flow scarcely

propagate to the left hand side of the plasma which plugs the flow

of neutral particles. Table 1 shows the recycling rate of each

individual plasma at three moments. The upper column corresponds

to the moments when the oldest ring plasma is collapsed in the

convertor and a new plasma is transferred in a burn chamber. The

recycling rates of all plasmas but the both sides is nearly equal

to unity, which means that the vacuum pump is effective only for

the plasmas neighboring a vacuum pump. Figure 4.4.6 which shows

the time evolution of alpha ion density is similar to Fig.4.4.3

except the confinement time of alpha particles of 2 sec. The

vacuum pump is more effective for the outer plasma because of a

shorter particle confinement time. The fraction of alpha ions

remains within 10 % of fuel ion density.
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Conclusions

We studied the accumulation and recycling of alpha particles

by numerically solving zero-dimensional rate equations of alpha ions

in plasmas and neutral atoms in vacuum regions. We took into

consideration of the effects of a vacuum pump and the alpha particles

produced in the other ring plasmas. The burn time of ten seconds

results in the ash accumulation about 10 % of fuel ion density.

Since we assumed that the plasma was collapsed the moment it entered

the convertor, the back-flow of neutral particles to the burn chamber

was overestimated in this study. Actually, since a ring plasma

is gradually declined through the process of energy recovery, the

back-flow should be considerably reduced so that no auxiliary pump

may be necessary in the right hand side of the burn chamber.

The high efficiency direct convertors may play an important role

to improve the overall efficiency of MRR, since the ash accumulation

restricts the burn time within 10 sec.
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Table 1. Recycling rate of each plasma.

No. of plasmas

Recycling rate
t = 24 sec

t = 25 sec

t = 26 sec

1

7.2

1.2

0.97

2

<v|

M

M

3

1.03

4

1.47

0.98

0.97

5

9.34

0.57

0-59
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x10
19

TIME (sec)

Fig.4.4.1 Time-evolution of alpha ion density for

two extreme cases of the perfect pumping of neutral

alphas (0=0) and the complete recycling of alpha

particles (0= 1). The confinement times of alpha

ions in a ring plasma are assumed to be 2 and 6 sec.
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Fig.4.4.2 Analytical model of plasma cores.

Fig.4.4.3 Schematic layout of a MRR.
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Fig.4.4.4 Dynamics of alpha ion density in the

plasmas produced every two seconds and collapsed

in the energy recovery chamber after the burn of

10 seconds.
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10 15
TIME (sec)

20

Fig.4.4.5 Dynamics of alpha ion density in the

chamber of energy recovery, at the location in the

burn chamber very close to the energy recovery

chamber and at the location far from the energy

recovery chamber.
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Fig.4.4.6 Dynamics of alpha ion density similar to Fig.

4.4.4 except for the confinement time of alpha ions of

2 sec.
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5. Conveyance of Rings and Stabilization of Tilting Motion

Current-carrying plasma rings can be conveyed in a cylindri-

cal channel with a conducting liquid flow to which the outer poloi-

dal magnetic fields of the plasma rings freeze. Fast tilting motion

of the ring is stabilized when the liquid surface is set close to

the plasma ring within a critical distance. The stabilization

effects of Figure-8 coils on tilting motion are also examined.
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5.1 Conducting Liquid Conveyer

Current-carrying plasma rings requiring no external toroidal

magnetic fields have recently been studied with the purpose of

producing simpler and more compact toroidal system for plasma con-

finement. For the application of such a ring to fusion reactor,

conveyance of fusion burning rings in a cylindrical channel has been

considered as a possible way of overcoming some difficult points
fi—ft ̂

foreseen in usual toroidal fusion reactors. This concept makes

it possible to use exchangeable modular sections at the burning

region where structual materials are exposed to severe radiative

or thermal load environments.

The conveyer of plasma rings uses the freezing of the poloidal

magnetic fields of the plasma ring to an annular conducting liquid

which is allowed to flow along the cylindrical channel, as is

depicted in Fig. 5.1.1. We shall consider an ideal case where the

external magnetic field necessary for ring equilibrium is parallel

to the cylindrical axis and no solid conducting wall is present

between the liquid and the vacuum region. For the ring concentric

to the cylindrical axis, the magnetic energy is minimum when the

plasma ring moves axially, without any velocity relative to the

liquid flow. If there is a relative velocity, a field disconti-

nuity would appear across the interface between the liquid and the

vacuum and resultant induced currents on the surface would produce

a magnetic force to make the plasma ring follow the liquid flow.

Therefore, the conducting liquid flow works as a conveyer of plasma

rings.
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This conducting liquid conveyer is based on the premise that

the poloidal magnetic field of the plasma ring has permeated into

the conducting liquid. A method for achieving permeation is

explained in Fig. 5.1.2. Electrically insulating separators are

installed at the entrance of the cylindrical channel. Each hole

made in the separators is small insize in order to ensure fast field

penetration, because the penetration time (skin time) T is nearly
2

VQOCI /2, where UQ is the magnetic permeability of the vacuum, a the

conductivity of the fluid and d the effective diameter of the hole.

If the transit time of the plasma ring through the separator region

T_ is long enough compared with TD, the poloidal magnetic field

has permeated the liquid when the plasma ring leaves the separator

region. The transit time T is L /V where L and V are the axial
L S 3

length of the separator region and the flow velocity, respectively.

Therefore, the condition for the field penetration is
p 8 L«

d << 2— (5.1.1)
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figure Captions

Fig. 5.1.1 Annular conducting liquid conveyer of plasma rings.

Fig. 5.1.2 A method for permeating the poloidal magnetic field

into the conducting liquid using insulating separators.
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5.2 Stabilization of Tilting Motion by Annular Conducting

Liquid 1)

We shall examine the stability of a plasma ring to the tilting

notion in the case of the annular conducting liquid conveyer as is

shown in Fig. 5.1.1. If the plasma ring begins to tilt, currents

are induced on the inner surface of the liquid and the resultant

magnetic field imposes a force on the plasma ring to pull it back

towards the original position. This restoring torque T is numeri-

cally estimated and compared with the natural destabilizing torque

r which originates from the coupling of the magnetic dipole moment

of the plasma current ring with the external axial maqnetic field.

The torque T_ is found from the equilibrium condition of the plasma

rinq as

where JD is the total plasma ring current, R and a the major and

minor radii of the plasma ring, 6 the plasma beta value with respect

to the poloidal magnetic field, I. the internal inductance parameter

and 9 the tilting angle.

For numerical calculation of the restoring torque T , a current

ring is expressed by a bundle of circular line-currents, each of

which is chosen to fit a hiah-B tvoe eauilibrium confiauration

described in Sec. 4. The conductivity of the liquid convever is

assumed to be infinit, so that this model is applicable to fast

tiltinq motion, and also mutual magnetic interactions among plasma

rings are neglected. The torque T^ is found at a small virtual
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tilt angle A6. The numerical calculation is as follows:

i) The poloidal magnetic field on the inner surface of the annular

liquid at 9=0 is found in advance.

ii) The induced current density on the surface due to the virtual

tilt 6=A9 is found and expressed by line-current-elements in small

meshed areas of the surface.

iii) The restoring torque T „ on the tilted bundle of circular

currents, i.e., plasma ring current, is finally calculated using

Biot Savart's law.

Figure 5.2.1 shows the dependence of !"„ on the ratio of the wall

inner radius b to R at A8=2O. Here, the aspect ratio R/a = 3,

B, =0.43 and I. = 0.63, which are the parameters of a burning plasma

state described in Sec. 4. Both the toraue !*„ and 1R are normalized

bv the parameter

The broken line indicates -T /T found from eq. (5.2.1). The
ft VI

stability condition (T + T ) > 0 is satisfied at b/R < 1.38.

The spacing between the inner surface of the liquid and the plasma

boundary (b-R(l+a/R))/R, should be less than 0.04. In the case

of the plasma major radius R = 1.5 m, this spacing should be less

than 0.0 6 m.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 5.2.1 The restoring torque due to the presence of the conduct-

ing annular liquid T as a function of b/R and the

natural destabilizing torque TR for eh case:

R/a = 3, 6 =0.43,1.= 0.63 and A6 =1 °.

?„ is the normalized parameter. The stable region is

b/R < 1.38.
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5.3 Stabilization Effect of Figure - 8 Coils on Tilting Motion

In the entrance and the exit sections, figure 8 coils are

used to stabilize tilting of plasmas instead of the conductive

liquid flow. Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 of Chap. Hshow the single ele-

ment of figure 8 coils and how to stabilize plasma tilting by

the figure 8 coil, respectively. These coils are placed on the

center column in the entrance and the exit sections.

If the torque by the vertical field Bv and the tilt angle

of a plasma are denoted by Ne and 6, respectively, we obtain

the equation

3Ne

where R is the major radius and I. the plasma toroidal current.

For Bv = 1.2 T, and It = 7.2 MA, the derivative of the torque with

respect to tilt angle 9, 8N /80 is 6.1 x 10 J/rad. On the other

hand, the derivative of the restoring torque N by the figure 8

coil with respect to 9 is given by

where L. is the mutual inductance between the plasma and the

figure 8 coil, and L the self inductance of the coil. As
cc

shown in Table 2.7 of Chap, m , 3N /38 is nearly four times as

large as dN /39 when the axial width of the figure 8 coil, 2d ,

is 1 m. This means that the four sets of figure 8 coils are

necessary in the axial distance of 1 in.

In the burning section, as the stabilizer to the tilting

motion, we can also use figure 8 coils which are located on the

inner wall of the blanket, in addition to liquid lithium flow.
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As shown in Table 2.8 of Chap, m , 8N /36 is nearly one sixth

of 3N /38 when the axial width of the coil, 2dc, is 1 m. Details

on figure 8 coils are described in Sec. 2.2 of Chap. El.
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6 Burn Control of a Plasma Core

Introduction

Since the ring plasmas are transported in the burning

section, the auxiliary plasma heating may become a sery

difficult task. Hence, the plasma in a MRR should

be designed to satisfy the self-ignition conditions. Since

a D-T self-ignited plasma is supposed to be thermally unstable,

it may be essential for a stationary burning to suppress the

thermal instability. Methods of stabilizing the thermonuclear

burn have been proposed and studied by a number of paper.

Since most of the works, however, have been carried out for

tokamak reactors, they can hardly be applied to a MRR

because of the unique feature of 'moving' which makes the

accessibility for the burn control difficult.

Recently, the dynamic stabilization by cyclic major

radius compression-decompression was shown to suppress the

thermal instability in the INTOR workshop. Futvinskii

studied the effect of free major radius expansion and contraction

on the thermal instability and indicated that the stable

burn can be attained by setting the adequate field decay

index of a tokamak reactor.

In this section, we will present the feedback control

by means of major radius compression-decompression to suppress

the thermal instabilty in a MRR. The feedback control

system regulates the solenoidal magnetic field according to

the deviation of ion temperature to apply small scale

compression-decompression. It is one of major concerns in
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the scheme that the variation in a major radius and the

fluctuation of a fusion output power under the control

should be held within permissible values. We will examine

the effectiveness of the scheme by numerically solving the

zero-dimensional plasma density and temperature balance

equations including the effects of the changes of plasma

minor and major radii as well as the plasma equilibrium

equations. The results will be discussed for two types of

confinement scaling, i.e. Alcator and Coppi-Mazzucato scalings

separately and the effects of ion density will be studied

on the scheme of a burn control.
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Analytical Model

When a ring plasma is immersed in the transverse uniform

magnetic field, the total energy of this system is expressed

by

U • \ LsIg + MI sI f c + Up, (6.1)

where I and I are the current of the external coils which

produces the solenoidal field and the toroidal current of

a plasma respectively. Lg and M denote the self-inductance

of the external coils and the mutual inductance between the

coils and a plasma. Using the solenoidal field, B , M is

written by

M = - ir R*BS/IS.

U is the energy of a plasma given by

B? —

K ^ K + ThrV (6-2)
where A denote the spatially averaged value of A. V and Y

are the volume of a plasma and the specific-heat ratio. B.

and p are the toloidal magnetic field within a plasma and

the plasma kinetic pressure respectively. We denote

the total number of electrons assumed for simplicity to equal to

that of fuel ions by N and the ion temperature equal to the

electron temperature by T. Then, the plasma kinetic pressure

is written by

p = 2 nkT = 2 NkT/ V . (6.3)

L. is the self-inductance of a plasma given by
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Lt - UoR ( ln^- - 2 + -g* ),

R and a denote the. major and minor radii of a plasma.

Ai is the internal inductance of a plasma, which possesses

the week dependence on the plasma current profile.

The forces exerted on a plasma in the directions of

the minor and major radii, F_ and P» are obtained by

differentiating Eq.(6.1) with respect to the minor and major

radii under the conditions of constant currents and plasma

kinetic pressure.

an 2Vn
Fa = || = - -f-iZ

2
a/2\io - B|/2ii0 - p } (6.4)

and

, 3U J-> r B a f l 8R , + \ 2 B
a
Bs RFR " 3R = R { iI7(lnT - 1 + - 2 J ~ —uT-a

where B is the poloidal magnetic field at a plasma surface,
a

The plasma equilibrium requires the following relations,

BV2y0 = B?/2uo + p Co.6)

and

Bs=M\^(lnf-l + ̂ , -^ o +p}. (6.7)
a

When a plasma expands, the work done on the transverse

(solenoidal) field, 5W is expressed by

6W ={-£ (p- ̂i ) + ̂ - 1 * ( l n ^ -1+J^)} dR (6.8)
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The internal energy change of a plasma in the process is

obtained from Eq.(6.2) as follows,

B? V I.
5Up = [ 2TT RBsIt + ^BiT" 2 *t* l n a~~ 1 + ~T * * d R

I2
 R B? 2V

+ (-£*—-̂ - - Tr- —^)da+ irR2I. dBo + 3kTdN+3NkdT (6.9)

The heat exchange, 6Q during the short time interval of the

process, Jt is expressed by

Q = J<av>QaVp- |NkT(^-.+ - i-> - PBVp , ( 6 . n )

where <av> denotes a D-T fusion reaction rate. Q is the
a

energy deposited by an alpha particle on a plasma, i.e. 3.52

MeV in assuming the complete confinement of energetic alphas.

Pn is the bremsstrahlung loss. .T_. and x_ are the energy
o e l - £ie

confinement times of ions.and electrons. .Since any reliable

confinement laws are-not available to a compact toroid like

Spheromak in a high temperature ar.n dense plasrr.a, the

empirical scalings obtained in present tokamak experiments

are used in the study. We also assume that the main net

energy loss channel is the electron thermal conduction, i.e.
T_. » T,, and take two types of scaling;£x £»e

T£e = 5.0xl0~
2la2n

for Alcator scaling and

TEe = 4.2xlO~
2la3nT/(RBa)

for Coppi-Mazzucato scaling.
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The f i r s t law of thermodynamics,

6U + <SW = <5Q (6.12)

gives the following equation,

g l l & f + 3Nkg = Q, (6.l3)

aR = 2irRBsIfc + 2NkT/R,

a ~ 2 a " 2u, a '

The equilibrium equations can be written in derivative

forms by differentiating Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7)

a L a auo

and

B R B 8R *i R 2 B a B

t

I?
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In deriving Eqs.(6.14) and (6.15), the magnetic flux conservation

is assumed, i.e. the poloidal field inside a plasma,

*p = Lt rt " * **,

and the toroidal field within a plasma,

* t = IT a
2Bi

are constauc in time because of a high plasma temperature.

The fueling, indispensable for maintaining a stationary

fusion power, may be made by recycling of fuel ions and

external source of gas puff, pellet injection, etc. Two

extreme cases for the density balance of fuel ions are

considered for the present study: (1) The ions which diffuse

out to the periphery are perfectly pumped out and do not

return back to a plasma core. (2) The fuel atoms are

completely recycled between a plasma and an ambient region.

The rate equation of a total number of ions can be expressed

for the former case by

ST = SflVp * ?p " |
2<°v>/Vp, (6.16.a)

where S-. is the rate of fueling per unit volume due to the

external sources. T is the particle confinement time and

assumed to be 4 times as large as the electron energy

confinement time, T E . In the latter case, the balance

equation is expressed by

d T = Sf2 V
P - f

< a V > /V
P- (6.16.b)
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The loss term due to a particle diffusion does not appear

explicitly in consequence of assuming the complete recycle

of ions. The D-T fuel is fed from the outside at the rate

equal to that of particle loss due to fusion reactions in

an equilibrium state.

Let us consider the following feedback control system

to maintain a stationary burning. The deviation of plasma

temperature from the equilibrium value, To is detected by

measuring the fast neutron flux. The transverse field, B_
s

is regulated by the following equation,

1 d Bs G T 1 Bs

r a r - - f 'Ir^-r'rf"1* (6:17)

So d d s0
Bs = Bso + Bs (6-18)

where B is a stationary equilibrium magnetic field produced

by the superconductors installed outside the blanket and

the radiation shield. B is a small variation for the

control by the normal conductor equipped close by the first

wall. T. and G are the time lag and the gain for the

feedback control system respectively. The time lag which is

approximately represented by one time constant includes

the delay times of power supply and solenoidal coil system,

shell effects of the first wall,etc. Once the solenoidal

magnetic field is regulated by the feedback control system,

a major radius instantly equilibrates and the plasma

parameters change in response to tne major radius.
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Results of Computation

A. Thermal instability

Before we resort to the feedback stabilization of a

thermally unstable plasma, we study the thermal stability

of a plasma by applying the linear stability analysis and

the dynamic behaviors of a plasma by numerically integrating

non-linear rate equations with the perturbed initial conditions.

The growth rate of the thermal instability can be discussed

by the largest real part of eigenvalues of the system equations

derived by linearizing Eqs.(6.13)- (6-16) around the

equilibrium values. Figure 6.1 shows the growth rate of the

thermal instability vs. equilibrium ion temperatures in the

case of perfect pumping. The similar results are obtained

in the case of complete recycle. The solid and broken curves

correspond to the results for Alcator and Coppi-Mazzuca'to

scalings respectively. Coppi-Mazzucato scaling brings

about the higher growth rate than Alcator scaling does,

because the confinement time is improved proportionally

to a temperature rise. The plasma with a lower current

is less unstable, since a higher beta value results in an

easier plasma expansion caused by a temperature rise and

leads to the lower growth rate of the instability. In

Alcator scaling, the plasma becomes thermally stable at

the ion temperatures higher than 16 KeV for 1̂ . = 7 MA and

20 KeV for I = 10 MA respectively.

Figure 6.2 shows the time evolutions of ion temperature

and major radius initiated by ± 2 % changes of the equilibrium

ion temperature. The Alcator confinement scaling is assured

as well as perfect pumping. A burn control is found to be
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indispensable in both scalings for attaining a stationary

burning at the ion temperatures around 10 KeV.

B. Feedback stabilization

We calculate the dynamics of a plasma with the feedback

control after the ion temperature changes ± 2 % stepwise.

The results are discussed ^or Alcator and Coppi-Mazzucato

scalings separately.

(il Alcator scaling

Let us first consider the case of perfect pumping.

Figure 6.3 shows the dynamics of temperature, major radius

and solenoidal magnetic field under tho feedback control

of G=1.0, T,= 0.6, 1.0 and G=2.0, xd=0.6. The oscillatory

responses are obtained and the fluctuations of a temperature

can be kept within ± 2 % of the equilibrium value. The

fluctuations are further suppressed to smaller values by

setting the higher gain constant of 2.0. The variations

of a major radius associated with the control are less than

± 2 % of the equilibrium value, i.e. ± 3 cm. The largest

regulation of the field required for the control is as

slow as 500 Gauss/sec. Figure 6-.'4 gives the similar dynamics

except for assuming the complete recycling of fuel ions.

A conspicuous difference is observed between Figs.6.3 and 6.4.

The perturbed temperatures approach to the equilibrium value

in a non-oscillatory manner, which is favorable to the control

and brings about less deviations of a major radius.

Incidentally", the fluctuation of a fusion output power is

suppressed within 5 MW during the control. Since the power

required for the control is estimated to equal to the work
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which does on the plasma, the maximum is evaluated by

w=2uRI.B R = 2.0 MVA at the initial stage of the control,

(ii) Coppi-Mazzucato scaling

The time variations of ion temperature, major radius

and solenoidal magnetic field are shown in Fig,6.5, where..the

solid and broken or dotted curves correspond to"the case of

complete recycling and to that of perfect pumping respectively.

The temperatures respond so as to recover the equilibrium

at the initial stage of dynamics. As time passes, in the

case of perfect pumping, the temperatures leave the equilibrium

value in spite of the feedback control. In the case of

complete recycling, however, the temperature excursion

can be suppressed by the feedback control within the small

deviations of a major radius.

The confinement time due to Coppi-Mazzucato scaling is

in inverse proportion to the poloidal magnetic field. The

plasma expansion results in a smaller poloidal magnetic

field and improves the confinement time to contribute to

enhance the temperature excursion. Hence, the scheme

is less effective to stabilize the thermal instability

in Coppi-Mazzucato confinement scaling. In the case cf

perfect pumping, moreover, the behavior of plasma density

is coupled with that of plasma temperature through the

particle confinement time proportional to a plasma temperature.

Since the rise of temperature increases a density, the

density variations caused by the change of temperature

works on the possitive feedback to the thermal instability.
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In assuming Coppi-Mazzucato scaling as well as perfect

pumping, since the effect of energy extraction by

decompression of a plasma is inferior to the indirect

effect of the enhanced fusion reaction due to the density

buildup, the scheme cannot stabilize the thermal instability.

Fortunately, the actual situation of the plasma core

in a MRP, is supposed to be very close to the case of complete

recycling as mensioned earlier. Then, the scheme seems

to be still appricable to the suppression of the thermal

instability of the plasma in Coppi-Mazzucato confinement

scaling.
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Conclusions

The scheme for a burn control by means of major radial

compression-decompression in a MRR was proposed and studied

by numerically integrating the non-linear rate equations

including the effects of the feedback control. We obtained

the dynamics of a plasma for two types of the confinement

law, i.e. Alcator and Coppi-Mazzucato scalings and also

discussed the effects of plasma density on the thermal

instability in two extreme cases of perfect pumping and

complete recycling of fuel ions. The scheme was found

to be effective against the thermal instability except for

the case of Coppi-Mazzucato scaling besides complete pumping

supposed to be far from the actual situation of the MRCTR

plasma.

In conclusion, the advanteges of the scheme for a burn

control are summarized as follows:

1) The response of a plasma to the control is quick, i.e.

on the time scale of ion-ion collision, because the energy

for the control is supplied and extracted through the

direct coupling between a plasma and the control coil

system.

2) The control power required for stabilizing the temperature

deviations of ± 2 % of the equilibrium value amounts to

about ± 2 MVA at the maximum. The overall energy for the

controt seems to be negligibly small, since the energy

injected in a compression phase may be recovered in a

decompression phase.
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3) No space betwwen the first wall and a plasma is necessary

for the purpose of the burn control, since the variations

in a major radius accompanied by the control are held

within several percents of the equilibrium value.

4) The fluctuation of a fusion output power during the control

is less than 5 MW and may be within the permissible

value.

5) The rate of change of the magnetic field for the control

is so slow that there is no particular difficulty to

regulate the magnetic field.
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Fig.6.2 Time evolutions of the ion temperature

and major radius after ± 2 % disturbances are

introduced into the equilibrium temperature of

10, 15 and 20 KeV.
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Fig.6.3 Dynamics of the ion temperature, the major

radius and the solenoidal magnetic field during the

control in assuming the perfect pumping of fuel ions

as well as Alcator scaling. The solid, broken and

dotted curves correspond to three different sets of

parameters in the feedback-control sysytem, i.e. G=1.0,

T<J=~1.0 sec, G=1.0, T,= 0.6 sec and G=2.0,

sec respectively.
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Fig. 6.4 Dynamics of the ion temperature, the major

radius and the solenoidal magnetic field during the

control in assuming the complete recycle of fuel ions

as well as Alcator confinement scaling. The solid,

broken and dotted curves correspond to three cases,

i.e. G=1.0, T-, = 1.0^sec, G-

_ G= 2.0,

1.0, T, = 0.6 sec and

T, = 0.6 sec respectively.
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7 Energy Recovery

Introduction

Energy recovery from a plasma ring in a Moving Ring Reactor

(MRR) is important from the following view points; (1) to improve

the plant overall efficiency by a highly efficient direct energy

converter, (2) to reduce heat load to the cryopumping system, since

energetic particles otherwise would impose formidable heat load to

the wall and that would make the cryogenic system impractical, (3)

to reduce the mechanical damage to the wall which would be caused

by either the bombardment by energetic particles or by the magnetic

force due to the plasma ring current when the collapse of the ring

is uncontrolled.

In recovering energies from a plasma ring, there will be two

energy conversion schemes, electrostatic and magnetic, and the choice

depends upon the kind of energies which the plasma ring dominantly

possesses. In current-carrying plasma rings in the MRR of present

interest, the magnetic energy is dominant and a magnetically coupled

energy conversion scheme is expected to be most efficient. Energy

recovery from a plasma ring in the MRR is made by means of major-

radius expansion, since the plasma ring has no toroidal field outside

the ring unlike Tokamak plasma.

In expanding a plasma ring in the expansion chamber, two kinds

of magnetic configurations are examined, i.e., transient and spatial-

ly homogeneous magnetic field (field index equal to zero), and (quasi)

stationary and spatially inhomogeneous magnetic field (field index

satisfying ring stability condition) with a negligibly small transient

magnetic field superimposed. The reason for the adoption of the

latter configuration in the expansion process is to reduce the power
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losses due to eddy currents in conducting walls during expansion.

Since a number of plasma rings are generated in any specific inter-

val and transported into the burning section of the MRR (as seen in

Fig.l), it is necessary to know the minimum interval, which is limit-

ed by the processes of energy conversion and pumping. In the eval-

uation of the expansion process, both adiabatic and non-adiabatic

processes are investigated.

7.1 Energies of a plasma ring

Energies of a plasma ring which are the objects of energy recov-

ery are those of poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields, and kinetic

energy of particles. They are expressed as,

En, D = \ Lr,l2> (7.1)

m.R 2 p R

E m . t = 2 £ v (7-2)

E t h = | P V (7.3)

2ir2a2R (7.4)

p = 2nk<T> (7.5)

where E m „, E ., and E.. are, respectively, poloidal magnetic field
m* jt\ m • c til

energy, toroidal magnetic field energy, and kinetic energy of parti-
cles, and L , I_, B~2, v, p, a, R, n, k, and <T> are self-inductance

p K i;

of a plasma ring, ring current in the toroidal direction, averaged

toroidal magnetic field squared, volume of a plasma ring, avaraged

pressure, minor radius, major radius of a plasma ring, plasma density,

Boltzmann's constant, and plasma temperature (=T.=T ), respectively.
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7.2 Energy recovery process

The energy recovery process consists of the following four sub-

processes;

#1) A plasma ring enters the expansion chamber where energy recov-

ery is to be made,

#2) The plasma ring is expanded from the initial major radius of R

to the final radius of R- by the external magnetic fields,

#3) The expanded plasma ring is held at the major radius of R, by

adjusting(reducing) the external magnetic fields until the plasma

ring energy decreases to a negligible value, and then the plasma

ring is collapsed either artificially or spontaneously.

#4) External magnetic fields are again reset to the initial values

while pumping is continued.

In the above four steps, not all of the processes contribute to

the net energy recovery. In the energy recovery here presented,

the coils for the energy recovery also serve as control coils which

provide the external magnetic fields, B , to control the ring posi-

tion in the direction of the major radius during the expansion, i.e.,

the active coils. It is therefore to be noted that the performance

of these recovery coils is vastly different from that of usual

(passive) pick-up coils.

Since the energy is transferred from the plasma ring into the

recovery coils through the magnetic coupling, the power recovered,

P , is expressed as

d*s
Prec - V . = ̂ s dlT (7"6)

where V , I , and ij> are e-m.f. in the recovery coils, coil currents s s

which provides the external magnetic field, Bv, to control the ring

position, and total magnetic flux linking the coils, respectively.
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They are expressed as

vs = - a r (7-7)

S S S *X

where L and M are, respectively, self-inductance of the coils and

mutual inductance between coils and the plasma ring.

Net recovered energy during one cycle (from #1 to #4), E , is

rec

then

r#4= L p
r e c

d t <7-9>rec •'..."rec

f^*4 I**** -f-^ - I M IR d I
sS S I # 1 ' n R S

Since the first term of Eq.(7.10) vanishes in one cycle, the second

term gives the net recovered energy. Mutual inductance in Eq.(7.10)

is defined in terms of the external magnetic flux linked with the

plasma ring, \p , and I by
e s

*e
M = j- (7.11)

and \li is written according to the configuration of magnetic fields

in the expansion process (#2) as

i|>e = iTR 2B v ( t ) ( 7 . 1 2 )

or

d\Ji _2 dB

for a transient and spatially homogeneous magnetic field, and
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a*
2TTRBV(R) (7.14)

for a stationary and spationally inhomogeneous magnetic field.

7.3 Expansion process

Two types of expansion processes relating energy and particle

transport are studied in the energy recovery,

(a) Adiabatic expansion

In the calculation of adiabatic ej'.pansion, the time, t, does not

explicitly appear, and only the time needed for the expansion is

required to satisfy the adiabaticity condition. The equations in

the adiabatic expansion are,

pV~Y= constant, y = § (7.15)

= 7ra2B2 = constant (7.16)

*» = constant (7.17)
e

- t R
p + -± 5̂ =- = 0 (7.18)

R an i HA lBv = 4iT f^(M)-l+ ji] + |f-(p- ̂ ) (7.19)

(b) Non-adiabatic expansion

In the calculations for the non-adiabatic expansion, the inter-

action between plasma particles and the ambient neutral gases in the

expansion chamber is considered in order to evaluate the required

amount of pumping. For energy and particle confinement times,

Alcator scaling is assumed for electron energy confinement time,
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neo-classical scaling is assumed for ion energy confinement, and a

scaling law obtained from Tokamak experiment is assumed for parti-

cle confinement. In the evaluation of electrical conductivity in

the magnetic field diffusion equation, the expression predicted by

the classical theory together with anomalous factor, n., as a para-

meter is also assumed.

7.4 Numerical results

With the reference parameters, the energies of the plasma ring

are calculated to be

Em.P = 7 3 M J

Em.t = 1 4 M J

E t h = 16 MJ, Total E = 103 MJ

(a) Adiabatic expansion

During the expansion in the expansion chamber(Fig.2),the plasma

ring current, In, plasma temperature, <T>, and minor radius, a,

are shown in Figs.3 and 4 for both magnetic configurations. When

the expansion ratio, R^/R, is chosen, the final condition of the

plasma ring which is also the initial condition fo the process #3

is determined. The variation of IR/ and <T>in the process #3 are

shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for R,/R=4 and ru3!* an(3 the recovered energy,

which is approximately equal to the recovery efficiency, is shown

in Fig.7 where eddy current loss is not considered. It is seen from

these figures that tha variation of plasma parameters in the expan-

sion (process #2) by transient and spatially homogeneous fields is

larger than by stationary and inhomogeneous fields. Figures 5 and
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6 show that in the process #3 the time required for sufficient

decrease of plasma current and temperature is about 1.2 sec. in

the case of expansion by transient magnetic fields, and about 2.2

sec. by stationary fields. When eddy current power loss is not

taken into account, recovery efficiencies of more than 85 % and

62 %, respectively, for transient and stationary magnetic fields

are found to be attainable for an expansion ratio of more than four.

(b) Non-adiabatic expansion

Calculations were made for the parameter of anomalous factor,

n., of 1, 10, and 100. The most distinguishing feature in the

expansion in the process #2 is that with smaller expansion velocity

and larger anomalous factor, the minor radius, a, tends to shrink

before reaching the desired final major radius regardless of magnet-

ic field configuration. This means that maximum expansion times

exist when the anomalous factor and expansion velocity are fixed

as seen in Fig.8. Figure 8 shows the net recovered energy for a

expansion ratio of four, respectively, in the case of expansion by

transient and by stationary magnetic fields with the anomalous factor

as a parameter. The effects of non-adiabaticity on the recovered

energy are small in the case of transient magnetic fields in the

process #2, but are prominent in the case of stationary magnetic

fields, in general, and deviation from adiabaticity is seen to be

enhanced when the anomalous factor increases.

Conclusion

The results of numerical calculations lead to the following con-

clusions:

(1) In the adiabatic expansion, the recovery efficiency is more

than 85 % when a transient,spatially homogeneous field is used
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for the expansion process, and more than 62 % when a stationary

and spatially inhomogeneous magnetic field used in the case of

no eddy current power loss and with an expansion ratio of more

than four.

(2) A cycle time, (i.e., the interval at which plasma rings are

generated), of 1.5 to 2.5 seconds is feasible for the comple-

tion of energy recovery and pumping.

(3) The effects of non-adiabaticity on the recovered energy are

small in the case of transient fields in the process #2, but

are prominent in the case of stationary fields in the process

#2. Deviation from adiabaticity is enhanced when the anomalous

factor increases.
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7.5 Time Variation of Fuel Ion number of Plasma Ring

in the Process of Collapse

7.5.1 Introduction

When a plasma ring in the expansion chamber is collapsed, a

next plasma ring is located close to the exit of the burning

section, and conveyance by lithium flow is continued to the

entrance of the introductory section. The plasma ring in the

introductory section is sent to the entrance of the expansion

chamber in a very short time by a magnetic field gradient, and

without delay it is expanded to the final shape with moderate

swiftness, kept that shape for a while and then collapsed.

In the above one period the vacuum system must exhaust the

equivalent number of particles which are contained in the plasma

ring coming out of the burning section. On the other hand, as

far as a plasma ring exists in the expansion chamber its pumping

speed for the neutral gas is remarkably higher than that of the

vacuum system; therefore the effective exhaust by the vacuum

system is done in a fractional time of one period. So that the

vacuum system may do the duty, the plasma ring in the process of

collapse has to increase its ion number and makes the neutral gas

density high when it is collapsed. In the following, only the

fuel particles are to be treated.

7.5.2 Fuel Atom Number to be Exhausted by Vacuum System

As described at Sec. 1 in Chap. II, the plasma ring getting

into the process of collapse contains Q, atoms of fuel as ions,

where

Qf = 3.6 x 10
21 atom. CD
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The fuel atoms of equivalent number to Qf has to be exhausted by

the vacuum system in one period of 1 sec.

7.5.3 Location and Configuration of the Plasma Ring in the

Process of Collapse

At the time t = 0 sec, a plasma ring in the expansion chamber

has just collapsed, and the next plasma ring PR-1 which is getting

into the process of collapse is located close to the entrance of

the introductory section where the distance z to the entrance of

the expansion chamber is 6.5 m. The major and minor radii of PR-1

are 1.5 and 0.5 m, and the cross-section of the introductory

section is annular and its outer and inner radii are 2.0 and 1.0

m, respectively. At t = 0.3 sec, PR-1 proceeding with the velocity

of 5 m/s is located at z = 5.0 m and in a very short time is

transported to z = 0 m. Without delay, PR-1 is expanded in 0.25

sec to the radii of 6.0 and 2.0 m, respectively, kept its con-

figuration for 0.45 sec, and collapsed at t = 1.0 sec. The con-

figuration of the expansion chamber is axial symmetry and the

width at the radius R is 0.7 R.

7.5.4 Fuel Gas Supply to and Exhaust from the Expansion Chamber

The fuel DT gas in the expansion chamber is supplied from one

plasma ring of PR-1 located in the introductory section for

0 < t < 0.3 sec, and from two plasma rings, that is PR-1 located

in the expansion chamber and PR-2 which follows PR-1 and is lo-

cated in the burning section for 0.3 < t < 1.0 sec, and, on the

other hand, is exhausted by the same plasma rings above mentioned

and the vacuum system. When PR-1 is located in the expansion

chamber, the DT gas densities in two zones located each other
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with PR-1 between are almost the same because the circulation of

the DT gas between two zones is very active through the edge

plasma zone of PR-1.

The particle supplies S. from PR-i through the introductory

section and S, from PR-1 located in the expansion chamber are

S i = s i ( n i + v i + / T i + ) atom/s, (2)

S1 =
 ni + v] +/ Ti f atom/s, (3)

where the suffix i is 1 or 2, n , V , and T are the fuel ion

density, volume and ion confinement time of the main plasma of

the plasma ring, respectively, and s is the particle supply

probability with which the fuel particle diffused out of the

main plasma become the gas particles in the expansion chamber.

The value of s. is a function of the passage probability that a

particle incident on the section of the introductory section at

PR-i transmits through to the expansion chamber and the capture

probability c that a particle incident on the surface of the

plasma ring becomes ion of the main plasma, and Fig. 1 shows

plots of s. against z and t for c's as parameters.

The particle exhausts E. and E, by plasma ring are

E i = 2 * T ^ ^ ^ " D T atom/s, (4)

2 x i J i ^ c ^ atom/s, (5)

where n__ and v are the density and the mean thermal valocity of

the DT gas molecules, Ap C is the cross-sectional area of the
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expansion chamber at the radius R and given by A__, = 1.4 it R ,

h^ is the pumping probability by PR-i for a D or T atom incident

on A^ as molecule and is a function of the passage probability

from A E C to PR-i and the capture probability c. , and A, is the

surface area of PR-1. The pumping ability A h . is shown in

Fig. 2 against z and t for c's as parameters.

The pumping speed of the vacuum system S for DT gas at

room temperature is 10 m /s as is given at Sec. 4.3 in Chap. Ill

and is to be written as

svs = T ^ s ^ s = 10 m /s'

where A^g is the total vacuum duct area at the expansion chamber

and h, _ is the exhaust probability of the vacuum syste.a for a DT

molecule incident on Ayg , using v = 1.1 x 10 m/s, A.^iivs =

3.6 m2.

7.5.5 Equations on Particle Balance

The particle balance between the plasma ions and the gas

particles can be written as follows.

For 0 < t < 0.3 sec when PR-1 is Jocated in the introductory

section,

d
dt l Z nDT VEC

- 2 x T ' ( A E C h l + A V S h V S ) r : D T '
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where V__ is the volume of the expansion chamber.
EC

For 0.3 < t < 1.0 sec when PR-1 is located in the expansion

chamber and PR-2 is in the introductory section,

d
dt ( 2 nDT VEC ] +

Tl

- 2 x -j. v ( Ax
+ ̂  + A ^ h j + A ^ h ^ ) nDT , (9)

(10)

^ 2 _ + 2 x ^ v A E C h 2 n D T , (11)
T2

where V _'is the total volume of the *wo gas zones in the

expansion chamber.

7.5.6 Fuel Gas Exhaust and Time Variation of Ion Number of PR-1

Equation (7) takes the form

A V S h1 - ^ C ! VShVS „

- Tv vZ: Nf

where U _ = 2 n_._, V_ and N, = n. V, are the total number of the

fuel atoms in the expansion chamber and of the fuel ions in PR-1,

respectively.

For 0 < t < 0.3 sec, s 1 *L °*
2 a n d AEC hl - 2 - 9 m f r o m F i 9 s '

1 and 2, for example, for c = 0.3 which value is to be used

hereafter, v = 1.8 x 10 m/s at the DT gas temperature of 500 °C,
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hvs = 2.2 m from Eq. (6) and VE(, = 720 m . Putt ing these

values in Eq. (12)

dNf VI* Nf

"at" = T~T " "7

Because T, is several sec and N. is on the order of N_ as is

shown later, the first term on the r.h.s. of the above equation

is negligible to the second one, then

Nf(t) = Nf (0) exp ( - 4.0 t ) atom, (13)

where N,(0) means N-(t) at t = 0 sec.

The number of fuel atoms exhausted by the vacuum system A. Qvg

and captured by PR-1 A, Q__ , between t = 0 and 0.3 sec, and of

those remained N^(0.3) at t = 0.3 sec in the expansion chamber

are represented as follows, respectively:

* T ; i f tvs hvs ( I tf / VEc l d t = 0- 3 9 I'f ( 0 1' (14)

& l < W l = ( *EC h l / A V S \ S ) * 1 Q V S
 = 0 . 3 l H f ( 0 ) r ( 1 5 )

N f ( 0 . 3 ) = 0 . 3 0 N f ( 0 ) , ( 1 6 )

«

After t = 0.3 sec, PR-1 expands from 0.3 sec to 0.55 sec

capturing the fuel atoms of Nf(0.,3), and after that keeps its

configuration through the rest time of one period, but hereafter

it is assumed PR-1 takes the expanded configuration from

t = 0.3 sec.
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Equation (9) takes the form

dN S + N + x '^o1 ^ e 2 ^ g y s

^ = T 2 ? " T ^ f"
I f the ion confinement T follows the Alcator s ca l i ng law,

+ ~ + 2 ~ „ + a T
T2 n2 a 2 N 2 1

For a,/a2 = 4, H,*/*,* = 4N 2/T 2 and s2 < 0.2 from Fig. 1, and

so the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (17) is negligible to

+ 2

the first one. For the third term, A, c. * 470 x 0.3 = 140 m ,

A—- h_ "v. A,,- h,,_ i> 3 m , and so A__ h_ + A.,_ h.._ is negligible to

A, Cj^. Then, Eq. (17) takes the form

l j_ 1 1 l

The ion confinement time T, of PR-1 is around 1 sec, on the

other hand, the gas capture time is 0.01 sec, so that the equi-

librium between the plasma ions and the gas molecules, that is,

dNf/dt = 0 is established in a time of around 0.01 sec. Then,

from Eq. (18)

N f 2; 0.01 Nx
+ . (19)

Almost all of the fuel particles are in PR-1 and the value of N.+

is nearly constant.

In the process of expansion, PR-1 captures the remaining fuel

atoms of Nf(0.3), and so
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A2QPR-1

and from Eqs. (15), (16) and (19)

Nl + = Of + A1QPR-1 + A2QPR-1 = Qf

N f 2L 10~
2[Qf + 0.61 Nf(0) ] ,"~2 r n J_ n £1 XT /n\ l (21)

where Q_ is the ion number of PR-1 at t = 0 sec as is shown later.

From Eq. (21), the number of fuel atoms exhausted by the

vacuum system A., Q,T_ and one captured by PR-2 AQn_ o between

t = 0.3 sec and 1.0 sec are as follows, respectively:

rl-0 i .
T v \ S \ S

 ( Nf/VEC > d t

0.3

% 2.3 xio"2 [ Qf + 0.61 Nf (0.3) ] , (22)

• A QPR-2 = ( ̂ C h2/AVS ̂ S } A2 QVS - A2 QVS ' (23)

The fuel atoms exhausted by the vacuum system Qv_ has to be

equal to Qf of Eq. (1); therefore from Eqs. (14) and (22)

QVS " Al QVS + A2 Q VS

0.39 N f (0) + 2.3 x 10~
2 [ Qf + 0.61 N f (0.3) 3 = Qf

Nf(0) % 2.5 Qf , (24)
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A l Q V S - ° - 9 8 Q f ' A 2 Q V S - ° - ° 2 Q f '

and A1QpR_1 * 0.78 Qf , A
2

 QPR-1 = ° - 7 5 Qf

Almost all the fuel exhaust by the vacuum system is done between

t = 0 sec and 0.3 sec when there is no plasma ring in the

expansion chamber.

The increment of the ion number of PR-2 for 0.3 < t < 1.0 sec

is AQpR_2 ^ °-
02 Qf from Eqs. (23) and (25), and from Eq. (11)

the decrement is ( s2
 N2 +A 2

+ ) At ^ 0.04 Qf for s2 ^ 0.2, N2
+ = Qf ,

T 2 2: 4sec and At = 0.7 sec; therfore N2 (1.0) ̂  Q. and PR-2 at

t = 1.0 sec is equivalent to PR-1 at t = 0 sec, and so N. (0) ̂  Qf.

The time variation of N., + (t) is as follows. From t = 0 sec

to 0.3 sec, PR-1 is located in the introductory section at a

distance of about 6 m from the entrance of the expansion chamber,

and its ion number increases from N, (0) = Qf to N. (0.3) =

N,+(0) + A..Q,,,, , = 1.8 Q,. After that, it is sent to the en-

trance of the expansion chamber in a very short time and expanded

till t = 0.55 sec during which process it captures the remaining

fuel gas to N^CO.55) = ^"""(O.S) + AjQpj^ = 2.5 Qf, and then

keeps its ion number till it is collapsed. ,
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Particle supply probability s^ from plasma ring in the

introductory section against distance z from the entrance

of the expansion chamber and time t in one period for

various capture probability c's values of the plasma ring.

Fig. 2 Pumping ability A__h. of plasma ring in the introductory

section for gas molecules incident on cross-sectional

area A,,- at radius of R against z and t for various c's

values, which symbols are the same ones in Fig. 1.

Dependency on the value of R is little.
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Chapter IE

ENGINEERING ASPECTS



1. Executive Summary

1.1 Introduction and overview

The moving ring reactor (MRR) is characterized to be a

combination of a compact torus with an open ended reactor. As is

shown in Chap. II, the compact torus configuration applied in

this study attains a B value of about 0.5 where B is the ratio of

the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure. The plasma

self-ignition condition can thus be reached with the major/minor

radii of 1.5/0.5 ms. The combination of this compact torus with

the open ended magnetic field was introduced so as to obtain a

large amount of fusion power. Namely, the compact torus is

transported in the axial field around which the blanket structure

is located. The total fusion power can be increased by

transporting many compact toruses along this axial field.

This chapter is devoted to describe the engineering aspects

on the first stage of MRR conceptual design, The main objectives

of this first stage design is: to define the concept of each

reactor subsystem; to establish the consistency between reactor

subsystems; and to find the critical issues to develop the MRR

system. As was shown in Chap. II, the plasma physics on MRR

still includes many uncertainties. We would therefore believe

that the technology development expected in the future 20 to 30

years should be accounted for designing the hardware part of MRR.

Figure 1.1 illustrates important features with plasma

handling in MRR. The initial plasma is produced by electron beam

injection. The plasma formation on this stage relies on a

sophisticated relaxation process in plasmas. This process is
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really subtle because the seed for the magnetic field structure

to confine the high 6 plasma in burning conditions has to be

supplied. Next, the plasma is compressed in the major radius

direction by increasing the vertical magnetic field. On the

final stage of compression, the burning plasma conditions are

attained. The plasma then starts travelling in the axial

direction first by inclination of the axial magnetic field and

then by liquid Li flow. Special care needs to be taken to

permeate the plasma magnetic field to the liquid Li flow at the

entrance part of the blanket structure. After travelling in the

blanket, the plasma reaches the expansion chamber and is expanded

in the major radius direction for energy recovery and particle

exhaust.

The most striking feature of this MRR design would be that

the liquid Li flow is not only the tritium breeding coolant but

also the plasma carrier. For plasma transport by Li flow, it is

desirable not to use electrically conducting materials for the

blanket. It is also well-known that low atomic number materials

are preferable for the first wall in view of impurity

contamination in the plasma. We thus decided to use a ceramic

material for the blanket structure, certainly relying on future

technology developments. Table 1.1 summarizes the main MRR

features which will be detailed in the following sections.

1.2 Reactor system

Figure 1.2 and 1.3 show the illustrative view and the

horizontal cross-section of the MRR system, respectively. The

electron beam energy to produce the initial plasma is 26 MJ
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supplied by an energy of 25 MeV, current of 10.4 MA and duration

of 100 ns. For beam injection, the pre-ionized plasma is used as

an anode, and 50 % of the beam energy was assumed to be

effectively absorbed by the plasma. Plasma compression is

assisted by the three sets of magnets located around a

compression chamber. The compression ratio is 3 and the duration

is 0.25s. These three magnets supply the vertical field for

compression in series: thus save the energy for plasma

compression. To stabilize plasma tilting motion, figure 8

circuits are placed on the compression chamber. The plasma

starts travelling in the axial direction after compression.

Again, figure 8 circuits located on a center cylinder stabilize

tilting before the plasma reaches the blanket section.

To let the plasma magnetic field penetrate into the Li,

entrance insulators are installed in the Li inlet section. The

inlet section consists of 60 duct-like Li flow paths which were

composed of an insulating material. The cross-section is 23 cm x

23 cm, and the length is 1 m, satisfying the condition for

magnetic field penetration.

Figure 1.4 shows the illustrative view of the blanket

assembly. The assembly consists of SiC blanket structures,

graphite neutron reflector, and extra blanket structures made of

stainless steel and electrically insulated so as not to retard

plasma axial motion. The SiC structure will be made by reaction

sintering which appears to be applicable in producing large

structural elements. The thickness of the SiC blanket structure

is 5 cm. Because of poor compatibility between SiC and liquid

Li, metal liners made of 316 stainless steel are installed in the
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blanket. The liner also acts as the boundary between the vacuum

for plasma production and the Li. A problem with these thick Sic

and metallic liner structures is that too much temperature

increment is expected on the first wall surface. Simple analysis

showed the surface temperature to be more than 1300°C, whereas

the Li temperature is 500°C. Thus, development of SiC with high

thermal conductivity is very important. Another problem is the

thermal expansion difference between SiC and 316 stainless steel,

amounting to 2.6 cm in the blanket diameter and 33 cm in the

total blanket length. Some bellows structures may be necessary

to relieve these expansion differences. Although detailed

calculations have not been carried out yet, this blanket assembly

appears to absorb more than 90 % of fusion output and to give a

tritium breeding ratio more than unity.

The blanket total length is 50 m carrying 10 plasma rings

with the velocity of 5 m/s. This velocity obviously is

coincident with the Li velocity. The Li inlet/outlet

temperatures are 450/500°Cs. The pressure drops in the inlet and

outlet pipings, in which the Li flow intersects the magnetic

field, were estimated to be 3.2 atm each.

Figure 1.5 shows a single module of shielding and magnet

structures for a plasma burning section. The vacuum boundary for

plasma production is located on the inside of the shielding

structure: thus a stainless steel lining is installed on the

inside. This lining is flare-sealed on the outside of the

shielding structure. The modules are connected by bolts over

this flare seal. The shielding structure itself is made of

concrete cooled by borated water. The thickness of the shielding
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structure was temporarily chosen to be 1.8 m. Since the axial

magnetic field required is 1.2T, present technologies are

applicable to the MRR magnet systems.

After travelling in the burning section, the plasma reaches

the expansion chamber. The story of plasma expansion is quite

similar to the one of plasma compression except that the plasma

motion is opposite and the expansion ratio is 4. The expansion

chamber installs 2 sets of vacuum systems with an effective

evacuation speed of 10 i/s each. This vacuum system evacuates

two thirds of the particles included in the final expanded

plasma. This is the result of plasma pumping when the last

burning plasma ring lands on the center stabilizer and blocks

neutral flow to the burning section.

1.3 EB Power Supply

The rough sketch of electron beam (EB) power supply systems

is shown in Fig. 1.5. The power supply consists of Marx

generators, intermediate storage capacitors, pulse transforming

lines, impedance exchange lines, and diodes. Impedance matching

in these parts was designed so as to produce the voltage pulse

with a mean period of 100 ns at the diode. The power is

transported to the electron beam injection port in the

compression chamber by a magnetically insulated transmission

line.

The size of the power supply is 12 x 12 x 5 2 m. Pour of

this power supply are required for the total energy of 26 MJ.

Possible technology development was taken into account to

determine the size of this power supply.
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1.4 Reactor Layout and Maintenance

Figure 1.6 presents a rough idea for the layout of the

reactor and power supply systems. The reactor room is designed

so as to supply an open space for reactor maintenance. The

scheme of reactor disassembly is visualized in Fig. x.7. First

the compression chamber module is detatched from the full line of

the MRR structure. A manipulator then decomposes the connection

of the Li inlet pipings. The same procedure is repeated for the

expansion chamber module and for the connection of the Li outlet

pipings. The blanket module is next extracted in the axial

direction. Another room, which should be treated as a

radioactive area, needs to be prepared for this axial extraction.

The shielding and magnet structures for burning section are then

ready to be moved in the normal direction to the axis.

The most difficult part with this reactor disassembly would

be decomposition of the Li inlet and outlet connections and

extraction of the long blanket assembly. These difficulties

appear to be comparable to the difficulties with tokamak reactor

maintenance. It should however be noted that the pipe

connections are only 60 for this reactor and the blanket

extraction is a single motion in principle. The time required

for MRR disassembly may thus be saved because of these

simplicities.
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1.5 Overall Power Balance

As is shown in Table 1.1, the single plasma ring produces

185 MW as total fusion outputs. Since the 10 rings are always

located within the blanket enclosure, the gross total fusion

output is 1850 MW. If we assume that the power multiplication

factor in the blanket is 1.2 and the total power conversion

efficiency for electricity production is 0.37, the fusion

electric output becomes 794 MW.

In order to produce the initial plasma ring, preionization

and the electron beam injection is applied. The power necessary

for these processes are 28 MW. The power required for plasma

compression is estimated to be 100 MW. In the plasma expansion

process, about 70% of the ring energy is directly recovered as

electricity. In this design 72 MW of power gain is obtained

in this process. For cooling the magnets and the vacuum system,

about 100 MW is required to refrigerator. These power gains

and consumptions lead us to the net electric output of 638 MW

in this design.
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Table 1.1 MRR main features

General

Initial plasma

Burning plasma

Fusion power per single plasma ring

Plasma burning time

Plasma ring production rate

Plasma ring travelling speed

Total fusion output

Net electricity output

Axial magnetic field

R =
a =

ZP-

R =

a =
1P-
ni =

Ti =

6 =

185

10

1 s

4.5
1.5

m
m

= 2.45MA

1.5

0.5

= 7.2

= 4.8

= 9.3

0.5

MW

s

-1

5 m/s

m
m

MA

x 1 0 2 0 m-3

keV

1850 MWth

450

1.2

MWe

T

Electron Beam for Plasma Production

Beam energy 2 5 MeV

Duration 100 ns

Beam current x Number 2.6 MA x 4

Total energy 26 MJ

Plasma Compression System

Compression ratio 3

Compression time 0.25 s

Net required power for compression 100 MW

Cooling power for pulse magnet heat 60 MW
dissipation
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Blanket Structure

First wall material

Coolant and plasma ring carrier

Neutron wall Loading

Li thickness

Axial length

Li inlet/outlet temperatures

Expected energy deposition in blanket

Tritium breeding ratio

Reaction-sintered siC

Liq. Li

2.4 MW/m2

2 5 cm

50 m

450°C/500°C

> 90 %

> 1

Shielding Structure

Material

Coolant

Total thickness

Concrete with metal

liner (vacuum bound-

ary)

H2O/borated H2O

1.8 m

Energy recovery and particle exhaust system

Expansion ratio 4

Expansion time 0.25 s

Expected recovery powex /̂  KW

Cooling power for pulse magnet heat

dissipation 35 MW

Pumping speed of vacuum system 10^ SL/s
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Fig. 1.1 Scheme of MRR operation.
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assembly.
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Fig. 1.5 Illustrative view of a single mudule
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2. Plasma Handling

2.1 Plasma Formation and Compression

In this section plasma formation and compression processes

are described. At the beginning, an initial plasma with larger

size than that of a burning plasma is produced by means of

relativistic electron beam injection. This plasma is then

compressed adiabatically by increasing the vertical magnetic

field so that burning plasma conditions are attained.

2.1.1 Plasma Formation by REB Injection

Table 2.1 shows parameters of the initial plasma which is

produced by electron beam injection. These parameters are

determined so that the burning plasma conditions can be attained

after compression. According to the scaling law of adiabatic

compression, the plasma toroidal current I , the ion density n.

3 2
and the ion temperature T. are proportional to r , r , r ,

respectively, where r (compression ratio) is the initial to

final ratio of the plasma major radius. The value of r was

chosen to be 3.

Figure 2.1 shows the outline of the plasma formation process

by electron beam injection. Table 2.2 shows the parameters of

the electron beam injection system. Initially a weak vertical

field B v (t' 0.015 T) and a weak plasma formed by RF discharge

exist in the thin shell which is made of 1 mm thick stainless

steel. The time constant of the shell T_ is estimated to be 10
s

ms from L-/R- where L is the self inductance and R the

resistance of the shell. Here, Rg is 3xl0~
3 a and Ls is 3xlO~

5 H
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using equivalent radius a = (S/ir)1'^ where S is the area of the

cross section of the shell. Considering the performance of power

supplies and the magnetic field change in superconducting

windings, the time constant of 10 ms appears to be reasonable.

Then 25 MeV electron beams of 26MJ are injected into the shell,

and the precompression plasma is formed in about 1 msec. After

that, compression of the plasma starts by increasing the vertical

magnetic field.

2.1.2 Plasma Compression

Table 2.3 summarizes the parameter for plasma compression.

The compression ratio is 3 as described before, and the duration-

is 0.25 s. The power necessary to ignite the plasma ring by

magnetic compression is 90 MW. Efficiency of the magnetic

compression is estimated to be 90 %. Thus the compression power

is 100MW.

In order to stabilize tilting motion of the plasma in the

compression process, two pairs of figure 8 coils are installed as

shown in Fig.2.2. The larger coils are effective at the earlier

stage of compression, and the smaller ones at the final stage.

As the figure 8 coils used in the compression process are also

used in the entrance and the exit of transport section, their

principle and characteristics will be discussed in the following

section.
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2.2 Transport of Burning Plasmas

In this section, transport of plasmas and stabilization of

tilting motion of plasmas are described. Parameters of the

plasma transport section are shown in Table 2.4.

2.2.1 Transport and Tilting Stabilization by Liquid Lithium Flow

The principle of transport of plasma rings and stabilizing

their tilting motion using conductive liquid flow was described

in Chap. II. This section is thus planned to summarize the

contents in Chap. II with relation to ring transport and tilting

stabilization.

(1) Insulating separators

Figure 2.3 shows a conducting liquid conveyer utilizing

plasma poloidal fields frozen to liquid. The permeation of the

field into the liquid Li flow is necessary in order that the

plasma magnetic field is frozen to the flow. A method for

achieving this process by insulating the liquid is shown in Fig.

2.4. The condition for the field permeation is

d2 << 2 ls/lvQav) (2.1)

where a is the conductivity of the liquid, v the velocity of the

liquid, I the axial length of insulating separators, d the
s

effective diameter of the hole, and VQ the magnetic permeability

of the fluid.
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In this design, I and v are chosen to be 1 m and 5 m/s,s

respectively. Taking a = 3 x 10 fl~ m~ for the liquid Li at

500°C, we obtain d << 0.3 m from Eq. (2.1). The scheme of

insulating separators is shown in Fig. 2.5.

(2) Stabilization of tilting

When the plasma ring tilts by the angle e from an

equilibrium position, the coupling between the external axial

magnetic field and the plasma current ring yields the torque T

which is given by

1/4 v0RIt
2 (In 8R/a + B + 1^12 - 3/2 ) sin 9, (2.2)T

where I- is the internal inductance of the plasma, 0 the

poloidal beta, R and a the major and minor radii of the plasma,

respectively. On the other hand, when the plasma begins to tilt,

the current induced in the conductive liquid enforces the plasma

to be restored to the original position. The restoring torque T

has been calculated numerically , as shown in Fjg. 2.6, for the

case where the toroidal current of the plasma is expressed by the

Bessel function J_(kr).

From Fig. 2.6, the stable region is b/R < 1.37, where b is

the inner radius of the Li flow. In this design we select b =

2.05 m, giving b/R = 1.37 in which the condition for tilting

stabilization is satisfied. Increasing the plasma aspect ratio

is very effective in this case, although a full set of design

parameters needs to be reviewed. It may also be effective to use

auxiliary figure 8 coils besides the conductive Li flow for
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stabilization. Stabilization by figure 8 coils is detailed in

Sec. 2.2.3.

2.2.2 Plasma Transport by Magnetic Field

Before the plasma ring reaches the Li blanket, the gradient

in the axial magnetic field conveyes the plasma ring. This is

also the case after the ring leaves the blanket. These schemes

are shown in Fig. 2.7.

In order to estimate the horizontal fields by axial field

gradients, we use the cylindrical coordinate ( r, 4, z ). Since

3B/3$ = 0, the following equation is obtained from Maxwell's

equation.

TT=7Jr lrBr>

Substituting

B2(r,z) = -cz + cQ (2.4)

to Eq. (2.3), we obtain

Br(r,z) - cr/2 . (2.5)

The radial field at the minor axis is then given by

Br(R,z) « cR/2 , (2.6)
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where c is the axial field gradient. Table 2.5 shows B <R,z) for

various axial field gradients obtained by Eq. (2.6). In the

entrance section, the field gradient of 0.2 % m" can transport

the plasma ring in a very short period. In the exit section, it

is necessary to overcome the attraction force by the neighboring

plasma ring in order to transport the plasma.

The axial and radial components of magnetic fields at the

point (r, z) produced by the ring current I. with radius r. and

centered at (0, z.) are given by

1

B-(r,z) » _SL_1. t(r + rj)' + (z-Zj) 1

(2.7,

and

Br(r,z) - ^ 1 . (z-zi).[(zj-z)
2+(r,+r)2JI

2n J J J

1 r ^ + Cz-Zj) 2 . (2.8,1 . {. K ( k ) + ^ j
4 r (r- r j)

2+ (z-Zj)

respectively, where

k2 - 4rjr/{ (rj + r )
2 + (z^ - z ) 2 } , (2.9)

and K(k) and E(k) are the 1st and 2nd kinds of complete elliptic

integrals, respectively. Using Eqs. (2.7) ̂  (2.9), we can
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calculate the magnetic fields by the neighboring plasma ring.

Table 2.6 shows the radial field component at the plasma minor

axis produced by the neighboring plasma ring. From Tables 2.5

and 2.6, it is found that the axial field gradient of 0.8 % m~

is necessary to transport the plasma in the exit section.

2.2.3 Tilting Stabilization by Figure 8 Coils

In the entrance and the exit sections, figure 8 coils are

used to stabilize tilting of plasmas instead of the conductive

liquid flow. Figure 2.8 shows the single element of figure 8

coils. Figure 2.9 shows how to stabilize plasma tilting by the

figure 8 coil. These coils are placed on the center column in

the entrance and the exit sections as shown in Fig. 2.10. If the

torque by the vertical field B and the tilt angle of a plasma

are denoted by N and 6, respectively, we obtain the equation

do

For Bv = 1.2T, and Ifc « 7.2 MA, the derivative.of the torque with

respect to tilt angle 9, 3Ne/&0, is 6.1 x 107 J/rad.

on the other hand, the restoring torque N by the figure 8

coil is given by

Where L is the mutual inductance between the plasma and the

figure 8 coil, and Lcc the self inductance of the coil. The

mutual inductance L. and and the self inductance I> are
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obtained numerically from the line integral on circuits c. and c.

using a line current approximation. For L . . circuits c^ and c,

are the plasma and the coil, respectively. For L t the integral

in Eg. (2.12) is approximately obtained under the condition that

the circuits c, and c, are two curved lines with a space 6.

Taking S = 0.02 m, the equivalent wire radius of the coil is 3.4

cm, when the coil current distribution is uniform.

As shown in Table 2.8, when the distance between the

windings, 2d in Fig. 2.9, is 1.0 m, 3N /36 becomes 1.7 x 10

J/rads which was found to be an optimal value. Compared with the

results in Table 2.7, 3N /36 is nearly four times as large as

3N /36. This means that in order to stabilize the tilting mode,

the four sets of figure 8 coils are necessary in the axial

distance 2d , as shown in Fig. 2.10.

2.3 Plasma Expansion and Energy Recovery

The energy possessed by the plasma ring after burning is

about 100 MJ including the electromagnetic energy. It is clear

that the wall is seriously damaged when the plasma ring is

collapsed suddenly. To relieve the thermal load on the wall and

to increase the plant efficiency, the plasma is expanded in the

major radius direction, as was described in Chap. II. A set of

magnets is located around the vacuum chamber, as shown in Fig.

2.12, to recover the plasma energy during plasma expansion. The
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attainable recovery efficiency estimated in Chap. II is as high

as 70 %.

2.4 Particle Exhaust

Figure 2.12 shows the scheme of particle exhaust during and

after plasma current dump. During plasma current dump the

particles, which cannot be sustained in the deteriorating plasma,

are partly exhausted by the vacuum system and partly go back to

the burning section where the last plasma ring is approaching.

These particle flows are denoted by Q, and Q-, respectively, in

Fig. 2.12. The situation is the same in principle when the

plasmas are completely neutralized. The ratio between Q. and Q-

is approximately given by

Ql/Q2 * Cl S / ( S + C 1 ) C2 (2.13)

where C. is the conductance of the annular part to the vacuum

system in Fig. 2.12, S the pumping speed of the vacuum system, C_

the conductance of the annular part to the burning section in

Fig. 2.12.

The conductance of annular pipes is given by

(2.14)

where M is the molecular weight of gases, D^ and D_ the diameters

of the outer and the inner pipes, respectively, l the pipe

length, and a the coefficient determined by the value of D-/D...
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Substituting D, = 1620 cm, D_ = 1500 cm, I = 200 cm, M = 6, and

a = 1.5 to Eq. (2.14), we get C^ = 2.2 x 10 l/s. In the same

way, D. = 220 cm, D_ = 100 cm, I = 250 cm, and o = 1.13 give C_ =

5.6 x 10 l/s. In the latter case, I = 250 cm was advertently

chosen to give the mean conductance till the particles are

received by the coming burning plasma ring. The total length of

this annular part is 500 cm. If the vacuum system with S = 2 x

10 l/s is prepared, Eq. (2.13) gives Qj/Q2 ^
 2- Thus, the last

burning plasma increases the density by a factor of 0.5 hopefully

right after travelling in the burning section. This may be very

efficient to pre-cool the plasma, giving less neutron irradiation

to the plasma expansion chamber.
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Table 2.1 Initial plasma parameters

Major Radius R (m) 4.5

Minor Radius a (m) 1.5

Plasma Toroidal Current It (MA) 2.45

Ion Density ni (m~
3) 1.9 x 1019

Ion Temperature Tj_ (keV) 1.64
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Table 2.2 Electron beam parameters for plasma formation

Beam Energy 25 MeV

Duration 100 ns

Beam Currents x Number 2.6 MA x 4

Total Energy 26 MJ for n=0.5

* n is energy absorption efficiency for plasma

production.
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Table 2.3 Parameters for plasma compression

Compression Ratio rc 3

Duration 250 ms

Compression Power 100 MW
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Table 2.4 Parameters of the transport section for

burning plasmas

Plasma Travelling Velocity v 5 m/s

Length of the Burning Section L 50 m

Interval between Plasma Rings I 5m

Axial Magnetic Field Bv 1.2 T

Inner Radius of Lithium Flow b 2.05 m
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Table 2.5 Horizontal field Br(r,z) at the

plasma minor axis by vertical

field gradient

B- 3Z r=0
(m"1)

0.2 %

0.4 %

0.6 t

0.8 %

1.0 %

Br<1.5, z) (T)

1.8 x 10-3

3.6 x 10-3

5.4 x 10-3

7.2 x 10-3

9.0 x 10"3
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Table 2.6 Radial components Br(r,z) of m?:gnetic fields

at the plasma minor axis by the neighbouring

plasma with the distance z.

z (m) Br(1.5,z) (T)

5.0 6.2 x 10-3

4.75 7.4 x 10-3

4.5 8.8 x 10~3
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Table 2.7 Angular derivative of the mutual inductance

Lt c between the plasma and the figure 8 coil,

self-inductance L c c of the coil, and angular

derivative of the restoring torque N c by the

figure 8 coil located on the center column

with the radius of 0.966 m, for 6 = 0 .

2 ( 3 C

(m)

0 . 8

1 . 0

1 . 2

2.

2 .

2 .

3Ltc/39

(H/rad)

06 xlO"6

29 xlO"6

03 xlO"6

1

1

1

Lcc
(H)

.40 xlO~5

.44 xlO~5

.46 xlO~5

1

1

1

3Nc/o6

(J/rad)

.57 xlO7

.58 xlO7

.46 xlO7
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Table 2.8 Angular derivative of the mutual inductance

between the plasma and the figure 8 coil, self-

inductance Lcc of the coil, and angular derivative

of the restoring torque Nc by the figure 8 coil

located on the blanket inner wall with the

radius of 2.34 in, for 6 = 0.

2<3c

(m)

0 . 8

1 . 0

1 . 2

3 .

3 .

3 .

3Ltc/3e
(H/rad)

25 x 10"6

32 x 10"6

24 x 10"6

5

5

5

LCc
(H)

.31 x 10-5

.41 x 10"5

.48 x 10"5

1

1

0

3Nc/ae
(J/rad)

.03 x 107

.06 x 107

.99 x 107
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Fig. 2.1 Plasma formation system
with electron beam injection
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Fig- 2.2 Figure 8 coils to stabilize tilting of a plasma
in compression process.
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Fig. 2.3 Conducting liquid
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Fig. 2.4 A method to permeate the
poloidal magnetic field
into a conducting liquid
using insulating separators.
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SiC Wall

Insulating Separator

Liquid Li Flow

Fig. 2.5 Insulating separators in the MRR
blanket system
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O.6 -

O" 1.O 1.2 1.4 1.6

b/R

Fig. 2.6 The restoring torque due to the presence
of the conducting annular liquid Tw as a
function of b/R and the natural destabilizing
torque TR for the case: R/a=3, Bp=0.1,
^=1.0 and 9=1'. TN is the normalizing
parameter equal to PoRItV(2Tr) z. The stable
region is b/R <1.37.
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Fig. 2.7 Outline of plasma transport by magnetic
field gradient
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Fig. 2.8 Element of a figure 8 coil
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Plasma

Figure 8 CoiI

Fig. 2.9 Principle of a figure 8 coil
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Plasma

Center Column

Fig. 2.10 Figure 8 coils on the surface of the
center column. The four sets of coils
(Ci and Ci'r C2 and C21) control plasma
tilting in all directions.
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Fig. 2.11 Vertical field coils in the
plasma expansion and energy
recovery system.
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COMING BURNING
PLASMA RING

\

PLASMA DURING
CURRENT DAMP

Fig. 2.12 Scheme of particle exhaust during
and after plasma current dump.
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3. System Considerations

3.1 Selection of MRR Parameters

Table 3.1 shows the main parameters of the burning plasma.

In this section, we review how these parameters are selected from

the view point of system design. Figure 3.1 shows the flow

diagram for selecting the MRR parameters. In this figure, the

major radius R is in the upper left position and the net power

production is in the lower right. Namely, the plasma physical

parameters are set up at the beginning, then engineering

parameters are selected, and finally those of power production

and energy balance are determined. If final results are not

satisfactory, we go back to the physical parameters and the

process for selection of design parameters is then iterated.

This iteration scheme is usually converged within several

iterations, and the optimized design parameters can then be

obtained.

Relating to plasma parameters, the major radius R of 1.5 m

and the aspect ratio A of 3 are selected, satisfying the

condition of a compact torus. We are aiming at the plasma with

fusion power of about 200 MW._. Such a plasma has to have the

22 3
pressure of nearly 10 keV/m . On the other hand, the condition

on plasma equilibrium and Suydam's stability criterion give

distributions of the pressure, currents and magnetic fields of

the plasma. These distributions are determined so that Suydam's

criterion can be satisfied even in the final burning stage in

which the plasma pressure and the beta value are increased

because of accumulation of a particles. The plasma toroidal
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current I is determined so as to support this pressure and to

confine fusion a particles. Here the fuel burnup fraction is

selected to reach about 20 % finally. The required plasma

pressure together with the self ignition condition then

determines the ion density n. and the ion temperature T. in Table

3.1 with the burn time T. of 10s.

From these values, the nuclear fusion power of a single

plasma Pf of 185 MW is obtained. Since the total thermal output

is planned to be about 2000 MW, the number of plasmas in the

system N is determined to be 10. As the interval of plasmas I of

5 ID is given considering the interaction between plasmas, the

length of the burning section L of 50 m is obtained. The

transport velocity of plasmas v becomes 5 m/s from L and T..

The parameters for plasma compression is determined so as to

give the burning condition on the final stage of compression

process. The important parameters are the compression ratio and

the electron beam energy to produce the initial plasma. The

parameters for plasma expansion should be selected so that a

large portion of the plasma energy can be recovered.

The first wall radius b needs to be selected so that tilting

stabilization is satisfied. From the radius b and the fusion

power Pf, the wall loading W 1:J. is obtained, which relates to

wall material selection. From W .., the thickness of the liquid

lithium flow S, and the transport velocity v which is equal to

that of the lithium flow, the Li temperature rise in the blanket

6T is obtained. The higher operating temperature of the Li

coolant is desirable to give the higher energy conversion

efficiency n. The output electric power p is given as the
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multiplication of the total fusion power P. by the conversion

efficiency n. The net power production of the system is

determined from P., the plasma recovery power P and the power Pc r s

supplied to produce the plasma. P consists of the powers for

the REB injection system and the magnet system.

3.2 Overall Energy Production

Figure 3,2 shows the flow diagram to estimate the overall

energy production. It is shown that 638 MW of electricity output

is obtained in this MRR design, although power consumptions in

miscellaneous components such as coolant pumps, and water systems

are not included because of unmaturity of this design. First,

the total output including power multiplication in the blanket is

2.15 GW. If some 90 % of this fusion output is utilized for

electricity production, and the power conversion efficiency from

thermal to electric is about 40 %, the total power production

efficiency can be taken to be 0.37. These imply that the fusion

electric output is 794 MW. The parameters shown in Table 3.1

count that the power required to produce the burning plasma ring

every Is is 16 MW for the part of plasma internal energy and 87

MW for the part of plasma magnetic energy. These energies are

supplied partly by the electron beam and partly by the plasma

compression magnets.

As will be described in Sec. 4.3, the total magnetic energy

change in the plasma compression magnets is roughly 100 MJ per

Is. It is noted that heat dissipation in pulsive operation of

superconducting magnets needs to be removed from the structure

in 4.2 K. If 0.2 % of the magnetic energy change is dissipated
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to heat , and the power efficiency of refrigerators for 4.2 K

is 1/300, 60 MW is necessary to cool the compression magnets.

For the processes of plasma expansion and energy recovery,

we assume that the ring energy is recovered with an efficiency

of 70 % from the results in Chap II. Thus the direct energy

recovery is expected to be 72 MW. The energy change in the

expansion magnets is 55 MJ per Is. Therefore the power neces-

sary to cool the magnets is 35 MW. We additionally count 5 MW

for cryocooling in the vacuum system, which is a very crude

estimation.

Adding 72 MW from direct energy recovery to 794 MW of fusion

output, and substracting all the aforementioned consumptions, we

reach the total electricity output of 638 MW.
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Table 3.1 Parameters of a Burning Plasma

Major Radius R

Minor Radius a

Plasma Toroidal Current

Toroidal Field Bt(0)

Poloidal Field Bp(a)

Plasma Pressure p

Poloidal Beta 6p(a)

Ion Density (final) ni

Ion Temperature T.

Fusion Power per

Single Plasma Pf

Burning Time Tjj

Axial Mangetic Field Bv

Fuel Burn-up

1.5 m

0.5 m

7.2 MA

3.0T (2.6T)

2.9T

8.9 x10 2 1 keV/m3

(1.1x1022 kev/m3)

0.43 (0.55)

4.8 xl020 m-3

9.3 keV

185 MW

10 s

1.2T

19 %

* Numerical values in blankets are those in the final stage.
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4. Reactor Component Designs

4.1 Electron Beam Injection System

As was described in Sec. 2.1, the energy to produce a

pre-compression plasma ring is 26 MJ with about 100 % margin on

the net required energy. This energy is supplied with four beam

lines with a current of 2.6 MA, energy of 25 MV, and duration of

100 ns. The injection method is the plasma-anode type which has

successfully been used in SPAC-V . The scheme of the

plasma-anode type of beam injection system is shown in Fig. 4.1.

For beam transmission, conventional magnetically insulated

transmission lines (MITL) are used. At the end of MITL, which is

inserted inside the plasma compression chamber, a cathode is

connected to the inner conductor of MITL with a small aperture

from the outer conductor. The cathode material used in SPAC-V

is Cu-W or stainless steel. Since the outer conductor is

electrically connected to the compression chamber, electrons are

accelerated by the plasma sheath potential formed between the

cathode and the plasma when negative pulses are applied on the

cathode. Details to produce the plasma are described in Sec.

2.1.

The size of the inner conductor of MITL is given by

SM

where S u is the vacuum cross-sectional area, of MITL, V the beam
ri e

energy, I. the beam current, and p the permissible power density

of the conductor. The ratio of the outer conductor radius r_ to
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the inner one r. is given by

r2/rl = Exp{2ir(Ve/Ie) / (u/e)
2} (4.2)

where u is the vacuum permeability, e the vacuum dielectric

constant. Then, r» is given by

-2 /

[SM/TT (1 - (r2/r1) ] (4.3)

It has been shown that p_ is 1.6 x 10 W/cm over the cable

length of 6 m and 1.6 x 1011 W/cm2 in short distance cables.(2)

11 2

If p = 2 x 10 W/cm is optimistically assumed for this MRR

design relying on future development, Eqs. (4.1) to (4.3) give

r1 = 12 cm and r- = 23 cm.

The MITL size thus obtained is roughly shown in Pig. 4.1.

The cathode and the end of the outer conductor are protected from

high temperature plasmas by the adjacent SiC limiters.

4.2 Plasma Compression Chamber

Figure 4.2 shows the vertical cross-section of the chamber

for plasma production and compression. The pre-compression

plasma is produced at the major radius R = 4.5 m, being shaped by

SiC limiters. Inside the chamber except for limiter locations,

SiC liners are installed, the details of which are shown in Fig.

4.3. Between the SiC liner and the concrete shielding structure,

a thin metal liner probably made of 316 stainless steel is

located. This metal liner acts as the vacuum boundary for plasma

production. The metal liner will be made to be as thin as
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possible to preserve electric resistance for avoiding energy

dissipation in the liner during plasma compression. This metal

liner installs support sections which are anchored to the

concrete structure. The SiC liners are supported by these

support sections. Thus, the SiC liners act as both the

protecting plate for the plasma and the metal liner support for

the ambient pressure.

It was shown in Sec. 2.1 that a conductive shell is

necessary to produce the pre-compression plasma by the electron

beams. The thickness of the metal liner can be chosen to be so

as to supply enough electric conductivity for the part acting as

the shell. Another choice would be to located a conductive

material between the SiC and the metal liners. It was also shown

that some passive circuits are necessary to avoid plasma tilting

during compression. In principle, these passive circuits can be

located outside the vacuum boundary.

After compression, the plasma attains burning conditions at

R = 1.5 m. Plasma tilting in this situation is controlled by the

center cylinder which installs passive circuits to protect

tilting as was shown in Sec. 2.1. The structural elements of the

center cylinder is made of SiC. The SiC limiters and this center

cylinder probably requires cooling systems which have not yet

been designed in detail.

The concrete shielding structures, which are cooled by

borated H_0, surround the compression chamber. The thickness of

the shielding structure in Fig. 4.2 is temporarily chosen to be

0.5 to 1.2 m which need to be reviewed after neutron streaming

characteristics are estimated under the geometry shown in Fig.
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4.2. The total weight of the compression chamber, of course,

depends on the shielding thickness. If the thickness like the

one shown in Fig. 4.2 is adequate, the weight is 500 to 1000 ton.

When the blanket structures need to be repaired or maintained,

the compression chamber is moved probably by a carrier together

with compression magnets, as was shown in Fig. 1.7. For

installation of the magnets near the throat section in Fig. 4.2,

the nearby shielding structure is demountable with bolt

connections. In this part, flare seal of the metal liner

provides the vacuum boundary, as will be detailed in Sec. 4.5.

4.3 Magnets for Plasma Compression

Figure 4.4 shows the location of the plasma compression

magnets numbered #1 to #3. The #1 and #2 magnets compress the

plasma from R = 4.5 m to R = 2.5 m: then the #3 magnet, to R * 1.5

m. The vertical magnetic field necessary for plasma equilibrium

is approximately given by

Bv ~

where I is the plasma current, B the poloidal B value of the

plasma, and a the plasma minor radius. According to the

compression story given in Sec. 2.1, the B y values necessary at

R = 4.5, 2.5, and 1.5 m are 0.09, 0.42, and 1.2 T, respectively.

These three magnets are operated as shown in Fig. 4.5. The first

0.25s is the time for plasma production, although real plasma

production by electron beam is performed in the end of this

0.25s. Then, the currents of the #1 and #2 magnets are increased
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to their maximum values in 0.25s for plasma compression. The

next 0.25s is the time for axial transport of the burning plasma.

Then the magnet currents are recovered to their initial points,

so that plasma production is repeated every Is.

To give crude estimations for necessary currents of these

magnets, we employ the following analytical solutions for two

ring conductors.

3

I = (ra
2
 +b2)

?B v/r a
2v 0

(4.5)

- 1.75)I2

where I is the current of each ring conductor, r the radius of

the ring conductor, 2b the distance between the two ring

conductors, and r the mean radius of the conductor given by

(A/7r) where A is the conductor cross-section. The features of

the compression magnets obtained with Eq. (4.5) are shown in

Table 4.1 together with the overall current density. The

magnetic energy change during plasma compression is totally 112

MJ. The current density of the #1 and #2 magnets is chosen to be

about 10 A/mm because of pulsive operation of these magnets,

whereas the one of #3 magnet, which is operated in DC, is 25

A/mm .

The compression story described in this section is

preliminary, because plasma shaping during compression is not

considered in detail. This is especially true near the entrance

to the magnetic field produced by the #3 magnet. In this sense,

this compression story is a little bit different from the story
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which was already proven experimentally in ATC . It has not

also been considered how much the leakage magnetic field from the

burning section is. These need to be taken into account in

future.

4.4 Blanket Structures

4.4.1 Material Selection

To select the material for the MRR blanket structures, the

following items need to be considered.

(a) Plasma contamination by impurity release from the

first wall.

(b) Effects on plasma ring motion.

(c) Effects on Li flow.

The item (a) desires high temperature materials with low atomic

numbers (z). From the items (b) and (c), the materials with low

electric conductivity appears to be in preference. Prom these

points of view, one may note that ceramic materials have high

potentiality to give a solution to material selection of the MRR

blanket structure. It should also be noted that ceramic

materials generally are quite resistant to neutron irradiation

and are less radioactive after neutron irradiation than metallic

materials.
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(1) Ceramics for first walls and structural elements

Low Z materials for tokamak limiters and walls have

intensively been studied, and the conclusion is that carbon and

(4 5)carbides behave quite well high temperature plasmas ' . It

should however be mentioned that some experts worry about

chemical sputtering of carbon which arises near 500°C of carbon

temperature. The case of MRR blanket structures offers us the

new requirement that the appropriate ceramics for MRR need to be

large structural elements, typically 5 m in diameter and 5 m in

length. To our knowledge this kind of large fine ceramics is not

available presently, but we would believe that substantial

ceramic developments will be carried out in the next 20 to 30

years. From these points of view, we have selected SiC, Si,N4,

and M-2°3
 a s candidates. ZrO, was discarded because of high Z

material, although ZrO_ is a potent structural material.

Table 4.2 shows the comparison of thermal and mechanical

properties of the three candidate materials. SiC, which has

been chosen to be the MRR blanket material, has high thermal

conductivity which gives good thermal shock resistance. It has

modestly high tensile strength as well. Another merit with SiC

is that the surface temperature rise in abnormal plasma

conditions is low and that the vapor pressure in high temperature

is comparatively low among the candidate materials. Si-N. was

discarded because of high vapor pressure in elevated

temperatures. It should however be noted that the tensile

strength of Si^N. is the highest among the.candidates. A15°3 w a s

also discarded because of poorer thermal conductivity and poorer

tensile strength.
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(2) Properties of SiC

It can be noted from plasma configurations that the MRR

plasma has no measure to exhaust impurity particles from the

burning plasma. Sputtering and evaporation characteristics

therefore are very important in view of impurity contamination of

the plasma. Figure 4.6 shows the variation of SiC sputtering

yield with target temperature for 10 keV protons. It is

noteworthy that the SiC sputtering does not depend on the target

temperature as far as the normal incidence irradiation by proton

beam is concerned. This behavior is quite contrary to the one of

graphite. Figure 4.7 shows the temperature dependence of

carbon sputtering by hydrogen, and Fig. 4.8 shows the methane

production rate corresponding to the results of Fig. 4.7. These

results clearly indicate that the carbon sputtering yield is

substantially high near the graphite temperature of 500°C because

of chemical effects. Since the carbon sputtering depends not

only on the incident energy but also sample preparation, direct

yield comparison between Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 is not appropriate.

But general trends are that the SiC sputtering yield is less than

the carbon sputtering especially near 500°C. Figure 4.9 shows

the equilibrium vapor densities of various low Z materials in the

hydrogen atmosphere of 10 atm* The SiC (Si) equilibrium

density at 1500°C is about 10 cm" which is considered to be low

enough for fusion application. Strict discussion on impurity

contamination of the MRR plasma needs an impurity particle

balance model between plasmas and walls which is beyond the scope

of this study.
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Figures 4.10 to 4.15 ' show the temperature dependences

of specific heat, thermal conductivity, linear thermal expansion

tensile strength, Young's modulus, and electric resistivity of

SiC, respectively. The data include those of Sic by chemical

vapor deposition and reaction sintered, recrystalized, and hot

pressed SiCs. It should be noted that reaction sintering is the

most applicable method to produce large structural materials.

Figures 4.16 to 4.19(9) and Tables 4.3 and 4.4<9) illustrate

the SiC property changes by neutron irradiation. These include

the saturation linear expansion as a function of irradiation

temperatures in Fig. 4.16, temperature dependence of thermal

conductivity after irradiation in Fig. 4.17 and Table 4.3,

fracture strength dependence on dose rates in Fig. 4.18 and Table

4.4, and Young's modulus dependence in Fig. 4.19 and Table 4.4.

It is noteworthy that the thermal conductivity and the tensile

strength decrease by a factor of about 2 by neutron irradiation,

which may give difficulties to thermal and mechanical design of

the MRR blanket structure. It is not clear yet whether or not

these disadvantages are solved in future. We thus did not count

these effects in designing the blanket structure.

Figure 4.20' ' explains the reactivity between Lig Li and

SiC. The ordinate is the free energy for Li2
C2 Production by the

reaction

Li + C :== j Li2c2 ' (4.6)

The figure also includes the free energy of this reaction

is given according to Henry's law by
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AG = AGO + RTln (Cc{I§i) / cj(li))

where AG is the free energy for Li-C- production, R the gas

constant, T the temperature, Cp,... the carbon content in Li, and

the subscript 0 means saturation. It is thus shown that Lig. Li

is reactive to SiC in a certain extent and direct contact between

these two should be avoided as far as possible.

4.4.2 Blanket Configuration

The most distinct feature of this MRR design is that Lig. Li

is not only the main absorber of neutron energy but also the

carrier of plasma rings. For this purpose, the thickness of Li

blanket is 25 cm, and the length is 50 m. Li flows by 5 m/s,

carrying 10 plasma rings as is shown in Fig. 1.3.

(1) Component structure

After the plasma ring attains the burning condition by

compression, it enters the blanket section by utilizing magnetic

drive as was described in Sec. 2.2. Figure 4.21 illustrates the

cross-sectional view of the entrance part of the blanket

structure. The entrance part installs an entrance insulator so

that the plasma ring magnetic field can permeate into the Li.

The axial length 1 of this insulator is determined by

<4-7>
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where u is the permeability* CTj. the Li electric conductivity, v

the plasma axial velocity, and d the Li thickness at the entrance

section. Taking a . = 3 x 10 Cm""1, vD = 5 m/s, and d = 0.23
Jjl r

m, Eq. (4.7) gives i = 1 m.
cl

Figure 4.22 shows the cross-sectional view of the Li inlet

section. The inlet pipings are 30 in total, each of which

supplies two of the duct-like Li paths formed by the insulator.

The material of this insulator has not yet been chosen, but the

material compatible with Liq. Li needs to be selected. The Li

inlet piping needs to be disconnected when the blanket structure

is disassembled. Figure 4.23 is the simple illustration of the

inlet piping connection. The metal liner inside the SiC piping

probably made of 316 stainless steel is welded outside the piping

at the flange section. The flanges are fixed by Sic separable

collars by utilizing a metallic band. Figure 4.24

illustrates the pipe cutting and welding tool developed for a

tokamak reactor, the principle of which is applicable to MRR.

The outlet part of the blanket structure is the duplicate of this

inlet part.

Figure 4.25 shows a single component of the central Li

blanket structure which consists of the inside and outside SiC

cylinders, 316 SS liner, and insulated metal supports of the

inside cylinder. The overall Li blanket consists of the inlet

and outlet parts (Fig. 4.21), and 8 of the central part (Fig.

4.25) as shown in Fig. 1.3. The metal liners, acting as the

boundary between Li and the vacuum for plasma production, have to

contact with the SiC cylinder tightly to provide enough thermal

contact between these two in vacuum. The thermal expansion
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difference between these two materials gives us both advantages

and unfortunately disadvantages. Advantages are that the

insulated metal support of 25 cm expands more by 1 mm than the

annular distance of the SiC cylinder. This expansion may be

utilized to help the contact between the metal support and the

SiC cylinder. Disadvantages are that the metal liner expands

more by 2.6 cm in the blanket diameter and 33 cm in the total

blanket length than the SiC cylinder. These problems will have

to be solved in detailed design studies.

The inside cylinder receives outer pressure which is applied

by Li. The buckling outer pressure for cylinder is given by

PK = (E/4U-V2)} (t/r)3 (4.8)

where E is the Young's modulus, v the Poisson ratio, t the

thickness of the cylinder, and r the radius. Substituting E =

4.1 x 10 kg/m , v = 0.17, t = 5 cm, and r = 2 m in Eq. (4.8),

2 2

we get P. = 16 kg/cm . The pressure of 10 kg/cm may thus be

applied to supply enough contact between the liner and the

cylinder in vacuum. The outside cylinder receives inner pressure

which usually is less formidable than the outer one. Simple

analysis shows that the cylinder can afford the pressure of 25

kg/cm , taking the permissible stress of 10 kg/mm and the SiC

thickness of 5 cm.

The mean heat flux on the first wall applied by the plasma

ring is given by
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(4.9)

where N is the total number of the plasma ring in the blanket, Q

the o output of the plasma ring, and £ the total blanket length.

Substituting N = 10 and Q a = 36.8 MW to Eq. (4.9), we get q m =

5.9 x 10 5 W/m2 (= 5.1 x 10 5 kcal/m2hr°C). If the thermal

conductivity of SiC is taken to be O.12 cal/cm.s.°C which is the

value of reaction sintered SiC at 1000°C as shown in Fig. 4.11,

the temperature difference between the inner and the outer

surface of the inside cylinder is 580°C. If the thermal

conductivity is decreased by neutron irradiation as is shown in

Fig. 4.17 and Table 4.3, too much temperature difference may be

expected.

To estimate the temperature difference between the metal

liner and the SiC cylinder, we employ the Shlykov's thermal

resistance equation which is given by

R = !fY. x 10-4 (4.10)
« 2.1 p X M

where BL, is the thermal resistance p'^x unit area, o the yield

stress of the more ductile material in the two contacting

materials, p the pressure, and X = 2X1X_/(X. + X, ) where A., and

X, are the thermal conductivities of the two materials. Taking
2

a = 10 kg/mm which is the a value of 316ss at 500°C, p = 10

kg/cm , Xĵ  = 0.15 cal/cm.s.°C and X2 « 0.056 cal/cm.s.°C, we get

—4 2RJJ = 4.9 x 10 m .h.°C/kcal. The temperature difference between
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the metal liner and the SiC cylinder is then calculated to be

250°C by applying the q mentioned before.

The temperature distribution thus obtained is shown in Fig.

4.26. The SiC surface temperature on the plasma side is 1330°C.

Since the energy flow from the plasma is more or less

intermittent, the maximum surface temperature is expected to be

more than this value. We also neglected nuclear heating in the

SiC structure which can be significant in the SiC structure with

the thickness of 5 cm. As was shown in Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.9, a

typical temperature limit of SiC in use for the MRR first wall is

1500°C. We t^Tefore consider that the design presented in this

study is almost the limit for practical use. To make the SiC

structure thinner is effective to reduce the temperature

difference through the SiC structure as well as the nuclear

heating. But it unfortunately reduces the buckling pressure

given by Eq. (4.8).

As was described in Sec. 2.2, it is necessary to locate the

passive circuits to control plasma tilting motion with longer

time constants than that which can be stabilized by the Li

blanket. The aforementioned temperature estimation suggests that

these circuits should be located either in the Li flow path or on

the outside SiC cylinder.

Figure 4.27 shows the bird's-eye view of the blanket

structure. On the outer side of the Li blanket structure shown

in Fig. 4.25, there exists graphite neutron reflector. On the

further outer side, there exists an extra blanket structure to

promote tritium breeding. These are the duplicate of the Oak
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Ridge experimental power reactor (EPR) design described in

the following subsection.

(2) Power deposit and tritium breeding

The EPR' is a tokamak with a major radius of 6.75 m,

minor radius of 2.25 m, and fusion power of 400 MWth. The

nuclear and thermal calculations for EPR are quite informative

for us: thus they are reviewed in this subsection. Figure

4.28 illustrates the EPR configuration where these

calculations have been carried out. The thickness of the Li

blanket is 25 cm which is the reference of this MRR design. The

thickness of the carbon reflector is 10 cm, and that of the extra

blanket structure is about 12 cm which is mainly occupied by

iron.

Figure 4.29 shows the energy deposition in the

configuration shown in Fig. 4.28. The total fraction of the

energy deposited in the blanket assembly has been shown to be 90%

which may also be applicable to MRR. It has also been shown that

the neutron flux is reduced by a factor of 7 in passing through

the blanket assembly. Table 4.5 shows the tritium breeding ratio

obtained with the configuration of Fig. 4.28. In the

calculations, natural Li has been used as the breeding material.

The total breeding in this configuration has been shown to be

1.213 tritium nuclei per incident neutron. The contributions to

the total breeding from Li and Li in the several zones are

shown in Table 4.5.

Figure 4.30 shows the calculated temperature distribution in

the blanket assembly shown in Fig. 4.28, which is quite
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indicative to the temperature distribution in the graphite

reflector and extra blanket of MRR. The Li metal section, which

is cooled by He gas piping, absorbs about 52 % of the neutron and

gamma-ray energy produced. The temperature difference between

the graphite and the He coolant is about 400°C. Since the

neutron wall loading in EPR is 0.4 MW/m , larger temperature

difference needs to be expected in MRR where the wall loading is
2

2.4 MW/m . The extra blanket section is cooled by another He

coolant piping. For the case of MRR, design of this extra

blanket section has not been carried out in detail. In

principle, we add another Li coolant path as shown in Pig. 4.27.

4.4.3 Coolant System

(1) Heat balance

The temperature rise in the Li blanket of MRR is given by

AT - •aQt/CLiPu.2irTmwLluLi (4.11)

where a is the total fraction of the energy transported by the Li

coolant, Q the total fusion power, CL- the Li specific heat, p..

the density, r the mean radius of Li blanket, WL- the blanket

thickness, and uT. the Li velocity. It is not clear vet what o

is precisely expected for MRR, but in principle a can be much

higher than the energy deposit fraction in the EPR first Li

section. This is because the SiC structure is thick (totally 10

cm) and the Li itself is the coolant in MRR. If we optimistically

assume a = 0.9, and using Q. = 1.85 GW, C = 1.01 cal/g°C, p =
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0 . 4 8 3 g / c m , r = 2 1 8 c m , w _ . = 2 5 cm, a n d u r , - 5 m / s , AT i s
m Lt± i-ii

48°C.

If the flow velocity of the Li to cool the extra blanket is

properly chosen, the energy gain in this section can also be

utilized for electricity production. The rest part of the fusion

energy goes to the shielding structure and to the magnets in a

very small amount.

(2) Pressure drop

In the inlet and outlet pipings for the Li blanket shown in

Figs. 1.3 and 4.22, the Li flow intersects the axial magnetic

field. The pressure drop in these pipings, which install metal

liner as shown in Fig. 4.18, is approximately given by

2aN YLi 2 4LP

T^f ~2~ uLi" ~2T

a = awt/aLia

N = Ha2/Re

where y-. is the Li specific weight, a the pipe radius, Lp the

pipe length corresponding to that intersecting the magnetic field

in normal incidence, o« the electric conductivity of the metal

liner, t the thickness of the liner, and B the axial magnetic

field. Taking oM = 10 8~ m~ , t = 1 mm, B = 1.2T, a = 20 cm,

and Ii- = 2.5 m, we get AP = 3.2 atm. Summing up the inlet and

outlet pressure drops, AP is still 6.4 atm. Since the narrow
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pipings and the nozzle sections exist as is shown in Fig. 4.22,

more pressure drop needs to be expected. Still, AP calculated

appears to be realistic for the size of MRR.

We have not yet calculated the pressure drop in all the

coolant system, because pipings and heat exchangers have not been

designed. It however is noteworthy that the pressure drop in

these parts also appears to be realistic, because the coolant

velocity of 5 m has widely been applied in sodium cooled first

breeder reactors.

4.5 Shielding and Magnet Structures for Burning Section

Figure 4.31 is the illustrative view of a single module of

shielding and magnet structures. Ten of this module constitute

the plasma burning section as shown in Fig. 1.3. This means that

the axial length of the single module is 5 m, although the

lengths of the inlet and outlet parts of the modules are slightly

longer than 5 m because of installation of the inlet and outlet

pipings. The shielding structure made of concrete and cooled by

borated H,0 is 1.8 m in thickness, acting as neutron shield for

magnets during plasma operation and as -y-ray shield while reactor

14maintenance. Since the thickness of the INTOR shielding

structure is 1.9 m including the thickness of blanket structures,

the thickness, chosen for MRR here, would appear to be

reasonable. In this MRR design, y-ray radiation during reactor

(14)maintenance would be significantly less than that in INTOR* ,

because the main structural material is Sic.

The shielding structures support the blanket assembly shown

in Fig. 4.27. Special care needs to be taken when this support
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structure is designed in detail, because the blanket assembly

need to be slided along the axial direction for reactor

maintenance, as was described in Sec. 1.4. We would believe that

this kind of design is possible, because the same kind of

approach has been applied in one of tokamak reactor designs.

The details of the connection between the modules are shown

in Fig. 4.32 which has also been applied in a tokamak

reactor . The vacuum boundary, made of stainless steel, for

plasma operation is located on the inside of the shielding

structure. This boundary (metal lining) is flare-sealed on the

outside of the shielding structure. Over this sealing, the two

modules are connected together by bolts. Fig. 4.33 shows the

tool for welding and cutting of these flare seal parts.

The magnets yield the magnetic field of 1.2 T on axis,

requiring the magnet unit current of 9.6 x 10 A/m. These

numbers tell that the overall current density including helium

2 2

casings is 7.3 A/mm and the mean hoop stress is 2 kg/mm with

the geometry shown in Fig. 4.31 and 1.3. This means that these

magnets could have been designed in more slender shapes, which

needs to be considered in the next step of the MRR design.

The magnet and the shielding structures are supported

separately each other on the floor, as is shown in Fig.4.31.

Between the magnet and the shielding structure, thermal barrier

of Liq. N_ temperature is inserted. These structures provide

effective cooling of magnets at 4.2 K. The weight of a single

module of the shielding and magnet structure is roughly 500 ton.

The module is moved in the direction normal to the MRR axis for

reactor maintenance by means of a carrier or a crane.
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4.6 Plasma Expansion Chamber

Figure 4.34 shows the vertical cross-section of the plasma

expansion chamber which is the duplicate of the plasma

compression chamber in principle. The differences between these

two are that the expansion chamber is slightly larger than the

compression one because of plasma expansion to R = 6 m, and that

vacuum systems are installed for plasma particle exhaust.

4.7 Magnets for Plasma Expansion

Figure 4.35 shows the location of the plasma expansion

magnets numbered #1 to #4. The plasma major radius is about 1.5

m at the throat, expanding to about 2 m at the vertical axis of

the expansion chamber by local magnetic field change. Plasma

expansion by temporal field change in the expansion magnet is

then applied by operating the expansion magnet as is shown in

Fig. 4.36. The #1 magnet is responsible on plasma expansion from

R " v - 2 m t o R ^ 3 . 3 m : successively the #2 magnet from R <v 3.3 to

R ^ 4.6 m and the #3 magnet from R % 4 . 6 m t o R = S m . The #4

magnet supplies the vertical field during plasma current dump.

The necessary vertical fields at R = 2, 3.3, 4.6, and 6 m during

expansion are 0.64, 0.24, 0.11, and 0.065 T, respectively. As

shown in Fig. 4.36, plasma expansion is completed in 0.25s: the

next 0.5s is the duration for plasma current dump, which is

followed by finishii.g of particle exhaust in 0.25s. These are

corresponding to the expansion story described in Sec. 2.3.

Table 4.6 summarizes the features of the #1 to #4 magnets

estimated by Eq. (4.5). The total required magnetic energy

change is 55 MJ which is about half of the energy change required
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in plasma compression. This is ascribed to the way in which the

plasma is already expanded to R ^ 2 m at the start of temporal

expansion by magnetic field change in the expansion magnets. The

overall current density including He casings is 13 A/mm for #1

magnet and 1.9 to 5.9 A/mm for #2 to #4 magnets. This means

that the cross-section of the #2 to #4 magnets could be designed

to be smaller.

4.8 Vacuum System

AS was described in Sec. 2.4, the required pumping speed of

the vacuum system is 2 x 10 £/s which gives the effective pump

capacity of about 10 i/s with the geometry given in Fig. 4.34.

The most reasonable choice for this vacuum system appears to be a

combination of cryocondensation pumps for deuterium and tritium

with cryosorption pumps for helium as has been applied in the

Tritium System Test Assembly project . In this kind of pump,

a specific pumping speed of 10 £/s.cm may be available in front
2

of the cryopanel area. The opening area of 20 m is therefore

required to supply the speed of 2 x 10 t/s. Since the cryopumps

need to be regenerated after a certain amount of operation, two

sets of the full capacity vacuum systems need to be installd.

This means that the required open area for pumping is totally 40

m2.

As is shown in Fig. 4.34, the cryopumps are installed in the

large circumference located in the end of the expansion chamber.

The diameter of this circumference is 14 m and the width is 1 m,

implying the opening area is 44 m . Although minor changes may
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be necessary, the vacuum system geometry shown in Fig. 4.34

appears to be valid from these considerations.

It has to be noticed that cryopumps need valves in front of

them for pump regeneration. These valves are not the vacuum

boundary between the air atmosphere and the vacuum for plasma

production. This is the reason why we call theses valves the

conductance limiter in Fig. 4.34. Figure 4.37 shows the

examples for the mechanisms of this conductance limiter. In Fig.

4.37a, a thin plate is inserted between two metal 0 rings, and it

is softly pressed by any mechanisms. In Fig. 4.36b, this thin

plate is replaced by a metal foil to save the space for

installation of the conductance limiter. Both are applicable to

MRR with the geometry shown in Fig. 4.34. The mechanisms

necessary for the conductance limiter may be located in the

shielding structure, in principle.
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Table 4.1 Features of compression magnets

Magnet No.

Magnetic Field
(T)

Max. Current (A)

Current Density*
(A/mm2)

Magnetic Energy
Change (J)

#1

0.09

0.24

1.7 x 106

11

8 x 10?

#2

0

0.18

1.2 xl06

10

3.2 x107

#3

0.78

3.8 x106

25

0

* including helium casings.
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Table 4.2 Performance comparison of candidate materials

Candidates

Thermal Conduc-
tivity
K(cal/cm-S-oC)

Tensile Strength
o. (kg/mm2)

Surface Temp.
Rise Index. KCP
(cal2/cm4.s.°c2)

Thermal Shock
Resistance Index
Kot/Ea
(cal/cm» s)

Temp. in
Pv = 10-5 Torr

SiC

0.4

30

0.2

0.48

1550

Si3N4

0.035

40

0.02

0.15

950

A12O3

0.056

20

0.044

0.032

1900

C: specific heat p: density E: Young's modulus

a: linear thermal expansion Pv: vapor pressure
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Table 4.3 Thermal conductivity change of SiC by neutron irradiation

00

Capsule
Ho.

-

P-13-J

P-22

Cell
No.

-

3

5

1

3

5

Irradiation conditions

Fast neutron
fluence

(n/cm2, E>0.18MeV)

0

3.8 x 1021

2.7 x 10 2 1

6.0 x 10 2 1

7.7 x 10 2 1

5.2 x 10 2 1

Mean
temperature

(°C)

-

1100

550

780

1130 b)

950

Temperature
variation during
irradiation (°C)

-

± 100

± 30

± 30

± 100b)

± 50

Volume
expansion of

sample (%) (±SD)

-

0.2 ± 0.1

1.1 + 0.1

0.4 ± 0.1

0.8 ± 0.2

0.4 ± 0.2

Thermal conductivity
(cal/cm-°C.sec)

(average of 2 to 6 measurements)

1400°C deposits

0.15

0.045

0.018

0.024

0.022

0.026

1750°C deposits

0.12

a)

a)

0.025

0.020

0.028

a) Not tested.

b) Sample temperature dropped to^720°C during last 100 h of irradiation.



Table 4.4 Mechanical property change of SiC by neutron irradiation

I
oo
to

Sample
Number

—

D-1000-1

D-1000-2

D-1000-3

A-1000-1

A-1000-3

D-M00-1

D-hl00-2

A-l.100-1

A-1100-3

Condition(a)

D

A

D

D

D

A

A

0

D

A

A

Cell Number

Unirradiated

1

2

3

Temp
CO

—

650

1030

1025

Exposure
{1021 nvt,

E >0.18 MeV)

0

2.8

2.8

2.7

Modulus of Rupture
(103 psi)

Individual

110

134

108

118

122

106

71

114

128

Mean<b)

92 ± 20

116 ± 17

f117 ± 15

\ 120 ± 3

> 89 ± 25

>121 ± 10

Young's Modulus
(106 psi)

Individual

—

49

52

46

43

41

52

51

45

43

Mean(b>

50 i 2

43 i 4

> 49 i 3

\ 42 ± 1

i 52 ± 1

> 44 t 1

(a)p a a s deposited at 1400°C; A = annealed at 2000°C for 20 min

(b)with estimated standartl deviation



Table 4.5 Tritium Breeding Ratio

Zone Description 3Li

Tritium Nuclei

Incident Neutron

Total'Li

25-cm Absorber 0.619 0.434 1.053

2.5-cm Absorber 0.111 0.007 0.118

11 0.5-cm Absorber 0.016 0.001 0.017

13 0.5-cm Absorber 0.013 0.0005 0.014

15 0.5-cm Absorber 0.012 0.0003 0.012

Total 0.771 0.443 1.213
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Table 4.6 Features of expansion magnets

Magnet No.

Magnetic Field
(T)

Max. Current
(A)

Current Density*
(A/irar»2)

Magnetic Energy
Change (J)

#1

0.4

1.9 xl O 6

13

3.2 x107

#2

0.13

0.045

7.2 x105

5.9

9.1 x 10.6

#3

0.045

0

3.1x105

1.9

2.9 x106

#4

0.065

0

5 xl05

2.7

1.1x107

* including helium casings.
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Fig. 4.1 Electron beam injection systems to
produce pre-compression plasmas.
The figure is the cross-section in
the plane A-A of Fig. 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2 Vertical cross-section of the chamber for
plasma production and compression.
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Fig. 4.3 Details of SiC liners installed
on the concrete shielding structure.
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Fig. 4.4 Location of plasma compression magnets
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Fig. 4.6 Variation of sputtering yield
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incidence.
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Fig. 4.7 Temperature dependence of carbon sputtering
by hydrogen. The proton incident energies
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Fig. 4.8 Temperature dependence of methane production
for hydrogen incident on carbon. The proton
incident energies are shown in the brackets.
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Fig. 4.21 Vertical cross-section of the plasma
entrance part of the blanket structure.
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Fig. 4.22 Cross-section of the Li inlet section.
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Fig. 4.23 Structures of pipe connection for
Li coolant
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Fig. 4.26 Temperature distribution between
the inside SiC cylinder and the
blanket Li.
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EXTRA-BLANKET

GRAPHITE REFLECTOR CONNECTION OF SiC STRUCTURES

Fig. 4.27 Illustrative view of the blanket
assembly.
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Fig. 4.29 Energy deposition in the blanket,
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Fig. 4.31 Illustrative view of a single mudule
of shielding and magnet structures.
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Fig. 4.32 Details of connection between two modules.
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Fig. 4.33 Seal Cutting and Welding Machine developed for INTOR.
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Fig. 4.34 Vertical cross-section of the plasma
expansion chamber.
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Fig. 4.37 Mechanisms for conductance limiters
in front of cryopumps: (1) upper sealing,
(2) lower sealing, (3),(4) metal 0 ring,
(5) plate or foil, and (6) mechanisms
for soft contact with 0 rings.
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5. Power Supply Design

5.1 Beam Ratings

The output beam rating data for power supply design are given

as follows:

(1) Particle energy: 25 MeV

(2) Total output energy: 26 MJ

(3) Number of beams: four

(4) Repetition rate: 1 Hz.

5.2 Make-up of Power Supply

Power supply equipment for this type of applications consists

essentially of a Marx generator (MARX) as primary source of

stored energy, an intermediate storage capacitor (ISC), a

pulse forming line (PFL), a transmission line (TL), and a

diode for electron bem generation. In this particular appli-

cation, the voltage to be generated is as high as 25 MV, re-

quiring 50-MV class equipment design between MARX and PFL,

which is technically difficult. In view of this, the design

presented here uses an additional impedance exchange line

(IEL) for voltage boosting after the PFL so that an output

voltage of 25 MV can be obtained with a 10-MV class setup

between the MARX and PFL.

The design target voltages at various points of the setup are

shown below.

MARX
10MV

ISC
10MV

PFL
10MV

IELin IEL o u t

5MV 25MV
Diode
25MV

E-Beam
2 5MeV
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The voltage of 10 MV generated by the MARX is transferred via

the ISC to the PFL, utilizing L-C resonance. In the PFL a

short pulse of half the amplitude (5 MV) of the applied input

voltage (10 MV) is formed, which is then applied to the IEL.

The IEL boosts the input pulse to about 5 times the original

amplitude, or 25 MV.

/or connection control of the above component devices, gap

switches are used: a series gap switch (Gg) between the ISC

and PFL, and a main gap switch (GM) between the PFL and IEL.

The output energy requirement is 26 MJ total, or 6.5 MJ/beam.

The overall efficiency of the power supply is estimated to be

51% as will be mentioned later, making the per-beam gross

energy requirement as high as 13 MJ and requiring a huge

physical size of the individual devices if a single-line

construction were used. In order to keep the size of the

individual devices as compact as possible for ease of ins-

pection, maintenance, etc., therefore, the actual per-beam

power supply design uses four MARX-ISC-PFL lines in parallel

to feed a single IEL, as shown below:
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5.3 Energy Transfer Efficiencies

The energy transfer efficiencies at each stags of the 4-beam

power supply are estimated as follows:

MARX
51MJ

90%

Diode
2 9MJ

ISC
4 6MJ

90% .

95% PFL
44MJ

E-Beams
26MJ

95% IEL,_ 70%
41MJ

Total Overall

IEL o u t

29MJ
100%

Efficiency = 5

The estimated power transfer efficiencies up to IELout are

briefly discussed below.

(1) Marx Generator to Intermediate Storage Capacitor - The

efficiency of energy transfer from MARX to ISC is domi-

nated by the internal resistance of MARX (RMARX^*

Figure 1 shows a change of the energy transfer effici-

ency of 90% or more, RMARX should not exceed 1.75 £1 ,

which is feasible.

(2) Intermediate Storage Capacitor to Pulse Forming Line -

Energy loss in energy transfer at this stage is mainly

due to backward flow of charges. The energy transferred

from MARX to ISC by L-C resonance is further transferred

to PFL by turning on the series gap switch Gs« If the

PFL charging time (Tpj-i.) is sufficiently shorter than

the MARX-to-ISC charging time ( T I S C ) , then almost all

energy stored in ISC will be transferred to PFL also

through L-C resonance. If not, on the other hand, the

energy stored in ISC will be partly transferred to PFL

and partly transferred back to MARX, resulting in energy
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loss. Figure 2 shows a correlation between the ISC-to-

PFL energy transfer efficiency and Ti S C/T P F L. The tar-

get efficiency of 95% is achievable when the charging

time ratio of Tjgc/TppL is made not smaller than 5.5.

(3) Pulse Forming Line to Impedance Exchange Line - Since

the energy transfer mechanism at this stage is essen-

tially the same as in the ISC-to-PFL stage, a similar

criterion also applies to this stage. Figure 3 shows

a correlation between the PFL-to-IEL energy transfer

efficiency and ^pr^/ip^^, where T p ui s e is the duration

of a pulse formed in PFL. The target efficiency of 95*

is achievable when TpFL/Tpulse i s m a d e n o t smaller than

4.

(4) Impedance Exchange Line Input to Output - The energy

loss in IEL is considered to be due to multi-reflection

within the IEL resulting from impedance mismatch. The

energy loss can be reduced by making the length of IEL

in pulse propagation time ( TIEL' much longer than the

pulse duration T p U ^ s e . Figure 4 shows a correlation

between the IELin-to-IELout energy transfer efficiency

andTIELApulse* T h e target efficiency of 70% is

achievable by making the ratio of ^ E L A - lse

smaller than 10.
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5.4 Determination of Circuit Constants

(1) Pulse Duration, t p u l s e

Considering the transmission of electron beam from the

diode through the magnetically insulated transmission

line (MITL), the pulse duration T , is longer the

the better. However, from the viewpoint of ISC-to-IEL

energy transfer efficiency and insulation design, it is

shorter the better. Under the current pulse generation

technology, x p u l s e = 100 ns is considered to be the

limit. We, therefore, set:

Tpulse = 1 0° ns'

(2) Diode Impedance, Z,. .

7 - (25 MV)* x 100 ns _ R 6fi ozdiode ~ 26/4 MJ x 1/0.9 8-b6 "*

(3) IEL Output Impedance, ZT_T .
1£*LIOUU

For impedance matching between IEL and the diode, we

set:

ZIELout " Zdiode " 8' 6 6 °*

(4) IEL Input Impedance, Z

From the design voltage boosting by IEL of 5 times and

design IEL energy transfer efficiency of 70%, we have

- _!lELout
IELm 52 x
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(5) PFL Impedance, Z p F L

For impedance matching between PFL and IEL and from the

arrangement that four parallel lines of PFL ieed a

single-line IEL, we have

ZPFL = ZIELin

(6) Energy Delivered by MARX, EM^RY (per set)

Since there are a total of 16 MARX sets, four/beam x

four beams, and the design overall efficiency is 51%,

we have

EMARX = 2 6/ 1 6 M J x 1/0.51 =3.2 MJ.

(7) Capacitance of MARX, CMJ._V (per set)

Since the design generation voltage of MARX is 10 MV,

we have

_ 2 x EMARX _ 2 X 3.2 MJ _ ,, _
CM._V = = = 64 nF.
M._V = =

(V )z (10 MV) 2
lVMARX' l i U K '

(8) Capacitance of ISC, C I S C (per set)

With the MARX-to-ISC energy transfer efficiency being

90%, we have

CISC = CMARX X °'9 = 64 nF x 0.9 = 57 nF.

Figure 5 shows a complete block diagram of the 4-beam power

supply based on the above data.

5.5 Charging Time of Pulse Forming Line and Intermediate Storage

Capacitor
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For equipment insulation design and use of multi-gap switch

design, the charging time is shorter the better, but the

energy transfer efficiency requirement places a restriction

on it. The charging time of PFL and ISC is calculated below.

(1) PFL Charging Time, TniJT
re La

With the design PFL-to-IEL energy transfer efficiency

being 95%, we have Tp FT/
T_ u l s e

 = 4 from Fig. 3; also

we set T D u l = 100 ns. From these, we have

TPFL = TPulse x 4 = 400 ns.

On determination of the Tp_L value, the value of the

series gap switch (Gg) inductance is given by

T 2

L__ = fFL = 0.6 WH
G S ir2x C

where C = (Clgc x CpFL)/{CISC + C p F L ) .

(2) ISC Charging Time, TT

With the design ISC-to-PFL energy transfer efficiency

being 95%, we have TT../Tnm = 5.5, which gives

x 5.5 = 400 ns x 5.5 = 2.2 ps.

With T I S C given as above, we have the inductance of a

MARX unit as follows:

T *
TLMARX

• "

TQP

X C
2 = 1 6

where C = ( C ^ ^ x C ^ J / I C ^ + CISC>.
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5.6 Computer Simulation Results

Computer simulation of the power supply dynamic characteris-

tics was made using the equivalent circuit as shown in Fig, 6

and applying the circuit constant as calculated in 5.4 and

5.5 above. The simulation results are given in Fig. 7 (a)

through (g). As compared in Table below, the simulation re-

sults agree well with the design parameters, indicating that

the power supply will work as designed.

Parameter

Voltage, MV

Current, MA

Pulse
Duration, ns

Power, TW

Energy, MJ

Design

25

2.9

100

72

7.2

Simulation

27

3.1

100

87

7.5

5.7 Description of Component Units

5.7.1 Marx Generator

(1) Ratings of one MARX set

VMARX: 1 0 M V

EMARX! 3-2 M J

Repetition rate: 1 Hz

Life: 1 x 10s shots.

(2) Construction

Since E M A R X is as high as 3.2 MJ, one MARX set con-
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sists of two 1.6-MJ MARX units in parallel.

To generate 10 MV, one MARX unit uses 100 stages with

100 kV/stage. For effective space utilization and

to reduce the inductance, the capacitors are not in

a linear arrangement but in a folded arrangement.

Also to keep the unit size compact, the entire MARX

set is immersed in noncombustible insulating oil.

(3) Capacitors

If we use two capacitor units/stage, then the ratings

of one capacitor unit are given as follows:

V
V
Repetition rate:

Life:

100 kV

8 kJ

1 Hz

1 x 10* shots.

From the current progress of development toward higher

capacitor energy densities, we might be able to have

a capacitor energy density as high as 100J/t for life

= 1 x 10* shots in time.
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(4) Gap switches in MARX

The ratings of each gap switch to be used in MARX are

as follows:

Vgap: 100 kV

I . About 200 kA

Repetition rate: 1 Hz

Life: 1 x 10* shots.

The gap switch is required to operate at a much higher

repetition rate and to have a much longer life than

the existing ones. To satisfy these requirements, we

will use the following techniques: (1) use of low-

erosion alloy for electrodes; (2) high-speed circu-

lation of filling gas to remove the charged particles

and electrode sputter particles; and (3) forced cool-

ing of the electrodes. Figure 8 shows a cross-

sectional view of the spark gap switch undar con-

sideration.

(5) Insulation design

The breakdown electric field of oil is given by J. C.

Marchine's equation as follows:

F = k/(tb
l/3Al/l0)

where: F = breakdown field in MV/cm;

t. = duration of time in ys, during which the

applied voltage is not less than 63% of

the peak value;
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A = area in cm1, over which not less than 90%

of the maximum electric field exists;

k = constant

Let A = 200 cm x 200 cm = 40 000 cm2 and t. = 2.5 ys

x (1 - 0.63) = 0.93 ys, and k = 1, then we have

F = 0.356 MV/cm.

For the insulation distance = D cm, the applied vol-

tage = 10 MV, the electric field concentration factor

= K and the safety factor = S, the following equation

must be satisfied:

10/D x x x S = F = 0.356 MV/cm.

Let K = 3 and S * 1.5, then we have

D = 10 x 3 x 1.5/0-356 = 125 cm.

This means that insulation distances of about 125 cm

must be provided around the final stages of the MARX

unit. In this design, D=1.5m minimum is used.

Figure 9 shows an outline design of the Marx generator set

based on the above data.

5.7.2 Intermediate Storage Capacitor

(1) Ratings

V I S C : 10 MV

C 1 S C : 57 nF

Ti S C : 2.5 u s .
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(2) Construction

As shown below, one ISC consists of two concentric

cylinder electrodes with the annular space between

them filled with dielect ric of which dielectric

strength is 2.5 times larger than that of water.

80

(3) Insulation design

Let the radius of the outer and inner cylinders be

R and r, respectively, and the relative permittivity

of a dielectric filling the space between them be E ,

then the capacitance of ISC is given by

Q » 2irer Eo t
"ISC lrfR/r)

The surface electric field of the outer and inner

electrodes is given as:

Eout - VISC/ ( R x

Ein = Visc'<r x

With respect to the dielectric strength of water, J.

C. Marchine gives k+ * 0.3 (positive field) and k_ =

0.6 (negative field) in his equation (see 5.7.1 (5)).

If the outer electrode radius R and the safety factor
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S are given, then we can determine the inner electrode

radius r and the ISC length i from the above equa-

tions. Let R = 2.75m (to match the size of the MARX

set) and S = 1.3 we have r = 2 .1 m and X, = 3.5 m

5.7.3 Pulse Forming Line

(1) Ratings.

V p p L: 10 MV

Z p p L: 0.969ft

400 ns

(2) Construction

The PFL also uses a concentric cylinder construction

similar to that of the ISC.

80

Let R, r = radius of outer and inner cylindrical

electrodes, respectively, SL = length of PFL, and e s =

relative permittivity of a dielectric used, then the
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characteristic impedance of PFL is given by

and the duration of a pulse formed in PFL is

T pulse ~ V c

where V = velocity of light.

Setting T . = 100 ns, e = 80 and u = 1, we have

I = 1.675 m.

(3) Insulation design

In a similar manner to the ISC insulation design, we

can determine the correlation between S (safety fac-

tor ) and R . For S = 1.4

we have R =2.75 m and r = 2.4 m.

5.7.4 Impedance Exchange Line

(1) Rat ings

V IELin :

V •
IELouf

Z IELin :

ZIELout !

T IEL :

5 MV

25 MV

0.242

6.66

1 ys.

R

ft

(2) Construction

The IEL also takes a concentric cylinder construction

like the ISC and PFL, except
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that R/r is continuously varied along the length of

IEL to obtain the necessary change of the impedance

along the length.

80

The required length of IEL is given by

IEL V c / / E r - l i S = 34 m.

(3) Insulation design

(i) Input

Since four PFLs connect to the IEL input, the

input side outer radius is physically determined

to be

"in

From Z,

2 x Rppr «5.5 m.

= 0.242 S3 , we have 5.3
m."iELin

With V.«. „_ = 5 MV, this configuration gives a

safety factor of S • 1.9.

(ii) Output

To have a safety factor of S *2.6, the configu-

ration should be RQUt * 1.8 m and rQUt = 0.5 m.
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5.7.5 Series Gap Switch

1) Ratings

VGSS

I G S:

Repetition rates

Life:

10

3

1

1

MV

MA

Hz

x 10 * shots

(2) Construction

It takes a sealed construction filled with SF, gas.

Since the high-repetition-rate and long-life require-

ments for the MARX gap switch also applied to this

gap switch, high-speed circulation of the filling gas

and cooling of the electrodes will be used. Also,

since the voltage applied across the c . is as high

as 10 MV, some special consideration on the insulation

design will be required. . Figure 10 shows an outline

design of the series gap switch, and Fig. 11 the

expected self-breakdown voltage vs. filling gas

pressure curve.

5.7.6 Main Gap Switch

(1) Ratings

V G M: 10 MV
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T : 400 ns .
tin

(2) Construction

It takes a multi-gap construction of rods against a

flat plate in water, to reduce the inductance.

(3) Self-breakdown voltage vs. gap spacing

The self-breakdown voltage of water between the rod

and flat plate is given by J. A. Nation's equation as

follows:

F * k x 10*A b
0.1

where: F * breakdown electric field in V/m,

k = constant >= 4.83,

t. = duration of time in seconds, during which

the applied voltage is not less than 63%

of the peak value.

From F = V Q V ^ G M 1 w n e r e D G M = 9aP spacing, we can

calculate a correlation between the gap self-breakdown

voltage and DGM» which is shown in Fig. 12. Since the

voltage applied across the main gap switch is 10 MV,

gap spacing of about 40 cm is required.

(4) Multi-gap design

For a multitude of gaps between the rods and single

flat plate in water to undergo a breakdown simultane-

outly, the following criterion must be satisfied:
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where: D R_ R = rod-to-rod distance,

t = spark formation t:-< ,

Vc = velocity of light,

E = relative permittivity of water.

Let t = 10 ns, then we have

D R _ R i 3 3.5 cm.

With the PFL inner electrode radius being 2.4m, if

we provide rod electrodes 35 cm apart in a circular

arrangement on the PFL inner electrode end at radius

= 2 m, then the number of gaps provided is as follows:

N_ = 2 IT r/D_ „ = 2 it x 200/35 = 35.
G •*• R~R

With the component units as designed above, we will have

£ 25-MV 6.5-MJ pulse power supply system as outlined in

Fig. 13 .

5.8 High-Speed Charging System for Marx Generator

In order to charge the Marx generator capacitors at a repeti-

tion frequency of 1 Hz, the existing technique, such as

listed below, will be utilized:

(1) Constant-current charging through thyristor control

system, or

(2) L-C resonance charging by eyeloconverter.

For uniform charging of the capacitors at each stage,
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pneumatically operated interstage short-circuiting switches,

as shown in Fig. 14 , will be used.

5.9 Developmental Subjects

5.9.1 Mc-rx Generator Capacitor

The power capcitors currently used have a service life of

not less than 40 years at 60-Hz operation. Therefore, as

far as the.service life is concerned, the target life of

1 x 108 shots is readily achievable by using a design

similar to the existing power capacitor design. However,

the size of a power capacitor is about 10 times larger than

the existing equivalent dc capacitor for energy-storage

purposes, making it impracticable to directly apply the

existing power capacitor design to the Marx generator

capacitor. At present, capacitors of 12.5 3/1 in energy

density and 3 x 10s shots in life are manufactured. Our

developmental efforts are continued to increase these

figures to 100 j/j, and 1 x 10* shots, respectively, in 10

years of time. Historically, the capacitor energy density

has been doubled in a decade, and the above targets are

feasible values. The Marx generator design outlined herein

is, therefore, based on the energy density of lOOJ/t.

5.9.2 Marx Generator Gap Switch

The Marx generator gap switch design is one of the most

important poitns in pulse power technology, and has a

number of technical problems to be considered. The table
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below compares the currently available gap switch perform-

ance with the target performance.

Performance

Voltage

Current

Discharge
capacity

Repetition
rate

Life

Target

100 kv

200 kA

0.5 C

1 shots/s

1 x 108 shots

Present

150 kV

100 kA

1.5 C

1 shots/min

1 x 10" shots

Of these performance items, the repetition rate and life

require intensive developmental efforts, which include

development or establishment of:

1) Super low-erosion alloy for electrodes;

2) High-speed filling gas circulation technique to

remove electrode sputter particles and charged

particles;

3) Mixed filling gas for discharge stabilization;

4) Electrode cooling technique.

The method of gap switch triggering is also an important

developmental subject. The following methods will be

examined:

1) New field distortion type trigger gap;

2) Triggering by ultraviolet laser, such as KrF laser;

3) Triggering by electron beam.
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5.9.3 Series Gap Switch

While it involves similar problems to those discussed for

the Marx gap switch to achieve the target high repetition

rate and long life, special consideration on its insulation

design is necessary since the voltage applied across the

gap is as high as 10 MV. The gap switch design developed

so far in Japan is up to 3-MV class, and further efforts

are required.

5.9.4 Main Gap Switch

Discharges at a high repetition rate will produce numerous

bubbles in water. This will result in a reduced dielectric

strength not only of the water itself but also of the

insulating supports for the PFL inner electrode through

deposition of bubbles on the surfaces. The establishment

of high-speed debubbling technique (e.g., degasing by high-

speed water circulation) is necessary.

5.9.5 Insulating Oil

Mineral oil is used to insulate Marx generators at present,

which should be replaced by nonflammable oil. Currently,

fluorocarbon liquid is considered to be the most-promising

insulating oil, but the development of insulating oil that

has a still hgiher dielectric strength and chemical

stability will be necessary.
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5.10 Operation and Maintenance

The operation and maintenance schedule is as follows:

(1) This system takes cycles of operation for 10 months

and maintenance for 2 months, and is to be maintenance-

free during the operation periods.

(2) Since this system is an assembly of independent sec-

tions, it is easy to separate the sections from each

other and the maintenance is made individually on each

section.

(3) The gap switches serve their life after operation of

10 months at 1 Hz repetition frequency, and all of them

are replaced.

(4) In the event of a trouble during the operation, repair

is made on a unit replacement basis to facilitate a

quick restoration.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION

In this section we present field analyses and a preliminary

concept of the superconducting magnet system for a 2000 MWt MRR

(Moving Ring Reactor). Superconducting magnets will play a vital

role in the MRR. The "burning section" is covered by the long

solenoidal magnet which produces a uniform magnetic field of 1.2

Tesla (T) for the plasmoid equilibrium. This long solenoidal

magnet, which is called "burner magnet" in this section, is com-

pletely within the limits of present day technology. At both ends

of the burning section, there are large circular loop coils for

the compression and expansion of plasmoids. These loop coils are

named "compressor magnet" and "expander magnet" in this section.

Both magnets must be pulsively operated. In pulsive operation of

superconducting coils considerable development is required.

The MRR magnets can be designed for a maximum field strength

well under the limit of the niobium-titanium superconductor.

In the case of the pulsively operated superconducting magnets, the

forced-flow handle conductor using niobium-titanium superconductor

will be an attractive solution. Though the burner magnet is located

outside the biological radiation shield, the compressor magnet and

the expander magnet are installed .quite near to the plasmoid and

will experience considerablly large neutrons.

This section contains the coil configuration, the magnetic

field analyses, superconductors, and superconducting windings.
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6.2. MAGNET SHAPE AND OPERATION MODE

An approximate layout of the MRR magnet is shown in Fig. 2-1.

This magnet consists of a long solenoidal coil for the burning

section (burner magnet) and two sets of circular coils located

near the ends of the burning section (the "compressor magnet" and

the "expander magnet").

The burner magnet is a 50 m long 10 m bore solenoidal coil.

The coil is divided into thin unit coils. The field intensity is

1.2 Tesla. The neutron radiation at the coil is sufficiently re-

duced to a biological level by 1.5 m thick radiation shields which

are installed inside the coil. The long solenoidal coil is divided

into 11 short coils to simplify the coil fabrication.

The compressor magnet is located near the 50 cm thick wall of

the compressor. The magnet consists of three sets of circular loop

coils. These loop coils are exposed to a somwhat high level of

neutron radiation. In general it should be noted that electrical

insulators are degraded easily by neutrons. The 10 neutron/m

is an upper limit. The coils are sequentially energized in order to

compress a plasmoid to an initial burn temperature. The energizing

mode is summarized in Fig. 2-2.

Similar loop coils (the expander magnet) are installed in the

expander to control the disruption of a plasmoid. The expander

magnet recovers the magnetic energy of the expanding plasmoid. The

energizing mode for the expander magnet is shown in Fig. 2-3.

In passing magnetic field intensities requested for the com-

pressor and the expander have been determined using the following
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equation.

o R

where R. = the initial radius of a ring,

I. = the internal inductance parameter (^0.62),

I» = the initial ring current,

C = RQ/R,

I - I0.C,

gp0 = 0.143.

6.3. COIL SIZES, AMPERE TURNS AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

The magnetic field intensity is calculated by the use of the

finite-element method (FEM), the finite-difference method (FDM) or

the Biot-Savart's integral method. In the design of the magnet

system, many iterative field calculations have been made until the

required field configuration is obtained. In the iterative field

calculation, overall current densities of superconducting magnets

are varied.

The results of the field calculations for the 2000 MWt MRR

are shown, as listed below:
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- LIST OF FIELD CALCULATIONS -

1) Coil sizes and ampere-turns of the compressor coils
FIG. 3-1, TABLE 3-1

2) Magnetic flux lines in the compressor (I)
FIG. 3-2, FIG 3-3

3) Magnetic field intensities in the compressor (I)
FIG. 3-4

4) Coil sizes and ampere-turns of the compressor and the burner
coils (II) FIG. 3-5, FIG. 3-6, TABLE 3-2

5) Magnetic flux lines in the compressor and the burner (II)
FIG. 3-7, FIG. 3-8

6) Magnetic intensities in the compressor ( H )
FIG. 3-9

7) Coil sizes and ampere-turns of the expander coils (I)
FIG. 3-10, TABLE 3-3

8) Magnetic flux lines in the expander (I)
FIG. 3-11, FIG. 3-12

9) Magnetic field intensities in the expander (I)
FIG. 3-13

10) Coil sizes and ampere-turns-of the expander and tho burner
coils (21) FIG. 3-14, TABLE 3-4

11) Magnetic flux lines in the expander (II)
FIG. 3-15, FIG. 3-16

12) Magnetic field intensities in the expander (II)
FIG. 3-17
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TABLE 3 - 1 AMPERE-TURNS OF THE COMPRESSOR COILS

BEFORE COMPRESSION AFTER COMPRESSION

# 1 - 1 COIL L . 0 1 4 MAT 1 . 0 1 4 MAT

1 . 0 1 4

-4.905

-4.905

9.581

9.581

#1-2

#2-1

#2-2

#3-1

#3-2

COIL

COIL

COIL

COIL

COIL

1

9

9

.014

0

0

.581

.581
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TABLE 3-2 AMPERE-TURNS OF THE COMPRESSOR AND THE BURNER COILS

BEFORE COMPRESSION AFTER COMPRESSION

#1-1

#1-2

#2-1

#2-2

#3

#E-1

#E-2

#E-3

#E-4

#Z-1

tZ-2-v-

COIL

COIL

COIL

COIL

COIL

COIL

COIL

COIL

COIL

COIL

11 COIL

0.653 MAT

0.653

-3,7

-4.3

6

8.6

0.438

0,438

0.438

2.07

4.371

1.594 MAT

1.594

-2.0

-2.798

6

8.6

0.438

0.438

0.438

2.07

4.371
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TABLE 3-3 AMPERE-TURNS OF THE EXPANDER COILS (I)

BEFORE EXPANSION AFTER EXPANSION

#1-1

#1-2

#2-2

#2-3

#3-1

#3-2

COIL

COIL

COIL

COIL

COIL

COIL

0.847

0,847

-0,245

-0.245

6,967

6.967

MAT

MAT

0

0

6

6

.847 MAT

.847

0

0

.967

.967
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TABLE 3-4 AMPERE-TURNS OF THE EXPANDER AND THE BUHNER COILS

BEEORE EXPANSION AFTER EXPANSION

#1-1 COIL 0.669 MAT 0.424 MAT 0 MAT

#1-2 COIL 0.669 0.424 0

#2-1 COIL -1.0 -0.742

#2-2 COIL -0.8 -0.542

#3 COIL 4.8 4.8

#E-1 COIL 6,82 6.82

#E-2 COIL 0.35 0.35

#E-3 COIL 0.35 0.35

#E-4 COIL 0.35 0.35

#Z-1 COIL 2.07 2.07

#Z-2 >\. 11 COIL 4.301 4.371
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6.4. DESIGNS OF SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS

- FEATURES _

The features of the superconducting magnets for the moving

ring reactor are rather clear.

1) The magnets are of circular type. Coil windings are simple

and magnetic forces will be supported by the conductor and

the interleaved reinforcement.

2) The magnets can be wound of Nb-Ti alloy superconductors.

The maximum fields in the magnet system (1^2 T) are well

under the limit of the Nb-Ti superconductor.

3) Some of the coils in the compressor and the expander zone

must be operated in a pulsive mode. The amplitude of the

current variation, however, are relatively small (see Figs.

2-2 and 2-3).

- ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS -

In the determination of the coil current, following factors

must be taken into consideration.

a) The coil protection during the quench of superconductivity.

b) The protection of superconductors.

c) The winding technique.

d) Power lead losses.

In case of the quenching, we must limit the temperature rise of

heated conductor and the voltage rise in coil windings. A safety

condition for quenching is given by
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Io > E/2T.V.ns.n (4.1)

where I Q = coil current,

E = magnetic stored energy,

T = permissible decay time determined by current

densities j,

V. _ = electrical insulation voltage,
ins

n = number of coil sections.

The derivation of the condition (4.1) has been described elsewhere.

If we assume V i n s = 10 kV, T = 10 sec for j = 50 A/mm
2, E = 109

Joule and n = 1, then the condition (4.1) leads to

IQ > 10
9/(2x 10x104) = 5 kA (4.2)

- CONDUCTORS AND WINDINGS -

Three types of superconductors are being manufactured;

(type A) the forced-flow bundle conductor,

(type B) the stranded conductor, and

(type C) the solenoid monolithic conductor.

The dimension and the structure of conductors are shown in Fig. 4-1.

It has been concluded that these conductors are feasible using a

present day technology.

Figure 4-2 summarizes the structure of windings. Type A is

the most reliable in a mechanical sense : The whole windings can

be impregnated with epoxy resin to increase the mechanical and elec-

trical strength. Another feature of using type A conductor is the

possible elimination of the "helium vessel which causes large eddy

m



current losses at helium temperature. In type B, the mechanical

weakness of the stranded conductor may be a hard problem. Some

extra structural materials must be added to the windings. Type C

has been well established in large scale magnets, though it is

applicable only the dc magnets.

The burner magnet may adopt any of type A, B and C.

- MAGNETS AND CRYOSTATS -

Two typical magnets of the moving ring reactor have been

conceptually designed. Figure 4-3 shows the construction of a

unit magnet for the burning section. The average coil current
2

density is about 30 A/mm . The weight of the coil winding and the

former are supported by the FRP columns which are installed in

the vacuum space. The radial magnetic forces are supported by

the conductor, the former and the interleave reinforcement. The

axial magnetic forces are transmitted to the adjacent magnet by the

low temperature metalic rods.

Figure 4-4 shows a cross-section of the compressor magnets

(#1-1 and #1-2). In this case the axial magnetic forces are

transmitted to the vacuum vessel and supported by the wall of the

compressor chamber. The support column is made of GFRP or CFRP.

The heat conduction through the column is intercepted at the 80 K

thermal anchor.
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6.5. R AND D ITEMS

The conceptual design study given in this section is only a

preliminary one. A further detailed design will have to be done

in future on the basis of this preliminary study. However, it is

concluded that the magnets of the moving ring reactor are within

the extended limit of the presently developed superconducting

technology. R and D items to be studied hereafter are;

0 Pulsive operations of superconducting magnets.

0 Forced-flow bundle superconductors.

° Cryogenic systems for forced-flow cooling.

° Non-metalic cryostat to reduce eddy current losses.

° Energy recovery systems of a high efficiency.

° Effects of neutron radiations.

0 Calculations of pulse losses.

° More refined designs of the magnetic field distributions.
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7 Loadings and Stresses of First wall of SiC with Metal Liner

On conceptual design of moving ring reactor "KARIN-I"

(Output:lB50 MWt), the first wall of SiC with metal liner is

considerd by reason that SiC ceramics has specific features of

excellent radiation damage resistance in fast neutron spectra

and a very low residual radioactivity, and that the thin metal

liner has good compatibility with liquid lithium and good

vacuum-tight, however, a extent electromagnetic interaction.

The electromagnetic force applied on the metal liner and

several pressure losses of liquid lithium flow are estimated,

and these forces correspond to the fluid mechanical loading on

SiC first wall. Thermal loading by neutron flux is calculated

on the first wall to obtain temperature distributions along

the flow direction and toward the wall thickness. At the outlet

of the burning section, the surface temperature of SiC rises

to the value of 825°C on plasma side and on the metal liner, it

rises to the value of 540°C. Finally, the stress analysis is

performed. The thermal stress is about on order larger than

the stress induced by the fluid mechanical loading. At the

inlet of the burning section, the average tensile stress of

22.4kg/mm2 is induced on the outer side of SiC wall, and

on the inner side, the average compressive stress of -26.1kg/min2

is induced. At the outlet of the burning section, the tensile

stress is found to oscillate between 25.5kg/mmz and 27.3kg/mm*

on the outer side of SiC wall by frequency of 1 Hz, and on

the inner side, the compressive stress also oscillates between
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-21.6kg/mm2 and -29.0kg/mm2 by the same frequency. These

stresses are within the value of fracture stress(72.5kg/mm2).

7.1 The construction of burning section and forces at first wall

Illustrative view of moving ring reactor "KARIN" is shown

in Pig.1.2. Plasma ring produced by injecting with relativistic

electron beam is compressed magnetically into direction of major

radius, and becomes fusion plasma with parameters as follows.

Major radius:1.Smeters, minor radius: 0.5 meters, ion temperature

:9.3 keV, ion density: 4.8X10i0m~3, thermal output: 165 mega

watts. The compressed fusion plasma is translated by gradient

of magnetic field into burning section. As shown in Fig.1-2,

liquid lithium flows through burning sectiou with speed of 5m/s

and the plasma ring is designed to be translated through

burning section by magnetic force of poloidal field penetrating

into liquid lithium at the speed synchronized with liquid lithium

flow. Length of burning section is of 50 m, and plasma ring

is produced at the rate of one injection of REB per second,

therefore, interval between plasma rings is of 5 m in steady

state.

7.1.1 Construction of burning section

Figure.7-1 shows cross section of burning section. R is plasma

major radius, a is plasma minor radius, w is thickness of liquid

lithum flow and S is thickness of first wall. Plasma rings

move at intervals of 5 m through the burning section at the

speed of about 5 m/s. First wall of burning section, as shown

right hand of Fig.7-2 under magnification, is constructed of Sic
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The thin lining of SUS 316 stainless steel is reliable vacuum

tight and good compatibility with liquid lithium.

There is a problem that plasma ring tilts during the

translation by liquid lithium flow. Due to stabilizing this

tilting motion, the criterion of eg.(7-1) must be satisfied.

(7-1)

when R= 1.5 m, b+6^ 2.07. For supression of plasma tilting

plasma ring must be translated close to liquid lithum flow,

nearly touching first wall through burning section.

7.1.2 Electromagnetic force applied to thin metal liner (SUS316)

and reaction to the fluid

Poloidal field of plasma ring is penetrated into liquid

lithum flow to be translated through burning section, therefore

the magnetic field mpve across thin metal liner (SUS316). So

in metal liner current is induced, and consequently, at the

first wall, tension is stressed to the direction of liquid

lithum flow (z-direction), forward in the plasma ring and

expansion is forced backward, compression is forced (r-direction).

In the burning section, there are 10 plasma rings in steady state.

The i-th plasma ring produces magnetic field B.(r,z) at the

point (r,z), then total magnetic field B(r,z) at (r,z) as written

as follows.

IJ3ir(r. z)r

{r,z)z) (7-2)
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Therefore eddy current J which flows through the first wall

azimuthally and force F which is applied to the first wall

are presented.

(7-3)

(7-4)

where,

6 : thicKness of ir.etal liner
s

ow: electric conductivity of metal liner

v : speed of axial direction of plasma rinc;

Joule heat W. per unit volume in metal liner is

CW/m3) (7-5)

Work dL. given to wall by the plasma ring can be written as

(w)

Puting P the average pressure at the point z, we can write

the relation between the work dL. and the work as follows.

dPm b+S (7-8)

Defining a slip S between fluid flow velocity and the translation
v

1---E . The pressure dP drop during dz

can be • ritten as

v--v
velocity up as S=
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(7-3)

(N/m3) <7-8'

Slip S is a function of ratio of conductivity of metal liner

wall and liquid lithium, and their thickness (See Appendix).

In this case, the value of S is of 0.005 (0.5%), and it is

found to be no different in speed of between plsma and liquid

lithium. Pressure Pw_# radial component and Pw_/ axial

component at the metal liner can be written as ;

(7-9)

Figure 7-3 shows results of electromagnetic force at the wall

calculated on assumption of uniform toroidal current density.

Several quantities used in this calculation are also shown

in the Table 7-1. In Fig.7-2(a), tension to axial direction is

found to be large i.e. 7.4kg/mm2 at entrance region, and to

decrease toward the exit. As shown in Fig.7-2(b) radial expansion

force in front of plasma ring, and compression force at the

rear of plasma ring are loaded alternatively with magnitude of

0.042 kg/cm2. Pressure P as reaction of force loaded to the
m

wall is also, shown in Fig.7-3(a). The pressure P has magnitude

of 2.77 kg/cm2 at the entrance region. Consequently total

surface pressure P loaded to the SiC first wall is as follows.

(7-10)
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7.1.3 Pressure drop in liquid lithium flow

Taking density of liquid lithium p, coefficient of loss C~,

length of burning section L, channel width w, pressure P, at

the point z becomes as

P> = C'J<°V''A w
 CN/m?:i (7-11)

In lithium flow, Lf= 2xlO~
3, so that P^ at z= 0 is about O.lkg/m*

And gravity head pgh is of 0.21kg/cm* for h=(b+6+w). Consequently

the total pressure P loaded to SiC first wall is expressed as ;

Surface load to the first wall is orderd as p"m, P , pgh, V^

in value especially, P is most effective near entrance region.

7.2. Thermal Load and Temperature Distribution of the first wall

(SiC ceramic)

Considering the plasma as ion density n.=4.8xlO2°m~3, ion

temperature T.= 9.3 keV and average 6= 0.5, fusion energy from

one plasma ring is released the thermal out put of 185 MW.

Partitions of out put energy for neutrons and o-particles are

148 MW and 37 MW, respectively. It is estimated the thermal out

put of 37 MW by a-particles includes 3.5 MW for bremsstrahlung

loss, 1.3 MW for ct-particle-collisional loss and 32.2 MW for

thermal loss. This thermal out put of 37 MW is loaded to the
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first wall surface corresponded to 58.9 W/m".

7.2.1 Thermal load by neutron flux

Considering neutrons with energy of 14 MeV produced by nuclear

fusion reaction irradiates the first wall isotropically, neutron

energy fluxes e(z) to the first wall can be written as eq.(7-13).

-r-L<<7V>DTnDnTQdv (7-13)

where dfi means solid angle viewed from differential plasma volume

to the first wall, and *"ov>_T n n_Q is heat generation per unit

time and unit volume. Fig.7-3 shows neutron energy flux to the

first wall in case of the interval between plasma rings is of 5 in.

It shows peaks of value about 75 MW where plasma touches nearlly

to the wall, and minimum about 13 MW, at inter mediate between

plasma rings. Consequently, thermal loading varies as progress

with speed of 5 ra/s through burning section, keeping the profile

of neutron thermal loading.

A partition of neutron flux is thermalized in the first wall

of SiC and beats by the dominant reactions as follows.

Si(n,a), Si(n,p), C(n,p),

Si(n,n), Si(n,n')C(n,n)C(n,n
l),

where n' represents the inelastic collisions.

Calculating from data of ANISN (total collisional cross-section

and Kerma et al.), the average heat generation by maximum neutron

flux as shown in Fig.7-3 is esitimated to be of 7.2 W/cm*

in the SiC first wall with thickness of 2cm.

In the wall with thickness of 5 cm, the average heat generations

is estimated to be large value of 14.7 W/cmJ. With thickness of

the first wall, the average heat generation become large and
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the neutron flux spectrum is broad to have an effect on tritium

breeding in the liquid lithium flow. Results as mentioned above

is shown in Table 2.

7.2.2 Thermal analysis

Equation of thermal conduction with heat source written as

DT

On the boundary conditions, the inner surface of the first wall

is loaded by heat flux of 5B.9 W/cm2 in value. On the outer

side of the first wall to liquid lithium flow as following equation.

(7-15)

The heat source term G is postulated that the neutron loading

at interval 1 of 5 m in center of the burning section varies

periodically as G{z-vt)=f(—S-(z-vt)) shown in Fig.5. The energy

rate of 148 MW by neutrons almost deposits on the liquid lithium

directly. The temperature distrbutions are assumed to be radially

homogeneous and to depend on the flow direction. The temperature

of inlet and outlet, in the burning section are of 400°C and

of 500°C, respectively. Fig.6 shows the mesh model of the first

wall for FEH. The thickness of wall is divided to 5 divisions,

and the length of wall is divided to 54 divisions: The charged

particle flux depsits the energy in the wall surface i.e. the

elements 1, 6, •••, 261 and 266 in Fig.7-5. The other elements
V

the heat generations dependent on G(z-vt) are given. The heat
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transfer from the metal liner SUS 316 to the liquid lithium is

estimated by O'E. Dwyer's egation as shown in Table 3.

Figure 7-6 and 7-7 show the temperature rise at the plasma

side and that the liquid lithium flow side, respectively. At the

side of plasma, the wall temperature increases with the flow

direction, oscillating from peak to peak with the amplitude of

55°C and one second period.

The surface temperature of SUS increases with the flow direction,

changing with small amplitude about 3°C from peak to peak because

of the fast moving heat source as compared with the velocity of

irkheat diffusion i.e. -— =-0.38 cm/s. Figure 7-8 shows the radial

temperature distributions at the inlet, the center and the outlet,

respectively. The temperature is found to be decrease spontaneously

from the plasma side to the liquid lithium side.

7.3. Stress analysis of the first wall

7.3.1. The stress by electromagnetic force applied to the metal

liner

Static pressure calculated by eq.(7-12) is of 3.07 kg/mm2

at the inlet of the burning section. Figure 7-2 and Fig.7-3

When the external pressure P applied, the first wall of SiC

gets the reaction with the hoop stress as follws.

= -101.5P (inside of SiC wall) (7-16)

= -100.5P (outside of SiC wall).

As shown in Fig.7-9, the first wall is found to have compression

stress of Og * -3.1 kg/mm? at the inlet of the burning section.

At the outlet, the stress becomes a small value about oQ = -0.3

kg/mm2,
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7.3.2. Thermal stress

To obtain the elemental stiffness matrix, the numerical

integration is carried out by using Gauss quadrature.

Figure 7-10 shows Gauss points in the first wall for the calcu-

lation of thermal stress. Fig.7-11 shows the thermal stress

distribution near the outlet of the liquid lithium flow. In the

outer surface, the hoop stress of tension is exhibited and the

hoop stress of compression is reflected in the inner surface.

At the outer side of the wall, the hoop stress is estimated

to be changing periodically with the amplitude of 0.9 kg/mm2

around the stress of 26.4 kg/mm2. At the inner side,

the compression stress is found to be also changing periodically

with the amplitude of 3.7 kg/mm2 around the stress of -25.3 kg/mm2.

These stresses is considered to be small than the fracture

strength of a small specimen. A boron doped sintered sillicon

carbide is reportedto have excellent high temperature strength

about 72.5 kg/mm2 till 1200°C. However, taking the Weibull

modulus from the size effect2' into consideration, the fracture

strength of SiC must be estimated to be of small value in the

case of a large construction as the first wall of KARIN.

Reference

1) J. Sako, et al. : JAERI-M 9050(1980)

2) G. A. Carlson, et al. : EPRI AP-1544, September, 1980.
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Appendix : Slip S

The r-compornent B_(rn,zn) of magnetic field at the plasma
37 v w

axis (ro,2Q) produced by eddy current in fluid, and similarly

Bw(r_,z0) produced by eddy current in wall are written as follows;

r,W .

where vf, V are function of geometry of channel and wall.

IN the plasma axis magnetic force must be balanced as

Jt{B^(r0,z0)+B*(r0,z0)}-0, therefore the following relation

is obtained.

vf vp °wVw __
vp V ^ X "

vf-v
The slip S is defined as S=——*

V f

Approximately, slip S can be written as following equation;

Of

a+S 2b-
a 2b-a

. a+o+w 2b—a+5+w,tb+S+w\t
" a+9 2b-a+S V 6+^ /
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Table 1 Reactor parameter In the burning section

Plasma ring
Electric current

Minor radius

Major radius

1

a
b

7.2

0.5

1.5

HA
m
in

Distance between plasma rings
1 5 a

Velocity of moving

Fusion power/ring
Neutron
o-partlcle

Fuel density

Average temperature

ring
vp 5

n,
T

185
108
37

m/s
MM
m
m

n.8xlO20 1/m3

9.3 keV

Metal liner (SUS 316) of the first wall

Electric conductivity

Thickness

Length

o

5

L

lxlO6

1 nm

50 m

nho/m
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Table 2 Heat generation In SIC first wall by neutron flux

Thickness 1 - e'ttd Heat generation Ratio of average heat Spectrum

Soft5 cm

2 cm

Reoctlons

0

0

.51

.25

14

7

.7 W/cn3

.2 W/cm3

generation to
energy flux

12.3

2.4

neutron

X

z

Sitn.p) C(n,a) si(n.n) Sl(n,n') C(n,n) C(n,n')

i t - 0.1137

Neutron flux «p61lk - 2.7xl0u 1/scm3



Table 3 Phlslcal constants of liquid LKIW-475'C)
ond heat transfer

Specific heat

Density

Thermal conductivity

Viscosity

Cp 1 cal/g/'C

P O.t92 g/cm3

0.118 cal/cm/s/*C

0.337 centl

Coeflclent of heat transfer »

o - Nu-x/De - 0.37 cat/cmVs/*C

Effective diameter De • Zd-j-r^

Nusselt number Hu

Hu • A • B-Cr-Pg)
1

(O'E. Buyer's eq.)

B - 0.0222

C •

T - 1.82
Pr(<).0 • 0.002897

Re : Reynolds number

Pe : Peclet number

Pr : Prandtl nunber
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Fig.7-2(a) Electromagnetic force applied on the metal liner of SUS 316.

Stress component of flow direction.
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Fig.7-2(b) Electromagnetic force applied on the metal liner of SUS 316,

Radial compression and tension.
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Fig.7-6 Surface temperature of Sic first wall on plasma side,
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Fig.7-7 Surface temperature of the thin metal liner of SUS 316,



Steady state (t=100{is)

Node no.
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60853
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760.64
7 6034

(Center) 400

539.96
629.96

600 800 (°C)

^15.09

836.16
639.31

(Outlet)

Fig.7-8 Radial temperature distribution of the

first wall at inlet, middle and outlet in

the burning section.
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Fig.7-11 Thermal stress near outlet of burning section.
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7.4 Characteristics of Lithium Flow in Both Cases of Annular

and Central Core Flows in the Presence of SUS-316 Wall

In the presence of first wall with electrical conductivity,

the force is generated by the MHD effect between the first wall and

the moving plasma rings with magnetic field. These work as the

stopping force for the plasma rings. For the plasma rings to move

at a constant velocity, the rings are required to get accelerative

force from lithium flow to be balanced with the stopping force from

the wall. The lithium flow has velocity distribution in the radial

and along the axial directions because the induced magnetic field

by the moving rings has variations in both directions. As the

result the integrated interaction on the ring balances between

deceleration from first wall and acceleration from lithium flow.

The MHD pressure drop is caused by these forces in lithium flow.

Furthermore, there arise other problems such as thermal and MHD

stresses in the first wall which has been discussed in the preceeding

section. It is expected, however, the radial distribution of

temperature in the flowing lithium is rather flatted by the mixing

effect due to the radial velocity component.

7.4.1 Basic Equations

The schematic diagrams are shown in Fig. 7.4.1. Consideration

will be made for two cases: annular and central core flow of lithium.

Basic equations in common for both cases are described first.

The radial component of magnetic field strength induced by

each plasma ring can be expressed by the equation:
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r* + r* + z*r + r + z
[-K + — — EJ (7.4.1)[-K +

2n r/(rAI + r)
2 + z* (r&1 - r) * + z

where K = / = , E - / /l - K2sin2e de
o/l - ic2sin2e ,

4rATr
41

r.) a

and r is the radius of current flow and AI is I/na .

The magnetic field is induced by the whole current in the field.

For simplicity, it was calculated by taking account of the current

of only four rings near the region at issue. The magnetic field

induced by the current in the fluid was neglected. Under a uniform

of magnetic field in the direction of rotation, the current is

induced only in the same direction.

Neglecting viscosity of the lithium, the pressure gradient

along the flow is given by

- " o-(U- - U )«B2. (7.4.2)
dz f f p r

The balance in force is calculated with respect to a half

length of the interring spatial period or a half pitch considering

the periodicity and symmetry.

In lithium layer the force is given by

dP-
Ff = 2ir //r—i dr dz. (7.4.3)

In the wall the pressure gradient is similarly given by
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—dz w p

For the thin wall a constant magnetic field can be assumed in

it, and then the force becomes

w <jz. (7.4.5)

dz

The force should balance between Ff and F :

Ff - Fw = 0. (7.4.6)

Equation of continuity in lithium layer states

Qt - 2w /rUf dr (7.4.7)

is kept constant along the flow direction.

7.4.2 Case of Annular Flow

In the case of annular flow the lithium layer and the first

wall are placed outside the plasma rings as shown in Fig. 7.4.1(a).

Figure 7.4.2 shows the radial component of magnetic field

strength B in the wall. As might be predicted, Br decreases with

increasing distance from the center axis.

From Eg. (7.4.7) the mass flow rate becomes

b+A _
Qt - 2*/ rU_ dr « Jr{(b+A)2 - bl}U , (7.4.8)
1 b f

where 5 is the average velocity of lithium.
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From Eg. (7.4.2) the velocity at an arbitrary point is

«f 1
O. « + U (7.4.9)
f d* °fBr P

If the radial component of velocity is neglected, the pressure

gradient becomes constant over the cross section and is given as

a function of z, independent of r.

Equations (7.4.8) and (7.4.9) yield the average velocity

2 d P £ ^ l

fj _ II r - T I d r + U
P , (7.4.10)

af{(b+A)2-b2} dz b °t

(7.4.11)

and the formula can be replaced by

dP* Ub+A)2-b4} 1
? . - <T-(U-O«)

dz 2 r P Int.tRl

where b + A ^

Int.[R] - / r — dr .
b B r

On the other hand, using Eqs. (7.4.2), (7.4.3), (7.4.4), (7.4.5)

and (7.4.6) the average velocity becomes

Int . [R.,L] P
+ U <7.4.12)

P

w h e r e Jt/2
Int . [R,L] « f

0 Int.{R]

From Eqs. (7.4.9) and (7.4.11) we obtain the velocity of lithium

at the point as
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. {(b+A)*-b2} l i
a - -(u_ O ) — + V . (7.4.13)

2 ' P B* Int.[R] P

The required power for lithium to flow through the duct is

L
W = Qt } dPf . (7.4.14)

This results in the temperature rise :

2,rbI.Wn + W
A T = 1_ m (7.4.15)

QtCpp x 4.2

Figure 7.4.3 shows the pressure gradient dPf/dz and the

pressure drop AP along the flow direction z. The maximum pressure

gradient attained is 0.14 kg/cm /m at u - 5 m/s, Ir » 7.2 MA, b - 2

m, A = 0.25 m, 6 = 1 mm, j- = 3 x10 S/m and a - 10 S/m. Then
X W

we obtain drop per ring of 0.29 k^/cm .

Figure 7.4.4 shows the ratio between fluid valocities in the

layer at r and closest to the wall. For annular flow case the

variation of radial magnetic field is comparatively small and

consequently the velocity of lithium is changed so slightly as

0.4 % in the plane which include the plasma ring.

7.4.3 Case of Central Core Flow

In the next place, the case of central core flow will be

treated in the similar approach to the annular one. But the

calculation is eliminated for the center axis because the radial

component of magnetic field becomes zero on the center.

In the similar way to .previous section we obtain the formulas
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as follows

p» " ™°< • f 1 7 te '
fr 2 Fw 1 (7.4.17)

int. [R,L]

where
1/2 1

Int. [R,L] = / dz ,
0 Int.[R]

,bc *Int.[R] - / r — — dr,
0 B*

bc 1 1
Vf (U-U ) + V , (7.4.18)
£ 2 P Br Int«lRJ

, bc 1
£ . (O-Ujaf , (7.4.19)

dz 2 p x Int.[R)
and

|0" (7.4.20)

Equations (7.4.14) and (7.4.15) can be used for the pumping power

and the temperature rise, respectively, as in the case of annular

flow. Figure 7.4.5 shows the variation of B on the wall of the

axial position z. The maximum magnetic field strength is 1.1 Tesla.

The pressure gradient and drop are shown in Fig. 7.4.6. The
2

maximum pressure gradient is 0.11 kg/cm /m and pressure drop per
2

ring is 0.24 kg/cm , both being less than the values of the

annular flow. Figure 7.4.7 shows the variation in velocity and

flow rare of lithium with the radius. At the vicinity of center

axis the velocity is as high as 10 m/s or so because the magnetic

field is close to zero. If the viscosity of fluid is taken into
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consideration, the velocity profile is much the same as in the case

taken out of consideration. The velocity near the wall is so

close to that of plasma ring that the difference is only 0.2 %.

However, the MHD force remains constant throughout the lithium

layer, since the flow velocity increases as the magnetic field

decreases with increasing radius.

7.4.4 Conclusion

The results for selected velocities are shown in Table, making

comparison between both cases. The differences between the plasma

ring and average lithium velocities are so small as 0.2 % and 1.1 %

for annular and central core flows, respectively. These differences

are caused by the radial component of magnetic field strength on the

wall. There is little difference in flow rate of lithium between

both cases. Since the total heat input differs due to the differ-

ence in the area of first wall under the same wall loading, the

temperature rise, of lithium is twice larger for the case of annular

flow than that for the other case, i.e., 43 °C at 5 m/s in the

former case.

The pressure drop from inlet to outlet is 20 % greater for

the annular flow than for the central core flow.

The pumping power of lithium is 4.9 MW and 3.4 MW for the

annular and central core flows, respectively. These values of

power, being a few percent of total thermal output power, remains

unimportant for the system efficiency.
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Annular
Flow

Central
Core
Flow

UP
m/sec

2.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

2.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

m/sec

2.00

4.01

5.01

6.01

2.02

4.05

5.06

6.07

ms/sec

6.85

13.7

17.1

20.6

5.7

11.4

14.3

17.3

AT

•c

108

54.0

43.3

36.0

60.1

30.1

24.0

19.9

WP
NW

0.79

3.16

4.91

2.09

0.55

2.21

3.41

5.05

dp

Kg/cm2

1.18

2.35

2.93

3.51

0.97

1.94

2.43

2.92

TABLE Comparison between of both cases
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(a) In the Case of Annular Flow,

L,- FLOW —>Uf ,£=0.25

06
Ow=106 S/m

0, =3xlO6 S/m

L=5 .0

(b) In the Case of Central Core Flow

L-5.0

Fig . 7 . 4 . 1 .schematic Diagrams
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8. Neutronics Analysis

The purpose of this section is to examine the time dependent

performance of the tritium breeding ratio and the heating rate

by using Monte Carlo method, to gain the basic information for

thermal zad. mechanical design of the reactor system.

Authors are not aware of any study to have calculated the

time dependent neutronics parameters for the moving ring reactor,

although several workers have addressed these parameters based

on the steady state calculations.

Section 8.1 presents a brief description of the method of

calculation and models adopted. The results of calculations are

presented in Sec. 8.2, together with discussion. The conclusions

are given in Sec. 8.3.

8.1 Methods of Calculation and Models Adopted

As described in Ref. 1, the blanket of KARIN-I consists of

2-cm thick SiC first wall and 25-cm thick liquid Li layer,

followed by 31-cm thick graphite reflector.

One dimensional survey calculations were performed by using

the transport code ANISN, to examine the tritium breeding ratio

in the blanket. The transport calculations are carried out using

P, - S8 approximation and 63 energy groups (42-n + 21-Y) in an

infinite cylindrical geometry. The neutron and y-ray cross

section set including kerma factors is derived from GICX 40

library.4' To allow enough margin for the uncertainties

inherent in both nuclear data and neutron transport calculation,

it would appear reasonable to require a value exceeding 1.10

for the tritium breeding ratio.
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Figure 1 shows the calculational mcc'sl for the survey

calculations. In order to enhance the tritium breeding ratio,

we have added the Li_O layer behind the liquid Li layer.

Calculations on the tritium breeding ratio were performed for

the model with changing Li 0 layer thickness, X from 5 to 30 cm.

The results are summarized in Table 1. When the Li2O layer is

10 cm thick, the tritium breeding ratio is found to be 1.15, which

would suffice for three-dimensional calculation that will account

for the leakage of neutrons from the open ends. ( The calculated

breeding in Li was reduced by 15 % to accomodate the most

recent cross section data .)

The blanket model adopted for the three-dimensional

calculation is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the vertical

cross-section of the blanket, Fig. 3 the horizontal cross-section

of the reactor system.

The three-dimensional calculations for the tritium breeding

ratio and the heating rate were performed by using the Monte

Carlo code MORSE-I with the same group structure and cross

section data as in the one-dimensional survey calculations. The

track length estimator was used to estimate the breeding ratio

and the heating rate.

The neutron source was sampled uniformely in the torus plasma

ring. Direction cosines were sampled isotropically.

The total D-T fusion power of the reactor is Pf = 1850 MW.

This corresponds to a source strength of

Pf C Q6 , 14 MeV neutrons ,
17.62 x second

= 6.554 x 10 2 0 n/s,
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whore C = 0.62418 x IO~' is a conversion factor from Joules to

MeV. Since ten plasma rings exist in the burning section, the

19source strength for one plasma ring is 6.554 x 10 n/s.

8.2 Discussion of Results

8.2.1 Tritium Breeding Ratio

Figure 4 and Table 2 show the calculated tritium breeding

ratio by the MORSE-I code ' for the case of the burning section.

5,000 source particles were used for the calculation and the

resulting fractional standard deviations (f.s.d.) for the

tritium breeding ratio was estimated to be ^1.5 %. (We omitted

the calculations for the distance L from 25 to 50 m, in

consideration of the symmetrical geometry of the burning section.)

A comparison of the results between Table 1 and Table 2 show

that for L = 10 -v25 m, that is, near the center of the burning

section, the tritium breeding ratio from the three-dimensional

calculation agrees well with that from the one-dimensional

calculation; however, the tritium breeding ratio decreases as

the plasma ring approaches the entrance of the burning section

because of the neutron leakage from the open end.

In reality, ten plasma rings exist at every 5 m in the

burning section. Then, the tritium breeding ratio as a function

of time were calculated by using the superposition method. At

t = 0.0 s, the plasma rings are located at the distance of 0, 5,

10, , 45 and 50 m from the entrance of the burning section.

The tritium breeding ratio for each ring is obtained from Pig.4.

The results are averaged over ten plasma rings to obtain the

desired breeding ratio at t = 0.0 s.
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After 0.1 s, the plasma rings are transported by 50 cm to

the recovery section, so the plasma rings are located at the

distance of 0.5, 5.5, 10.5, and 45.5 m from the entrance

of the burning section. The tritium breeding ratio at t * 0.1 s

could be obtained from Fig. 4 by the same method as in the case

of t = 0.0 s. The results obtained over one second period are

shown in Fig. 5 and Table 3. The tritium breeding ratio is

changing cyclically with one second period, the maximum value is

1.12, the minimum value 1.01 and the averaged value 1.10, meeting

the design criterion given in Sec. 8.1 for the breeding ratio.

8.2.2 Heating Rate in the First Hall

Figure 6 shows the heating rate in the first wall calculated

by the MORSE-I code, when one plasma ring exists at the distance

L = 10 m from the entrance of the burning section. 5,000 source

particles were used for the calculation and the resulting f.a.d.

with 50 cm-long ring detector was estimated to be ^5 % for the

peak value. The heating rates were also obtained for the cases

of L = 0, 5 and 25 m.

We found from these calculations that the heating rate

distribution for L * 10 m is almost identicall to that of L - 25 m

within the f.s.d. value. From these observations, it is assumed

that the same heating rate distribution would appear in the cases

between L - 10 and 25 m. Also, symmetrical geometry of the

burning section was taken into account to estimate the heating

rate for the cases of L « 25 ^50 m.

The heating rates in the first wall obtained by using the

superposition method are given in Fig. 7 for L • 20 * 30 m and in
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Fig. 8 for L = 0 * 15 m, whfsn ten plasma rings exist at every

5 m in the burning section. The f.s.d. for the maximum value

was estimated to be ^ 5 t, the minimum ^ 10 %. It is seen from

Fig. 8 that both of the maximum and the minimum values of the

heating rate decrease with approaching the entrance of the

burning section because of the neutron leakage from the open end.

Also, calculations were performed for the heating rates as

function of time. Figure 9 shows the results obtained for the

heating rate in the first wall located at the center of the

burning section. In obtaining these results. Fig. 7 was used :

Since the plasma rings move by 50 cm in 0.1 second, the heating

rate which differs by 50 cm from the previous heating rate was

read from Fig. 7 to define the new one after 0.1 second.

The heating rates in the first wall at the entrance of the

burning section were calculated as function of time by using the

calculational procedure shown in Fig. 10. For example, at

t = 0.05 s, the shadowed first wall area [A] (L = 0.5 t 1.0 m)

received the contributions of 21.97, 1.60 and 0.35 W/cc from

Ring I, Ring H and Ring m , respectively. Those values are

obtained from Fig. 11, which gives the relations between the

plasma ring location in the burning section and the contribution

of heating rate to area [A]. Figure 11 was obtained from the

results of one plasma ring calculations. Therefore, the total

heating rate at t = 0.05 s comes to 23.92 H/cc. As the

contribution from other rings are very small, they can be

neglected. After 0.1 second, the plasma rings move by 50 cm

toward the exit of the burning section, giving the corresponding

contributions of 16.00, 1.35, and 0.30 W/cc, respectively. Hence,
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the total heating rate at t = 0.15 s comes to j.7.6 5 W/cc.

At t = 0.75 s, Ring IV is being formed and heated up in the

formation section. In this stage, as the contribution of the

heating rate given by the ring to the area [A] is very small,

it can be neglected. At t = 0.85 s. Ring IV is instantaneously

transported to the burning section by means of the magnetic

field gradient, giving the area [A] the heating rate contribution

of 12.75 W/cc. In this way, we could obtain the heating rate

as function of time, as shown in Table 4 and Fig.13.

We also obtained the heating rate as function of time for

the shadowed first wall area [B] ( L = 4.5 •*> 5.0 m) in Fig. 10

by using the same procedure and Fig. 12. The results obtained

are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 14.

The following observations were made from Figs. 9, 13 and

14. The maximum value of the heating rates in the first wall

located at the center of the burning section is •v. 26 W/cc, the

minimum •*. 10 W/cc, the averaged value over one second period

^ 15 W/cc and the ratio of the maximum to minimum is •»» 2.6.

The corresponding values at the entrance of the burning section

are •*> 24 W/cc, ^ 4 W/cc, * 12 W/cc and * 6.7, respectively.

The ratio of the maximum value to the minimum at the

entrance of the burning section is much larger than that at the

center. The reason is that since Ring IV is instantaneously

transported from the formation to the burning section, the

heating rate contribution to the area [A] given by Ring IV is zero

between t = 0.05 s and t = 0.75 s, as shown in Table 4. If Ring

IV were transported from the formation to the burning section at

the velocity of 5 m/s, Ring IV would give the area [A] the heating
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rate contributic i 1 proportion to the ring location and the

ratio for the area [A] would become much smaller than the ratio

of ^ 6.7.

8.3 Conclusions

The time dependent performances of the tritium breeding

ratio in the blanket and the heating rate in the first wall were

analyzed to gain the basic information for thermal and mechanical

design of the moving ring reactor, KARIN-I.

It would appear reasonable to require a value exceeding 1.10

for the tritium breeding ratio to allow enough margin for the

uncertainties inherent in both nuclear data and neutron transport

calculations. To account for the results of the one-dimensional

survey calculations which examined the tritium breeding capability

of the blanket, we adopted, for the three-dimensional calculations,

the blanket configuration which consists of 2-cm thick SiC first

wall, 25-cm thick liquid Li layer and 10-cm thick Li-0 layer.

The monte Carlo code MORSE-I was used in the three-dimensional

calculations.

The tritium breeding ratio as function of time was calculated

by using superposition method. The following results were

obtained: The tritium breeding ratio is changing cyclically

with one second period, the maximum value is 1.12, the minimum

1.01 and the average over one second period 1.10, meeting the

design criterion for the breeding ratio.

The heating rate in the first wall was also calculated by

using the superposition method. The following results were

obtained: The maximum value of the heating rates in the first
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wall located at the center of the burning section is -v. 26 W/cc,

the minimum -v- 10 W/cc, the average * 15 W/cc and the ratio of the

maximum to the minimum is ^ 2.6. The corresponding values at the

entrance of the burning section are *> 24 W/cc, ^ 4 W/cc, ^ 12 W/cc

and i 6.7, respectively. Hence, stress and thermal analyses are

required for the first wall to account for the fluctuation

obtained in the heating rate with time and position.
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CO

X
(cm)

5

10

30

6Li(n, a)T

Li

0.395

0.379

0.371

LijO

0.232

0.312

0.450

7Li(n, n'o)T

Li

0.383

0.384

0.385

Li2O

0.043

0.072

0.115

Tritium
Breeding
Ratio

1.053

1.147

1.321

Table 1 Tritium breeding ratio obtained by one-dimensional

calculations for revised model



to

CD

Ring
Location

Mm)*

25.0

10.0

5.0

2.5

0.5

0.0

-1.0

-2.5

-4.0

6I,i(n

Li

0.390

0.372

0.355

0.329

0.238

0.186

0.113

0.054

0.026

, a)T

Li2O

0.309

0.307

0.300

0.264

0.160

0.110

0.057

0.023

0.011

7l.i (n.

Li

0.395

0.385

0.380

0.340

0.157

0.089

0.038

0.015

0.007

n'ulT

I.ijO

0.074

0.073

0.073

0.066

0.027

0.015

0.005

0.002

-v-0.0

T i i > i inn

H i I-I-.| I IIIJ

I M 1 i n

1.167

1.137

1.108

0.999

0.581

0.399

0.208

0.094

0.045

**
f.s.d .

0.015

0.015

0.015

0.015

0.019

0.040

0.043

0.057

0.080

* L(m) is the distance from the entrance of the burning section

** f.s.d. = fractional standard deviations

Table 2 Tritium breeding ratio calculated by MORSE-I code

when one plasma ring exists in the burning section



Time

(s)

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Tritium
Breeding
Ratio

1.010

1.074

1.100

1.111

1.118

1.121

Time

(s)

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Tritium
Breeding
Ratio

1.118

1.111

1.100

1.074

1.010

Table 3 Tritium breeding ratio as function of time

when ten plasma rings exist in the burning

section



Area

CO

oo

Time

(s)

0.05

0.15

0.25

0.35

0.45'

0.55

0.65

0.75

0.85

0.95

Heating

Ring I
(W/cc)

21.97

16.00

10.25

7.12

5.40

4.34

3.63

2.95

2.35

1.98

Rate Contribution from Rings

Ring H
(W/cc)

1.60

1.35

1.16

0.97

0.84

0.80

0.70

0.60

0.50

0.40

Ring HI Ring IV
(W/cc) (W/cc)

0.35

0.30

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10 12.75

0.10 21.97

Total
Nuclear
Heating(W/cc)

23.92

17.65

11.66

8.29

6.39

5.24

4.43

3.65

15.70

24.45

Table 4 Heating rate as function of time

for area (A]



I

CD

Area

Time

(3)

0.05

0.15

0.25

0.35

0.45

0.55

0.65

0.75

0.85

0.95

la]
Heating

Ring I
(W/cc)

1.54

1.19

2.40

3.00

3.80

4.75

7.25

9.78

14.01

22.69

Rate Contribution

Ring H
(W/cc)

22.69

14.01

9.78

7.25

5.19

3.77

3.18

2.89

2.16

2.00

from Rings

Ring HI
(W/cc)

1.60

1.43

1.13

0.90

0.70

0.49

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

Total
Nuclear
Heating(W/cc)

25.83

17.35

13.31

11.15

9.69

9.01

10.83

12.97

16.37

24.79

Table 5 Heating rate as function of time

for area [B]



Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Model for one-dimensional calculations

Fig. 2 Vertical cross-section of the blanket

Fig. 3 Horizontal cross-section of the reactor system

Fig. 4 Tritium breeding ratio calculated by MORSE-I code when

one plasma ring exists at the distance L in the burning

section

Fig. 5 Tritium breeding ratio as function of time when t^n

plasma rings exist in the burning section

Fig. 6 Heating rate in the first wall calculated by MORSE-I

code when one plasma ring exists at the distance L = 10 m

from che entrance of the burning section

Fig. 7 Heating rate in the first wall for L = 2 0 ^ 3 0 m when

ten plasma rings exist in the burning section

Fig. 8 Heating rate in the first wall for L = 0 i> 15 m when

ten plasma rings exist in the burning section

Fig. 9 Heating rate in the first wall as function of time for

L = 24.5 -X. 25.0 m

Fig. 10 Calculational procedure to obtain the heating rates in

the first wall at the entrance of the burning section

Fig. 11 Relations between the plasma ring location in the

burning section and the contribution of the heating rate

to area [A]

Fig. 12 Relations between the plasma ring location in the

burning section and the contribution of the heating rate

to area [B]

Fig. 13 Heating rate as function of time for area [A]

Fig. 14 Heating rate as function of time for area [B]
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Research and Development Items

The workshop on the Conceptual Design of Moving Ring Reactor

"KARIN-I" was held at November 11 - 13, 1982, as one of the activities

of "Special Research Project on Nuclear Fusion" supported by the

Grant-in-Aid for Fusion Research from the ministry of Education,

Science and Culture. The purpose of this workshop is to clarify

critical issues and R & D items necessary to realize "KARIN-I" and

to discuss various problems arising in the course of development

of fusion reactors. 37 researchers participated actively in the

workshop. Research and development items discussed in the workshop

are summarized as follows.

(1) Reactor Materials and Plasma Wall Interactions

In the design of KARIN-I, SiC was chosen as a candidate first

wall material because of its low electrical conductivity. Various

comments and discussions were presented on this choice. Results

of this group are :

a) Reaction sintered SiC is not suitable from compatibility

with liquid Li.

b) BeO and BeO doped hot-pressed SiC possess high thermal and

low electrical conductivities, although compatibility with

liquid Li and radiation •'lamage of Be are important problems.

c) As for the liner mateiials, thermal expansion rate, joining

with SiC, compatibility with liquid Li, and behavior of tritium,

should be taken into account.

d) Mechanical strength of SiC is not sufficient and fabrication

of large scale structures using ceramics is difficult at
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present. Radiation damage causes the reduction in thermal

conductivity and mechanical strength of Sic.

e) Further studies on shock, bending stress, dead load etc.

are required.

(2) Science, Technology and Biological Effects of Tritium

The main topics related to this subject are "Role of Lithium

Blanket", "Matching to Various Factors", and "Effects of Various

Factors on Tritium Breeding". It was pointed out that matching of

various parameters is essential in order to satisfy tritium breeding,

cooling of first wall, plasma travelling, and MHD effects.

Difference between the permeation rate of tritium in SUS and that

in SiC causes the accumulation of T_ at the boundary of SS-SiC.

Purification system of liquid Li is also an important problem.

Advantages and disadvantages of cold trap, hot trap, and molten-

salt extraction systems were compared.

(3) Fundamentals of Reactor Plasma Control

Most of the discussions concerning plasma rings of KARIN-I

were concentrated to burn control, configuration of plasma ring,

and experimental and computational studies of spheromaks.

(4) Technology of Superconducting Magnet

Pulse SC magnet in KARIN-I has the following features,

a) Pulsing rate and magnetic field necessary to KARIN-I are low

enough to attain. However, magnets may be complex and large,

so that technological/engineering feasibility should be

achieved.
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b) Estimated AC loss in the design is conservative and reduction

may be possible.

c) Efficiency of refrigerator is also reasonable.

d) Various technical problems related to non-metalic cryostat,

radiation damage/shield, EN forces, fatigue strength, and

eddy current should be overcome.

(5) Design and Evaluation of Fusion Reactor

Blanket neutronics, characteristics of thermodynamic fluid,

and construction of system concepts were discussed.

a) Trutium breeding ratio of 1.1 is realized by setting I^O

blanket behind the liquid Li flow. In view of tritium breeding

thick Li and thin Sic structures are desired.

b) Fine structure and fluctuation of liquid Li flow should be

examined thoroughly.

c) Detailed design study, feasibility experiments, and problems

of control system in high beta linear machines are important.
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APISNDIXES

A-l Stress and Thermal Analysis of the First Wall of SUS 316

1.1 Introduction

As the magnetized plasma moves through the metal constructed

first wall, the eddy current and the electromagnetic loading

are induced by the interaction of electromagnetic field. Heat

generation in volume and at surface of the first wall occurs by

particle fluxes and radiation from the moving ring as well as

the joule heating by the induced eddy current.

The load applied to the first wall by the MHD effect and

the temperature rise are estimated, and the stress distribution

can be calculated by the finite element method. And further ,

the operation time of MRR can be evaluated by ASME Code Section

III Nuclear Plant Component Code Case 1952 as shown in Fig. 1.1.

As known, this code does not take into account the effects

of various damages such as swelling, spattering and radiation

specified by fusion reactor, but these problems will be dis-

cussed in the future step.

1. 2 Interaction of the moving plasma ring with the

conductive wall

The plasma ring is conveyed by the liquid Li flow through

the burning region. In this burning region, the liquid Li

flow in annular tube is considered to be the case as shown in

Fig. 1.2. To stabilize or suppress the tilting mode, the

restricted conditions shown in Table 1 must be satisfied.

The slip between lithium and plasma velocities is estimated

as follows:
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Taking the coordinate in the liquid Li flow and the wall as f

z'and in the other place as j>, z. (Fig. 1.2')

Magnetic field components by the induced current in the first

wall are given as;

(2)

And the magnetic field components by the induced current in

the liquid Li flow are;

where

\PS(z-z'fi-z') r r\PS(z-z'f ]

////////////// Mfatl

P i 9' x-2' C o o r d i n a t e in t h e

Li flow and the wall
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Neglecting the inertia of plasma ring, the velocities v_ and v

satisfy the following relation.

j R ) B
The following relation can be obtained front the condition above

The slip S "(vf~v
p)/

vf " S^lS^+1) is the function of the

geometry.

Consider the burning section with the following dimensions

w = 0.25 in, d. * 0.01 in and b • 2 m.

The slip is calculated to be about 1.6 %, however, if the

conductive constructed-materials of blanket surrounding the

liquid Li flow is taken into consideration, the value of the

slip may become larger. Fig. 1.3 shows the relation between slip

S and the ratio of average conductivity of constructed-materials

of blanket to conductivity of liquid Li. Assuming the average

conductivity of constructed-materials of blanket to be 0.1 times

the liquid Li conductivity, the slip is found to be about 10 %.

The electromagnetic force P , the eddy current Jw and the

joule heating loss g are expressed as follows.

= <J"l>pBr ( A/W1) (8 )
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For the simple case of the isolated plasma ring in the burning

region, the body force caused by electromagnetic field f(N/m )

is shown as Fig. 1.4. In the annular tube, the radial expansion

force is loaded forward the plasma ring and radial compression

force backward, the plasma ring. In axial direction, only the

drag force is constantly loaded.

1."• Stress analysis

In the case of 10 plasma rings in the burning section, we can

calculate the stress distribution using the finit element method.

The input parameters for calculation are shown in Table 2.

Figure 1.5 shows the stress distribution due to electromagnetic

force. The hoop stresses on the annular tube change reciprocally

along the axis and the axial stress gradually decteases along

the axis. The stress intensity which is the maximum absolute

value in differences between the principal stresses, ( &7-<£,, GT-ffJ

<£-<5 ) is related the factor of yield condition used in AS ME

Code Section III Nuclear Power Plant Components Code Case 1592.

The stress intensity is shown by the solid line in the figure,

1.4 Thermal analysis

In the burning region, 10 plasma rings move keeping the same

distance 1 = 5 m each other in the axial direction. The energy

depositions from radiation and charged particles occurs at the

first wall surface and the heat flux q is assumed as

follows.

{I -+• a ^ ^ tz- v*) j do
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where z,v and a are the axial distance, the velocity of plasma

ring and the amplitude of fluctuation, respectively. The value

Q is the energy loss deposited on the first wall surface.

On the other hand,the energy depositions due to neutron

irradiation and joule heating by eddy current in the wall volume

are represent- d q and q / respectively. The total energy

deposition in the wall Q is written as

) bSS, tv (11)

Q : neutron energy per ring plasma

0( : fraction deposited in the wall

The partial of neutron energy is deposited in the wall volume,

however, a large amount of neutron energy ('-94%) is considered

to be absorbed in the liquid Li flow through the thin first

wall. The neutron energy is assumed to be homogeneously

absorbed in liquid Li.

At first neglecting joule loss in the wall, the analysis is

carried out using the material constants in Table 3. Fig- 1.6

shows the elements divided for calculation. In the thin

elements no.l, no.4, no.7- -— - no.160 at the plasma side, the

surface heat generation <{ is given and in the whole elements,

the volume heat q is generated. Temperature increases of

inner wall surface at the side of plasma and temperature

increases of outer wall surface at the side of Liquid Li are

shown as Fig. 1.7 and Fig. 1.8, respectively. At the side of

the plasma, the wall temperature is increasing with oscillation
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of a consine curve. On the other hand, at the side of the

liquid Li flow, the temperature is spontaneously increasing

due to the fast moving of heat source i.e. plasma ring, as

compared with the velocity of heat diffusion. The radial

temperature distributions from the liquid Li side to the plasma

side are plotted at the points of the inlet, the center and the

outlet as shown in Pig. 1.9.

1.5 Evaluation

Figure 1.10 and Fig. 1.11 show the load duration for creep,

evaluated by ASME Code Section III. In the case of the load
A

duration of 3 years (2.63 x 10 hours) at the temperature of

600°C (1112eF), the permissible stress is found to be about

8 kg/mm (11 ksi). The caluculated stress intensity as shown

in Fig. 1.5 is more larger than the value of this permissible

stress. Even the joule loss is neglected, the wall temperature

becomes large in this MRR operation. So this operation is

clearly said to be dangeraus.

- Note -

When the plasma current I = 7.2 MA , joule loss due to eddy

current becomes surprisingly a large value of 200 W/cm at peak.

1.6 Thermal stress

To obtain the elemental stiffness matrix, the numerical

integration is carried out by using Gauss quadrature.

Figure 1.12 shows Gauss points in the first wall for the calcu-

lation. Figure 1.13 shows thermal stress distribution near

the outlet of the liquid Li flow. In the outer surface the
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hoop stress of tension is exhibited and the hoop stress of

compression is reflected in the inner surface. These stresses

show very high values equal to the yield stress of the high

tension steel at the standard temperature. So at the MRR

operation temperature above 480*C, this thermal stress of the

material SUS 316 exceeds over the yield strngth.
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Table 1

Stabilization of Tilting Mode
Aspect Ratio R/a = 3

PP - 0.1
li ( Internal Inductance Parameter )

~ 0.1

Annular Type
b/R*1.37
L/FU0.04
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Table 2
Stress Analysis

Annular type model

t

ql
parameters

range
element
node
radius
thickness
l t i

L 50 m
axisymmetric shell 181

180
b 2 m

1.0 cmthickness 1.0 cm
electric conductivity o 4.0*10 y-m
Young's Modulus
Poissn ratio

distance I

I
a
r

22.9X106psi
0.3

5 cm

plasmoid
electric current
minor radius
major radius
neighbor distance I 5
velocity v 5

7.2 MA
0.5 m
1.5 m

m
m
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T a b l e 3

t h e r m a l p r o p e r t y

S U S 3 I E

d e n s i t y t o £ / c m 3

spec i f i c heat 0 1 3 c a l / g deg
conduct iv i ty 0 <H 1 c a l / c m sec deg

liquid lithium

temperature < 0 0 s 0 0 6 0 0 °c

specific heat

conductivity

d e n s i t y

1

0

0

0

.10 5

5

1

0

0

.0

. 1 2 3

.us

1

0

0

.0

, 1 3 1

cal/g deg

cal/cm sec deg

g/cm3

coefficient of heat transfer

Pe = w d / U / C p r)
Nu= 5.0 + 0.025 Pe08

Oe = 6 02 m
u = 2.0 m/sec

01= Nu X/Oe

temperature

coeficient. 0

400

.1746

500

0.1773 0.

60 0

1775

°C

cal/cm2sec°C
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Working
Fluid

Plasma Current | |Particle Flux| [Radiation|

Magnetic
Field

MHD
Effect

\
Volume Surface
Heat Generation

Induced
Current

Temperature
Distribution
I

Load

Stress Distribution

Eualuation
ASME Code Section

Nuclear Power Plant Components
Code Case 1592

Fig. 1.1 Flow chart of stress analysis and evaluation
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Moving plasma
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Fig. 1-2 Schematic diagram of annular type
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i
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0 0.05 0.J 0.15

<ff

Fig. 1.3 Relation between slip and effective conductivity of surrounding

blanket region



(—M f [N/m3]

^ <L—--
1 = 1 MA

1.5m

m

Fig. 1.4 Function f in the case of the isolate plasma ring
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Fi9> 1.5 Stress distribution by electrorcagr.stic force
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Pig. 1.6 Divided elements for FEM
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Fig. 1 .7 Wall temperature distribution at the side of the plasma
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Fig. 1.8 Wall temperature distribution at the side of the liquid Li
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Fig. 1.9 Temperature distribution for thickness
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Fig. 1.10 Relation between permissible stress and temperature

Fig. 1.11 Relation between permissible stress and load duration
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Fig. 1.12 Gauss points in the first wall for thermal stress

analysis
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Fig. 1.13 Thermal Stress near th» outlet of the liquid Li flow
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A-2 THERMAL AND MHD CONSIDERATIONS OF LIQUID FLOW

IN CONDUCTING DUCT

Lithium Flow Configuration and design parameters

The thermal energy deposited in the blanket and first wall is

removed by the liquid lithium and converted to electricity in the

steam power conversion system. The primary function of the

lithium flow system is to transport the plasmoid and remove the

thermal energy from the reactor while maintaining the temperature

of the first wall and blanket within the specified limits.

A schematic of lithium flow configuration and relevant design

parameters are shown in figure 1 and tabulated in table 1, respec-
Li in _, ,_,___ Li out

tively. J super.conducting

newtron absorbing
blanket

ooooqopo o

biological & coil \"\

•.•••••••'-'/••'••v.-::,.--.'".'.y.-"-
3^?

I K^«J^^C^5^^C^^^J^^»^;

first wall(6)

liquid lithium

•burning section (]

Figure 1. Conceptual Design of the Moving Ring Compact Torus Reactor

TABLE 1 Design Parameters

total length L

first wall radius b

thickness of Sic 6

thickness of Li layer A

newtron wall loading Wn

lithium velocity Vj,

50 m

2 m

0.05m(first wall)

0.25 m

2.4 MW/m2

5 m/s

strength of magnetic field Bv 1.2 T
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Estimation of Pressure Loss through the Burning Section

For the proper selection of lithium feed pump, it is important

to estimate the pressure losses of the coolant loop, especially,

in the burning section of the reactor. The pressure loss of the

lithium flow is much affected not only by the flow geometries but

also by the strength and direction of magnetic field and conduc-

tivity of the first wall,etc. Lack of the data relevant to MHD

interaction between magnetic field and electrically conducting

liquid flow causes the main difficulty to the precise estimation

of pressure loss. So the rough calculation was made by using the

design parameters listed in Table 1. The pressure loss at the

burning section of the reactor can be estimated as follows:

A P = Cf.

where D = width of lithium blanket, and

Cf= pressure loss factor

The values of Cf and AP are listed in Table 2 with different

flow geometries and magnetic field.

case Material of direction of pressure loss pressure loss
first wall Magetie field factor Cf hP(atm)

(I) SUS 316
(II)

SIC
(IV)

axial

transverse

axial

transverse

1.91xlO~3

A38

2.16x10-"

0.072

0.1

1.1x10*

io-2

3.6

^physical properties are estimated at 673K

TABLE 2. Estimation of Pressure Loss

The most severest case(case(II)) is unrealistic because the

main direction of magnetic field is parallel to the flow. The

case(I) and case(III) are within the acceptable range of pressure

loss. Thus the low pressure loss of the coolant is one of the

great advantages of the FKM reactor in comparison with the TOKAMAK

reactor.
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Thermodynamic consideration of the Lithium Flow

Thermal energy deposited in the blanket and first wall is removed

and delivered to the steam-generater. In order to attain the rea-

sonable efficiency for the power conversion, a sufficiently high

temperature of liquid lithium must be obtained. The temperature

rize AT in the burning section of the reactor is calculated as

follows:

AT = PF/pCp-vL-A (2)

where, Pp= total fusion power(=185OMW) and

A = cross sectional area of lithium

flow pass

Introducing the design parameters listed in Table 1 into eq.(2)

The value AT=47 deg. is obtained. This temperature difference is

smaller than that for TOKAMAK reactor(AT-200~300 deg.). The heat

exchange rate in the steam-generater will be lessen because the

lithium temperature drop becomes smaller, and therefore, the total

inventory of liquid lithium inevitably increases. This is one of

the disadvantage for the compact design of the reactor but the

stress restriction of the blanket and first wall materials can be

lighten. These are discussed in the other chapters.
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A-3 Alternate Design of the Superconducting Magnet System

An alternate design of the superconducting magnet system for

the MRR is introduced in this section. An illustration of the

design appears in Fig. 3.1. The system has been designed so as

to permit a rather thick radiation shield in the compressor. The

whole of the superconducting magnets are located outside the 1.5 m

thick biological shields for neutron. Hence, the fabrication, the

assembly and the maintenance of superconducting magnets are easy

and manageable. Another feature of this design is the simplicity

of the plasmoid compression scenarios : The burner magnet is

simply energized up to an equilibrium magnetic field intensity of

1.2 Tesla. The results of the design are summarized in Figs. 3.2

through 3.8 and TABLE (I) :

1) Coil configurations and ampere-turns Fig. 3.2

2) Magnetic flux lines,

° before compression Fig. 3.3

° after compression Fig. 3.4

3) Axial flux distributions Fig. 3.5

4) Radial flux distributions Fig. 3.6

5) N-value in the compressor- Fig. 3.7

6) Energizing mode Fig. 3.8

7) Magnetic stored energy and required

energizing power TABLE (I)
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TABLE (I) MAGNETIC STORED ENERGY AND ENERGIZING POWER

A) MAGNETIC STORED ENERGY BEFORE COMPRESSION :

540 MJ

B) MAGNETIC STORED ENERGY AFTER COMPRESSION :

1,900 HJ

C) PULSED MAGNETIC ENERGY (B-A) :

1,360 MJ

D) COMPRESSION TIME :

0.2S S

E) ENERGIZING POWER :

5.44 GW

F) FUSION POWER PER PULSE :

1 , 8 9 0 MJ/S

G) ENERGY RATIO :

1.39
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A-4 Alternatives for Plasma Ring Formation and Transport

4.1 Alternatives for Plasma Formation

In this design we have selected the method by REB injection

into the flux conserver in order to produce the pre-compression

plasma. However, there may exist some difficulties such as those

with controlling plasma current distributions in this method.

Therefore, we will discuss the S1 method, which is being

developed at PPPL, as one of the alternatives.

The outline of the plasma formation on the basis of the S,

method is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The flux core of 7 m major

radius and 1 m minor radius contains the poloidal flux coil (10

turn toroidal windings) and the toroidal flux coil (100 turn

poloidal windings). The initial plasma is formed as follows.

A poloidal field is generated by exciting the toroidal winding

inside the flux core. The poloidal field on the smaller major

radius side of the core is then weakened by superposing an" external

vertical field. Next, by reducing the toroidal winding current

in the core through zero, poloidal currents are induced in the

plasma surrounding the core ring. Simultaneously, magnetic

reconnection of the poloidal field occurs, resulting in the

separation of the plasmoid and the creation of the spheromak

configuration.

In this method, the toroidal and poloidal plasma currents

can be controlled by adjusting the poloidal and toroidal winding

currents, respectively. Table 4.1 shows the parameters of the S,

system. The toroidal and poloidal fluxes for the purpose of

inducing the poloidal and toroidal currents in the plasma include
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the fluxes for resistive loss of the plasma which was assumed to be

one third of the inductive flux. In order to heat the plasir.a, RF

heating may be used in addition to Ohmic heating.

4.2 Possibilities of Plasmoid Transport by Magnetic Carriers

In the conveyance of the plasma ring by liquid Li flow, control

of the axial position of a ring and the suppression of plasma

merging may be difficult. In this section, we will discuss the

plasma transport by magnetic carrier as an alternative.

The scenario of the magnetic carrier is as follows. The axial

magnetic field, which has the minimum value at the position of a

plasma ring, is travelled axially at the velocity corresponding to

plasma transport velocity. In order to form this periodic magnetic

field structure, we add the transport coils located on the outside

of the first wall structure as shown in Fig. 4.2. The distance

between transport coils is 1 m so as to excite effective magnetic

field structures.

Figure 4.3 shows the currents of these coils in case A where

the plasma is in the middle between the two transport coils.

Figure 4.4 shows those in case B where the center of the plasma

is in the same position as that of the transport coil. Tables 4.2

and 4.3 show the axial and radial components of the magnetic fields

for case A and case B, respectively. The radial components act on

the plasma to stabilize its axial position. Compared with Table

2.6 in Sec. 2 of Chap. Ill, the horizontal field of the transport

coil is stronger than that produced by the neighboring plasma for

the axial displacements of 0.25 m and 0.5 m. This fact implies
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merging of plasmas can be avoided by the plasma transport method

described here.

Figure 4.5 shows the current pattern of a transport coil. The

totax power necessary to operate the 50 transport coils is estimated

to be 17 0 MW where the major radius and the cross-sectional area of

the coil are assumed to be 2.5 m and 100 cm , respectively.

It should be noticed that in order to stabilize the tilting motion

of the plasma, many figure 8 coils should be installed near the

first wall.

Reference

1) M. Yamada et al., "Quasistatic Formation of the Spheromak

Plasma Configuration", Princeton Plasma Physics Lab. Rep.

PPPL-1723 (1980).
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Table 4.1 Machine parameters of the SI system

Major Radius R 4.5 m

Minor Radius a 1.5 m

Toroidal Plasma Current 1^ 2.4 MA

Flux Core Major Radius Rf 7 m

Flux Core Minor Radius af 1 m

Vertical Field Bv 0.13T

Toroidal Flux Swing $t 2.3 Vs

Poloidal Flux Swing $p 16 Vs
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Table 4.2 Axial and radial components of magnetic fields

of vertical field coils in case A (r=1.5 m)

(z = 0 at the position of a plasma)

z (m)

-0.5

-0.25

0

0.25

0.5

B 2 (1.5,z) (T)

1.229

1.208

1.200

1.20S

1.229

B r (1.

1.36

7.5

-7.5

-1.36

5,

X

X

0

X

X

2) (T)

10-2

10-3

10-3

10-2
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Table 4.3 Axial and radial components of magnetic fields

of vertical field coils in case B (r=1.5 m)

z (m) Bz (1.5,z) (T) Br (1.5,z) (T)

-0.5 1.234 1.36 x 10~2

-0.25 1.208 7.6 x 10*3

0 1.200 0

0.25 1.208 -7.6 x 10~3

0.5 1.234 -1.36 x 10-2

* z * 0 at the position of a plasma.
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Fig. 4.1 Plasma formation system using the S^ method
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Fig. 4.2 vertical field coils in plasma transport by magnetic
carrier. 1̂  denotes the current of the i th coil .
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Fig. 4.3 Vertical field coil currents in plasma transport
by magnetic carrier when the plasmas are located
in the midth between the two transport coils
(Case A).
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Fig. 4.4 Vertical field coil currents in plasma transport
by magnetic carrier when the center of a plasma is
the same as that of a coil on the axis iCase B).
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Fig. 4.5 Current pattern of the ith B v coil in
plasma transport by magnetic carrier.
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